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BLU E PARADE ON

EASTER SUNDAY Today, the 70th

NAVAL' MEASURE

Banks Are Replacing Famous "Wet Goods"
Shops; Paris Fashion is Busying Herself
With Handkerchiefs; Embroidered Designs
Represent the User's Favorite Sport.

ASKED IN ROUSE

of His Birth, He Will Be
Laid to Rest in Oakwood

Procession in Progress Most
Telegrams Have Been Sent
Cemetery, Chicago.
'All Supporters of the 86,- of the Day But the Climax
(Ilv I lie Anaucluled
000 Amendment to Hast
Asso-16
the
Comes When Churches
j
(by
Chicago, April
ciated Press). men ana puoi.
en to Washington,
Are Dismissed,
and young, today paia final tribute
to Adrian (J. Anson,- hero of the in nnmiT nr limn Ti l
years, at pub- imu uuimi ur nuvv ip
FLAPPERS "AND THEIR
sports world for fifty which
were as
lic funeral services
DEMOCRATS
div
OUT
OLDER SISTERS
simple and sincere as tho life of

(BY TICK ASSOCIATED PHESS.I

!)

Kindly Providence Does His
Bit in Providing a Perfect Day From the. Stand-

point of Weather,
(By The

Amm-late-

New York. April

TrcnO '
16. Manhat

tan's famous Easter parade was
set in step today to a sartorial
symphony the Periwinkle Blues.
Tho new shade was the dominant note in the color medley
that brilliantly filled old Fifth
avenue from Central park down

to the shadow of the Washington
arch.
As to color, the Easter parade
was a veritable crescendo, with
the pleasingly soft periwinkle blue
everywhere in dominance. There
was no group complete without
it; its choice was confined to no
one age or class or even complexion. Occasional creations of one
or the othor ot the more sombre
hues were invariably lightened
on the hat, the bodice or the
skirt with a touch of the shade
that seemingly claims milady's
sole allegiance of thu moment.
Striking Background.
The parade was in progress
most of tho day, but it did not
really start, of course, until the
churches of the avenue dismissed
their morning congregations shortly after noon. A kindly providence
did Its bit in providing a day of
blue and silver, shot through with
a perfect Easter
day. The
gold
.. .1
....

the man for whom they were held.
Tomorrow tho seventieth anniversary of the birth of the "Grand
Old Man of Sports," he will be laid
to rest in Oakwood cemetery.
While tho public services today
did nut begin until 2 o'clock, old
friends of Mr. Anson's began
ni 11 a. 111. and throughout
the day an unbroken procession of
hero,
admirers of baseball's firstbank
of
filed silently past tho great
of
the
end
one
filled
flowers which
chapel.
Al( day long they came, somo in
cars,
limousines, some oiv street, careothers on foot. Mingling with were
fully dressed men of wealth Side
unshaven, unkept persons.
walk traffic was blocked and hundreds were unable to get into the
nhHiiel for the services.
Manv of the floral offerings e
came from nationally known
five-fowreath bore
this inscription:
"Good bve, captain. I'rom your
M.l iisil. Billv."
It was from Billy Sunday, who
played ball with Mr. Anson forty
years aso. Others were from John
Heydler, president of the National league; K. M. Landis, baseball commiuHlnner: Hill Lance, old time ball
nluyer; Clark Griffith, president of
baseball club;
ihi Washington
Charles A. Comlskcy. owner of tne
Chicago White Sox; Bill Veeck,
Chicago Cubs;
I'Vinrlou
Khhetts. owner of the
and
many athletic
Brooklyn club,
organizations.
Mr. Veeck, Mr
Mr. He.vdloi.
Comiskey and Judge Landis were
Present at the services, while others
who were observed in tne cnaiivi
were "Chic" Evans, iiuernauun- Vnnwn enlfer: Fred Pfeiffer,
who
Jim White and George Gore,joim-ny
played ball with Mr. Anson;
Bob
Evers, "Kid" Gleason,
league
Emslie, veteran National
Dan
and ball
player;
umpire
Tom
IvU-ary- ,
famous walker;
of
Foley, who headed a delegation
timn tilavers. and representa
tives from numerous athletic clubs

Increase in PersorWNecessitate Ad'
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000,000
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Paris, April 1i (by the Assocla signs have in the corners embroi
ted Press). Prosaic commerce, to dered figures reprefienting
the
Iho discomfiture of (he patrons of user's favorite sport, such as golH
The
upon tennis, racing and fencing.
gaiety, is making inroads
that part of gay Puree between the men are boinir offered oblong hand-
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Madeleine and the Ituo Drouot,
known simply as "The Boulevard."
"Tho
boulevard Is dying, the
boulevard Is dead," is the melancholic comment of old l.abitnes on
hearing of the disappearance of
the Cafe Amerirain and the Cafe
Hanks will replace
Neopolitain.
these
"wet goods"
shops, which for years have been
the meeting places of famous men
in th world of art and literature.
Thirty years uvo financial and
business houses were the exception
on the boulevard. Gay life commenced at sundown. There was not
a dark house and rarely was any
ono abroad in a business suit; evenNow
ing clothes wore rte rlgner.
sombre facades of banks and stores
throw their shadows over the few
Illuminated
remaining brightly
cafes, and gentlemen in yellow
shoes soft coll.irs nni, peaked caps
greatly outnumber those in formal
tiarli.
The Cafe Tnronl, where Roche-for- t
anil D Maupassant and their
friends were wont to congregate,
The
was the first to disappear.
Cafo des Aimelais, Oscar Wilde's
favorite haunt, wont next. Then
the Cafe Kichc was transtorinea
into a bank. A tailor occupies i.ne
once was tho Cafe
huildlng thatnow
the Zarahoff In
Vernon and
terests have bought the Cafe Neo
Amer
politain. Quite fittingly, an
ican bank will replace tne ,aie
4mnrlenin. The Cafe do la Paix is
the only one left of the famous oldIs
taverns on the boulevard, and It
being frowned upon by many oui
are too
"There
time Parisians.
many foreigners," they aver.

kerchiefs with colored borders.
The milliners, who have generally adopted flower trimmings, are
reproducing seasonable flowers ot
changing varieties as the spring
advances. They are now usln?
hyacinthes. wistiria. cowslips and
buttercups, heretofore rarely seen
on Paris hats.
Klack and red,, blue and gray and
yellow and white are the prevailing color schemes for gowns, with
hat. shoes, stockings, handbags and
s
to match.
even
The temper of the French parliament is to adopt somo reservation to the Washington conference
treaties ns a matter of principle
simply to indicate that. France ha,
independence of action equal to
that ot tho United States.
Premier Poincare has determined not to make the treaties a.
question of coufldenc ln his cabinet but. to leave parliament free
to accept, rejoct or adopt the treaHis purties with reservations.
pose appears to be to set forth
earnestly the reasons tor ratificaTho nttitutle
tion of the treaties.
was exof the administration
like
somewhat
this:
pressed
Th'.r
"Here nre tho treaties.
are admirable, nnd we recomtnenA
for
but
is
you
it
them,
gentlemen
of the senate and chamber, to decide."
M. Poincare had nothing to do
personally wtth making the treaties. He accepted them ns a
of former Premier P.riand'
policy on this subject, and ho supports Minister nt the Colonies,
Snuraut. whom he retained from
Uriand's cabinet.
Owing to the bill concerning thn
Paris fashion is busying herself
regulation of military service and
desome other measures, the Washwith hand kerchiefs. The latest
ington treaties oannot ho taken up
until June, and in the interval tho
situation may be modified. Talk
SWEDEN
IN
CHILDREN
In parliamentary lobbies turns esLESSONS
THEIR
READ
pecially on the naval treaty and
need for somewhat greater libFROM MOVIE SCREEN tho
erty of action for Fiance than is
expressed in that document.
ft Tli. A.afiflrltrd Frcfi.)
Stockholm. April 1.6. Swedish
who
school children are beginning to willMaurice Dounay, the poet, Frun-cairepresent the Academie
read their lessons from the movio
at the American celebrations
screen. The use of educational of
the tercentenary nf Moliere, be- films is becoming more and more
career at the Chat Noir,
his
Kan
curricua part of the lower grade
the first ot the Montmarte cabaret
lum, even In the most remote dispoets recited
tricts, and leading educators are whe.ionung
"lie sails for America to
'making elaborate plans to extend
day accompanied by Andre
the scope of "film classes."
also a . member of the
In the rlty of (ievele, northern
Sweden, the children are said by French academj-in reciting his verses,
more
Donnay,
visiting professors to know
satirized
prominent
Island
than invariably
about Manhattan
This caused him to bt
young students In western pruts of Parisians.
dismissed
rebuked
and
by nn unthe United States who never have
contractor (or
feeling building
visited the metropolis.
was an apprentice.
One of the most prominent whom Donnay
The poet was rated ns an indifchampions ot films ns a means of ferent
at
college, where h
pupil
son of King Ousiaf, who has taken was educated for tho engineering
Donnay's latest play.,
outtiTS profession.
"La Belle Angevine," which was
explora
for
the first time last
tion through Central America and produced
week, is scoring a hit.
South Africa.
world-fame-

Washington,
plating .the decisive vote by which
tho house yesterday recorded its
approval of an 8G.000 man navy,
as recommended
President
by
Harding and American naVal experts, over one of 67,000 men advocated by the committee on apleaders
republican
propriations,
were undecided today whether to
press the matter to a formal vote
in the house proper.
In the absence of definite information and anticipating a demand
for a record vote, Representative
McArthur, republican of Oregon,
one of the leaders in the fight for
the increase, announced that telegrams had been sent to all supporters to the amendment to return
here Tuesday.
It was generally understood that
Chairman Kelley, in charge of the
bill, would insist on a separate vote
on the amendment. Under tho rules
h
on the
members
of the
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Left to rijrht, top: Albert

"V
:7.X"
.r.1.

I,

n;

Victor Emmanuel
III,
Italy; George V, England; Ferdinand 1, Roumania; William, Albania. Center row: Constantino
I, Greece; Alfonso XIII, Spain;
Haakon VII, Norway; Gust:.f V,
Bottom:
Swede.:.
F,
Fuad
Egypt; Boris III, Bulgaria;
Lenin, Russia.

I

other modern rulers of Kurope and
Asia whose blood contains not a
drop of that of their subjects:

Dictator of Russia Xicolai Lea Tartar.
King of Greece Constantino I,
a Dane.
Ferdinand
King of Roumania
I, a German.
Czar of Bulgaria Boris III. a
German,
Princo ot Albania William, u
German (when last seen).
King of Norway Haakon VII,
a Dane.
King nf Sweden Guslav V, of
French Bernndottes.
King ot Belgium Albert T, a
German.
King of Italy Victor Emmanuel III, a Savoyard.
The list shows that Germans
seem to bo the most popular choices
for European thrones.
nt no,

one-fift.

fi W4 VSk

xiclnted I'ress.)
April 16. Contem-

A

r--

whom they rule were acquired
(By Central Press.)
Berlin, April H.The rcyal pro- - through long sojourn In their
'
'
..
fession of "kinging" in one s na adopted countries.
..
,
;.;:
me .omm.uee
oin', were amiuu,, ,
ln Europe
Kgypt is quite satisfied to start
,and ,
. po,,Uar
mn hnr flirt ttAfa nnctoiim r r 1 77
i.rn
C
: 130
J
ithat
is, if the pYescnt roster oi off on its career as a kingdom with
,A
If
flowed
to
could be changed
another
glven'tTgrowing
the poii of an Albanian peasant
heads Is any criterion,
Mr. McArthur jcrowned
poll were taken.
were in tho spirit of the occa
seated on tho ancient throne of the
Tne ,J0i(.y 0f
- nt
or
amendtne
condeclared
advocates
witn
nre
na
na
nl.
ipast
pharaohs.
sion, seemingly, providing,
ment were satisfied a new test cerned, seems to i,nn
ln almost all the other countries
Fifth avenue's conglomerate blocks
prescribe that
would show an even wider margin rulers be picked from foreign na- tho reigning house has been imof churches, slightly passe manin
strikfavor
it.
Tf
a
tions.
posed
upon the nations either
sions and brilliant shops,
,
There was no accurate count as
for tho year's
Ktrange as It may seem the Eng- through politics or conquest.
ing background
In many cases no trace ot the
to how the democrats divided on lish King George is German and
most famous pageant.
the 86,000 proposal. Offhand it the Spanish King Alfonso is French. blood of their people flows in the
Many were the paraders the
was
about
is
rulers'
veins beoa'ise of the roundIV
even,
older
staled
uei:
Hanoverian
a
as
their
well
George
they split
flappers as
but the democratic leaders asserted man and Alfonso Is Bourbon about system of intermarriage with
sisters who knew full well the
that the party stood about two to French. Any characteristics which other royal houses.
value of the sedate cathedral and
The following is, a list of the
one for the committee report.
entrances as backgrounds
fhurrh
they may have of the people over
;
.1
nrirfl nt7.9 nnS.
Members of the subcommittee
i...!in....,. mw.uA nnutorn
tho
on
Chicago which framed the bill said today
All of the players
doorways framed the naive pea-- J
fncklnsra of thousands as a pre and Detroit American league teams
post- creases for the sections
being
their
game
attended,
and
relating tc
lude to tho promenade up
RED
after the services.
ordnance and construcdown the avenue. They left the poned until
engineers,
of
friends
other
boyhood
offered
Many
be
would
tion
and
churches slowly, lingering in their
repair
soma ot them
frames for ius.t. the proper time Mr. Anson's came,
alone Tuesday bj.4ioembxiK&.xif the approa
' io "regTSIeTan 'effect, before they so old they eould not walk
committee who signed
assisted
be
to
had
by younger priatlon
BE
and
RUSSIA
OF
cavalcade.
the
gay
minority report opposing the 67.000
joined
persons.
The McArthur amendStriking Costumes.
services were begun limitation.
as
the
Just
cosIncreased
There were many striking
was ment ndonted Saturday
by the Kcv. R. Keene Ryan, it
193.000,000 to J107.000.nn0
tumes and an array of color under decided
to have Judge Landia give fromamount
of periwlnklo
carried in the bill for
the
'FALL
the overlordship
baseball
SOLO
Tho
oration.
funeral
the
blue. Long fringed capes of black, commissioner eulogized Mr. Anson, pay of officers and men in 1923 to
In
with
lipstick his
meet the increase
personnel.
many ot them lined
personal friend for 40 years, as Chairman
of
Madden of the approprimun ivnn nnn uiaveu mo
red, or surmounted by hats or
new
hoiisn
(By Ihi .Mnrluld Preis.)
red,
told
the
the
of
committee
straw
ations
ni
ununre" from, birt l tnrougn
rough
Famous Imperial Hostelry Moscow,
10. A
huge
April
that an increase to SO, 000 enlisted
orange, or dull gold, or emerald
score and ten years.
three
vaa
1he
to
there
and
men would nM $00,000,000
In Tokio Is Damaged; quantity of new Kussian furs,
green, with here
"He watched baseball and many
secseemed
the
to
of
carried
of
by
total
jade,
$233,000,000
grant wisp
near the
other sports grow from infancy
In a warehouse
300 Members of Prince's stored
ond in popularity of tailored suits
bill. their present state," said the baseKremlin and regarded by the sov"He went
of the new shade. Fully a third of ball
commissioner.
Party Are Homeless.
iet government as part of its natroubles and trlbula- - RF.CORD VOTF, TVITX T.V.
the1
paraders, it seemed, were ivirnnciiLnthoir
Via never
tional treasury, is expected to be
faltered: he
timiB
DEMANDED BY IIOISE
caped, many of the periwinkle
Associat11
the
Tokio, April
(by
placed on the market early next
blue suits having capes of the never failed in the pinch: he never
deFire
ed
should
Chairtoday
fall.
Press.)
Anril 16.
mistake. We today
same material attached.
a
made
Washington.
the
The immense stock, consisting
Beads were very much in evi- pattern our lives after this man, man Kelley of tho subcommittee stroyed tho older portion of damand
in on appropriations,
largely of nstrachan, sable and
tonight an- famous Imperial htel
dence. All manners ot gowns were whoso steadiness and firmnesswith
to
tho
annex
the
temporary
ermine, is the largest single suprelieved in beads, many of them in crises can be compared only
nounced that a record vote would aged
Tailored the pyramids and with Gibraltar. he demanded in the house this hotel. One person is known to ply of furs in Russia, and will be
rather fantastic array. were
alcouna
been
was
killed.
have
to
tne
held in reserve until the Soviets
him
when
most
i
"I
knew
amendment
on the
part,
suits, for the
his week
Three hundred persons, mostly have
their world
naval bill adonted yesterday. In
most severely pUdn. with long lines try boy and he was just starting
when
him
of
the
Prince
of
I
members
the
knew
staff
career;
from
trade sufficiently to obtain a good
suggesting dignity but avoiding any heroic
was creasing the enlisted strength
to
I
came
and
who
horizon
visitors
and
Wales
of
near
was
the
Beaded
gowns
he
market.
to 86,000.
hint of austerity.
of life. I have never 67.000
While this supply Is not for sale,
Announcement of the chairman s Tokio from various parts of Jaof satin and crepe, in pearl gray, in the prime
him to do anything -- that intention to put members on record pan ln connection with the visit the national treasury continues to
or
fawn
known
brown
taupe
champagne,
admiand
homewere
rendered
not
of
the
would
respect
bring
operate a retail department where
were striking features.
was made after a conference witn less. prince,
Their effects were partly mink, fox and other of the cheapSkirts of All IHKtli.dictated ration right from your heart."
members of the appropriations
of
er skins are sold. The public has
had
destroyed.
other
one
supporters
No
committee and
authority
unshaken confidence in this branch
bill. Telegrams, Jt was stated,
the length of the skirts. They were
thp
of the government, for it has found
or brevity.
of all degrees ot length
be sent absentees reported in CONDITION OF TENOR
OF COAL1 will
seem- the furs to be in good condition,
favor ot the measure as framed, to
Milady in all stations onof life score.
REPORTED FAVORABLE well tanned and reasonable
that
once.
here
at
return
ingly suited herself
was
A monkey
skin large
The vote on the nmendmcnt SatAny deficiency in skirt length
New York, April 16. The condi- enough for a man's overcoat could
made up by flashes of silken hose,
urday was in the committee of the
be
about $20
had
for
bewinter
last
gray,
noted
tion of John McCormack,
in which champagne, pearl blue
whole, the 86,000 amendment
and other furs were in proportion
Irish tenor, who has been dangerflesh, black and periwinkleauthoring adopted by a majority of
No central
When the bill reaches the ously ill as the result of throat A few hundred miles from Mospredominated.
the shoos, either.
house proper Mr. Kelley will de- trouble, tonight was pronounced cow, however, the prices are 00Is
ities dictated
mostly black,
mand a separate vote on It by roll "favorable" in a bulletin issued by per cent lower, as money
FOR LAST
They were in variety,
sen rcer.
two attending physicians.
call?
with pumps ot one, two or three
most
Many of the skins selling at high
Patent leather was
straps.
prices in central Europe or the
prThreenof the family of furs held Non-unio- n
States have no special valUnited
Fields Boosted
ue in Russia. One of these is safavorite place about the feminine
ble marten. A fair grade of thin
Production From 10,720
neck platinum fox, stone marten
there was
fur may be had for $2 and an enor squirrel. Ot course,
of
tire coat, consisting of 60 or 70
Cars Monday, April 10,
an occaeional cape collar fringe
scarce as
skins, will sell for $40 or $30.
monkey fur, but it was so of
to
Thursday.
11,480
While silver fox is relatively rare
pearls
to be conspicuous. Strings
danwith
here, it may be had for approxiruled as gem ornaments,
(Br The Auoclated Fmt.)
to tne
mately the same price as sable,
16
the
gling earrings very much
'
(by
April
Washington,
which sells for about $7.
t0re"
Coal
producAssociated.
Press).
All these skins bring five times
Hats Brilliant in Color. were tion in the United States, reduced by
was made public it was assailed as much as soon as they cross the
Hats, for the most part,
(Santa Fo New Mexican.)
75 per cent when miners ln unionbrilliant in color, though thsetwh
additional as having cost nearly $30,000, tho frontier
More
1, now
out
$200,000
than
walked
April
ized
fields
claim to know, declared them
it was taxes will be raised by the Fin-la- y sum appropriated,
and having
That is, is showing a slight increase,
rather mediocre in design.
mines valuation for 1922. it brought scant, if any, additional MARY GARDEN HALTS
by the geological
- reported
today
imaginalittle
n
there was seemingly But wnat tne survey.
fields, whera was estimated at the tax com- revenue; but when tho first ac.
tion on this score.
are continuing, produced mission's office today.
curate, comparison was made, by TRAIN AT FLAGSTAFF:
made operations
T. S. Muir of tho tax commission,
aplost in original shapes theyemerald
10,720 car loads Monaay, Apru av.
Eight times the cost of Inthe 1922
colors
EASTER
on each praisal
CELEBRATES
ahead
un in daring
it was broisght out that the
forced
raised
be
will
nnd
slowly
greens, lipstick reds and burnt
would not only pay its own
succeeding day until on Thursday, alone the first year of its appliblue
was
.periwlnklo
Nor
recorauu,
oranges.
cation above' what could have cost in its first year, but on top
(By The Amoclslrd I'rr...)
April 13, tne last aay
Rough when
the output was 11,480 cars.
had the output of that make the mining concerns
been
ignored by the milliners.
Flagstaff, Ariz., April 16. Mary
on April 13, methodexpected
i
The production
straws ruled, with silk and satin
been employed to get the "dig down" for probably $176,000 Garden, director of the Chicago
more taxes than they would have Grand Opera company, halted her
creations in a decided minority.were though less than districts now at 1922 valuation...
Yes, they
Oh, the men!
The cost was given as slightly had levied against them had the special train here today for Easter
work, are able to produce when
But the demand
is active, the survey said, more than $25,000 and nearly
old method been continued.
services. For more than half an
there in equal numbers.
day
silk toppers, the severe cutaways, was the greatest of any singleMonhour members of the Chicago
under the sum appropriated
Improves With Age.
black
On
shoes,
strike
began.
since the
The exact
It was shown by Mr. Muir the Grand Opera company entertained
tho pearl gray spatted
by tho legislature.
were day April 3, production was 11,445 amount
trousers,
toregray
bo
learned
a great throng congregated at the
could not
the striped contributions to the
Flnlay valuation,
although
few days,
carloads, but in the next
duced a few millions because he depot to do her honor.
their main
day.
n
fields
feminine
in
even
a
output
'.lowered
believed the copper companies
How It's Done.
From an evergreen
parade. It was distinctly
showed a tendency to fall off.
affair.
Using the Flnlny valuation for could not operate profitably for a platform, especially erected for
1922 and his reduced valuation, few years, was more than $800,000 the occasion by- Flagstaff people,
NEW WORLD'S RECORD. Of- BEARDST0WN
LASHED
at that, on account of the sus- higher than tho average annual Miss Garden's associates present16.
Pinchurst, N. C Aprilnorth
pension of the copper mines the assessment obtained by the old ed a short collection of Easter
STORM
and
'
ANOTHER
the
BY
ficials directing
tax commission added more than method for the five years ended hymns. Tho stop here was artrapshootlng tournament
to the tax rolls that with 1921, and it was said today ranged by James Duffy, general
south
$7,000,000
record
for
world's
FreM.)
claimed a new
in. Tim Auoclated
would have been lost had it used the spread certainly would be passenger agent of the Atchison,
An
Annie
Oakley.
16.
when
Anril
women today
T!r.i,ni.tnwn in..
output formula to get the greater by the end of 1922. The Topeka nnd Santa Fe railroad.
broke other storm.' driven by a heavy the
Pacific coast competitor,
five years ended with this year,
mlnes. valuation for this year.
100 straight cloy targets at a dis wind, lashed the little flood city or
The vaiuntion tor 1921, arrived would Include two lean years and
Beardstown tonlgnt. ana tne Baiat by the output plan, was $25, r one fat one; the five years closed GEORGE VON fl.M ADDS
tance ot 1 yarus.
neroic-all- y
640,000
the average output val- with 1921, which Mr. Muir took,
plant, which has heldwasoutmomentTO HIS GOLF LAURELS
uation for the five years ended included two fat ones and one
for two weeks,
with suspension. with 1921 plus the assessment of lean one.
j arily threatened
Kloctrio light service from Keokuk, surface property owned by the
It was said 1922 could hardlj
(By Tlii A.nnrlntrd Prc.)
Los Angeles, Calif.. April 16,
Iowa, wits intermittent.
mining companies and had the be expected to show normal outThe dlnins room in n restaurant same method been adopted for put with the copper mines still Georgo Von Elm of Salt Lake City.
FORECAST.
i
and
was tho only downtown floor abovo 1922 the valuation would have closed down, and was certain to Pacific northwest
Now water tonight.
been the same. By taking tho Fin-la- y bo another lean year, although
champion, added to his
Denver, Colo., April lfl. snow
Beardsin
was
In
fair
foundations
made
except
Huildlnr
the amateur chamreport, however, it
Mexico! Monday
possibly not as lean us 1921, and golf laurels
clearly the annual average, by the pionship of southern California tonortheast portion, colder south-ea- town continued to cave hi today.. $33,000,000.
has
The added more than $7.000.. output formula,
for the five day, when he defeated K. II. Beavportion; "Tuesday generally The river gauge at Beardstown
roir- - sllzhtlv warmer.
become useless and the rise Is esti- - 000, it was said, would produce years ended with this year would er of Los Angeles, 5 and 4, at Ihe
conat
occasiona
taxes
be
and
lower
above
Mr.
Tuesday mated hv engineers who
than
Muir's result Fllntridge Country club.
$200,000
Arlxona; Monday
Von Elm's long drivers
were
for the five years ended with last
t eenorally
fair; slightly warmer ally ,,nlinrtt ih Hironm with their ' servatlve estimate.
V
When tho Flulay report flrst year.
,
'levels.
large factors In his victory.
.
Tuesday.
.
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Neither the Federal, State
or Military UOUrtS Lan
Try Him for Murder,
S. Attorney Rules..

n.

U.ffl'S: r'X tCE

(By The Aisuclnled Vresn )

New York, April 10. Neither
the federal courts, the state courts,
nor the niilltury courts of the
United Slates army can try General Semenoff for murder committed in Siberia, Federal District Attorney William Hayward Informed
Senator Borah by telega ph

The long darting left which Ben
British bantamweight,
Calllcott,
AT pugilist, kept" pumping into Gene
face
c.'ilqui's
throughout the first
two rounds of their fight here lart
Tuesday, annoyed the Frenchman,
who with a stern face continued
DENVER GOES
boring Into his opponent, looking
for n knockout.
"Smile, smile," Robert F.udeline.'
Criqui's manager, exhorted him
ABOVE
round.
just before the third
"Smile," he repeated, "our friend
think you're worried."
d,
Crlqul, with his face
of
retorted: "Look here.
Snow Falls Over Parts
Bob. You go In there and do th
Wyoming, Colorado; Rain fighting, and I'll stay here and do
all the smiling."
Then Crlqnt
in Missouri, Iowa, Ne- went
In and knocked Calllcott cold.
him
The
Dakota.
outweighed
South
Englishman
braska,
by ten pounds.
On entering the ring, Calllcott
(By Tin AMoc'latcd I'reM.)
knew his father was on, his deathDenver, Colo., April 10. An bed, and he learned afterward that
Easter snow storm, that began he died while the fight was in
last night in Denver, continued progress.
throughout today, and. according
to tho predictions of the United
States weather bureau here, will
Intelligence and Care
not abate until early tomorrow.
in Storing Food.
Needed
During the last 24 hours, snow
has fallen from Wyoming to cenThe food for the family, once
tral Colorado and there has been purchased,
must be kept propin
storms
thunder
and
rain
light
erly until serving time.
southeastern
Missouri,
northern
The householder has many
and
Nebraska
enemies always at work with
northern
Iowa,
which
to battle. Flies, dust, pet
to
the
South Dakota, according
and molds,
animals,
yeasts
weather bureau. .
must be guarded against lest
ocThe heaviest precipitation
and
taint
spoil food.
they
curred In Denver and Salt Lake
The health and efficiency of
City, each of which received .88 the family is well worth the
Intelligent care of the houseof one Inch. The next heaviest
keeper. Scientific investigations
was reported from
precipitation
have thrown light on many of
Lander, Wyo.. whero .44 of one
the processes of caring for food
inch was recorded. The low pressin the home, and the result of
ure area, which extends from New these Investigations should be
Mexico to Wisconsin, tonight Is at the disposal of the Americentered over the Texas pancan housewife.
Any of our
handle, according to the weather readers can secure the Debureau.
of
Agriculture book--lpartment
Denver was the only city in the
on caring for food in the
beto
a
state
report
temperature
home, which is authoritative in
low freezing tonight. The therevery respect.
mometer went to 26 degrees above
This Is a free government
zero hero. Tueblo reported a temOur Washington
publication.
34
of
above
degrees
perature
Information Bureau will secure
the thermometers were
while
a copy for any of our readers
higher in other points In the who fills out and malls the
said
state. Tho weather bureau
coupon below, enclosing two
the temperature was not expected
cents in stamps for return
to drop mucn below where it is postage. Be sure to write your
tonight, although it was predicted
name and address clearly on
will
tomorrow
continue
partly
the lines of the coupon.
cold.
and
moderately
cloudy
The snow molted rapidly In most
FREDERIC J. nASIUX,
Director.
places, as a result ot the high
temperatures.
Tho Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washing'
PAItT OF MONTANA IS
ton. D. C:
,HL WKKTK.I) W ITH SXOW
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage on
Billings. Mont., April 16. Bil
a free copy ot "Care of Food
lings and territory within a radius
in the Home."
is
of more than 100 miles tonight
ot
two
inches
blanketed under
Name
snow. Beginning at 3:30 this morn
Street
Ing the precipitation was incessant
until i o clock this evening, at
times assuming proportions of a City .
blizzard. The enow is melting rap
4tate .
Idly tonight.

TEMPERATURE

TO

26

COMMITTER WII.T CALL
IUSSIAX AMIS.VSSADOK

ZERO

blood-smeare-

16. There
Washington, April
has been no change In the announced plans of the senate labor
committee to Summon before it
Boris Bakhmeteff, Russian ambassador to the United States, as 1
witness in tho investigation that
committee is conducting into the
presence In the United States of
General Gregorlo Semenoff, !ate
ataman of the cossacks, it was declared officially tonight.
The committee's subpoena, telegraphed to Charleston, S. C where
Mr. Bakhmeteff has been spending
a short vacation, will stand. It was
asserted, despite the declaration
that he enjoyed "diplomatic immunity" from such service because
of his status as the last accredited
representative of Russia to Washington.
Associates of the Russian envoy
here did not expect him to return
before late tomorrow or Tuesday.
General Semenoff now in custody in New York as a result of a
complaint ngainst him in a civil
damage suit, has not really been
"admitted" to the United States
but holds an "In transit certificate," it was said, which permits
him to pass through tho country,
but If ho should overstay the sixty
days maximum allowed under such
a certificate, he would be llablo
immediately to deportation.

et
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PAREE CALLED 'THE BOULEVARD'

EXPECTED TO BE

Anniversary

Carrier or Mali. 85c a Monlli
SliiRle Copies 5o

IMR0ADS Oil THAT PART OF GAY
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EDITION

R0SAIC COMMERCE IS MAKING

Monarchies Prefer Alien Kings;
German Rulers Most Numerous

RECORD VOTE ON

PAI TRIBUTE TO

NEW SHADE OF

-

fiy

CITY

BALTIMORE SEE
RUTH

ACTION

.

(By r!i

4oelat!

Baltimore, Md

Pipt,.)

April

16.

Babe

Ruth came to thle city today and
crashed out a long homer ln a
game won 'by the New York
Yankees from Duifli's Baltimore
champions, 9 to 1. Tho ball park
was filled with 17,000 fans assembled to pay homage to Maryland's
behemoth of batters.
From the time Ruth arrived from
Washington, nn hour, and a half
before the game, ho was the center
ot attraction. He missed his train
but came to Baltimore In an

'
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DANISH WINDJAMMER REACHES PORT
AFTER BEING LOST SEVERAL WEEKS
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The Danish windjammer Kobenhavn doc lied at Los Angelca. Insert,
liarou Hiete Jules Urockdorf, commander.
The Danish
bark, ship, the largest of its kind, is mak.
g
a trip around the world. There
Kobenhavn, Baron Urockdort
are 12,000 blocks in the rigging,
disaster
fears
of
mantling dispelled
handle the 33 miles of rope
when it ploughed into the harbor atl
Los Angeles, weeks overdue. The required to manipulate the sail.
five-mast-

com-jin-

--

jury of artists voted Troyon a
decoration, official urt circles weie
aghast. The minister of fine ait;;
.shook his. head resignedly when he
saw Troyon's name on Uio list of
artista who wore to receive decorations.
"It appears decidedly that 1
know nothing about painting," lie
lamented as he unwillingly put hix
signature to the order.
t'orot lU'gurilod an ltudical.
It seems strange that these nine- teenlii century artists were regard- ed as radicals who dared to break
away from tradition and paint na- turu as she seemed to them iiither
than as she had u'.wuys been
painted.
Ono of their worst crimes was
that ttuy choso to paint in
straight-forwar- d
manner the forests, peasants, and farm scenes of
France when eveiy painter was
supposed to be steeped in the classic atmosphere of Greeco and
Italy.
The amazement of the French
publiu at thu French landscapes
was something lilio that of our own
modern public when it discovered
itocicri Tit vfi nf
.rntlif fh.it
nr,t,-.M-

and that all Ameiican
literature need not bear a
stamp, l'enole nowadays are

seriously,

New-Yor-

TRAGEDY
RECALLED WITH DEATH
CF RUSSIAN NIHILIST
(Ity The Associated I'roM.)

Geneva, April IB. A tragedy
that attracted tho attention of
and America fifteen years ago
ban been recalled with the death
in an asylum near l'crnc of Prin-cis- s
Tatiana l.eonticff, a Russian
Nihilist. The Russian
princess,
who was known on two hemispheres for her revolutionary activities, shot and killed under dramatic circumstances a Faris millionaire named Charles Muller,
whom she had mistaken for M.
Durnovo, then Russian minister of
tho interior, who was alleged to
have sent thousands of Russian
political prisoners to death in Siberia.
M. Muller was lunching alone at
a hotel in Interlaken when
Loontieff. who was only 20.
approached his table and fired
soveral shots. Her innocent victim
fell lifeii-stn the floor, the prin
cess exclaiming, "Thank God, I've
of
the greatest murderrid Russia
er on earth." The princess was
unaware that the real object of
her vengeance, II. Durnovo, had
left for Berlin two days before.
F.he
to four
was sentenced
and 20
year:)' penal servitude
Switzerland.
yearn' expulsion from
After two years In prison the
woman hecame Insane
and was removed to an asylum at
Miinsinger, near uerne, wnere sne
died.
Eu-ro-

j

less frightened by new ideas and
revolt:i than tiny were in the
Franco of the nineteenth century.
Artists and public alike held out
strongly against Jllikt with his
toll worn peasants', Troyon with his
endless studies of cattle, and Corot
with his French forests which bore
little resemblance to uny reasonable Italian landscape.
The Bourcu of inspiration for
these artists, and a number of others who were
like
them, was the little French village of iiarbizon where they worked at their painting.
From their
association
with this village a
group of puintcrs came to be
known as the Iiarbizon school, and
also as "the men of thirty" because
if. was about 1S30 that the Iiarbizon school came into prominence.
In 1820 two painters got lost in
the forest of Fontalnebleu,
and
wandered to the village of Barbi-zowhere they spent the night
with a peasant. Tho next morning
so enraptured over the
were
they
peaceful beauty of tho remote
hamlet and the entrance to the
-e
forest nearby that tiny Immedi"
jt.j." S
ately bargained with the peasant
for board and lodging and settled
down to paint.
The fame of Barbizon as an ideal
artists' retreat spread, and in a
few sensons the pearant host had
to convert a barn Into an Inn to
house his eager guests.
In tho
rush season for outdoor sketching,
IV
artists even slept on a largo table
for tho privilege of getting up at
five o'clock or earlier and rushing out to study the sunrise in tho
forest. Corot tells vividly of going out at three o'clock and watching the daybreak with its tutcces-sio- n
of wonders.
"Bobbh Hi, wu if fflalin yon hungry, too,
Air. I,ucas, who resided in Taria
mm eat a great big bowl of Kellogg' tor
tn
I
more
for
I
can't
But
than fifty years, was esbreahlaxt every morning
epare any
pecially interested in this Barbizon
May, Bobbie; honett I can't"
school and with great foresight, he
Senator Frederick Bale.
collected both pictures and palettes
Senator Frederick Hale, repubYou can't resist the appeal of Kellogg's Com Flakes!
of the artists, to the lasting benelican, Maine, is a native of Michifit of America.
Pour out a bowl brim full of Kellogg's big, joyously
gan. He was born in Detroit, October 7, 1874. He prepared for
brown, crisp and crunchy! Was there ever such an
college at Lawrencevllle and Gro- COLFAX CO. SCOTTISH
ten schools and then attended Har
appetite treat ! And, such a flavor I A breakfast or lunch
RITE CLUB HOLDS MEET vard, graduating in 1896. Ha
cr supper thrill for big folks as well as little ones.
served in the Maine legislature be(Special Corrraponrienr to Th- - ,)uinl.) fore entering the U, S. senate in
Get KELLOGG'S Corn Flakes for sure because
N.
IB.
M.,
Raton,
The 1916.
April
Colfax county Scottish Itlte club
Kellogg's are the original Corn Flakes and so deliriously
its Maundy COLORADO-NEfittingly observed
MEXICO
good and so superior in every way that your delight will
Thursday banquet and services on
be boundless. Please understand that Kellogg's are
BALL LEAGUE PLANNED
Thursday night at tho Masonic temple with fifty members of the Rite
never tough or leathery or hard to eat
gathered around the banquet table.
Raton, N. M., April 16. An en
I
seven obligatory toasts were
The
they're always crispy
start was made this
to by the following couraglng
responded
week toward the formation of a
members: C. B. Elliott, O. I Philbaseball
Kellogg's aro sold only in the RED
league to be
lips, H. L. Bickley, L. S. Wilson, known as the Colorado-NeMexiand GREEN package bearing the sigW. A. Chapman, E. D. Reynolds, co
league, in which will be repand V. H. Blaine, and two addi- resented
nature of W. K. Kellogg, originator of
Berwlnd.
Trinidad,
Raton,
tional addresses were given by
TOASTED
Walsenburg and the Rocky
Toasted Corn Flakes! NONE ARE
Messrs. Rrown of Santa Fe and E. Dawson,
.Mountain team composed ot piay
C. Crampton
Raton.
of
era
from
the Rocky Mountain
CORN
GENUINE WITHOUT IT! Have
At the conclusion of the services camps.
were
for
breakfast
tomorrow!
officers
elected
the
following
Kellogg's
All the teams on the
for the ensuing year: E. I Goff, circuit wore represented proposed
at the
president; D. K. Sadler, vice presi- meeting except Walsenburg, but
dent, and W. J. Llnwood, secretary-treasure- r. Secretary Inglis and Harry Joyce
.
'".inn awn""
reported that prospocts of having
this team in the league appeared
Switzerof
The canton
A tentaGeneva,
excellent at this time.
a
of
series
has
tive schedule was drafted starting
land,
Inaugurated
educational courses for the 130.000 Mny 14 and ending September 24,
people who are completely or par- which with the holidays would give
tially out of work. Recreative and 24 playing dates.
At the close of the meeting
physical courses, as well as general
was named, composed of
educational courses along the line
of their particular Industry will be one representative from each of
towns.
the
Another meeting will
given to these unemployed persons be
A
held In Raton on April 19 at
and to apprentices.
which time full plans will be pre! KELLOCG'S BRAN, cooked and krambltd
Alio anlteri of KELLOGG'S KRUMBLES
Journal Want Ada Bring Results. sented to the organization.
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The Amocinttd Prrm.)

Dublin, April 16. Eamon de
will challenge the validity of
the forthcoming Irish elections on
the ground that the register of
Both at the
voters is defective.
dall sessions and in correspondence
with President Griffith he has contended that the register is stale,
many names that ought to
be removed and omitting many
names that ought to be included.
His correspondence has demanded the Immediate preparation of an
register but the demand
was resisted on the ground that it
would be certain to delay the elections which the Free Staters desire
to hold at the earliest possible date.
It is admitted that owing to the
conditions of conflict that prevailed
in Ireland last year the ordinary
work of revising the register was
not uniformly performed.
According to Mr. de Valera the
errors affoct tens of thousands of
names. In the few districts where
revision was carefully done the
changes made amount roughly to
about 16 per cent.
two
The deficiency concerns
classes in whom Mr. de Valera is
specially interested. These are the
young men who have come of age
in the qualifying period and who
are not under the existing register,
entitled to vote, and women under
the age of 30, who reached that
age during the qualifying period
but nre not yet on the register. The
republicans nttach importance be-to
the women's vote, which they
lieve to be favorable to them.
The reply of President Griffith,
while conceding that the register is
not ideal, argues that it is quite as
accurate as the register on which
elections were carried out last
year, and he charges that Mr. de
Valera'a insistence on a new register might delay the elections for
twelve months.
Mr. ie Valera rejoins that thJ
new register is not so accurate as
was at
the old one, for the latter now
in
least uniform and tho one
force was corrected for some disdistricts but not for others. Ho
putes the right of tho Free Statersis
to go to tho country on It and
said to he making plans to contest
the elections if the prevailing government persists in defying him.
.
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Flakes

That Register of

Voters Is Defective; Includes Names That Ought
'to Be Removed.
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anyhoiu
or day
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(Any reader can get the
swer to any question by writing
The Albuquer'iue Journal Infor- ,
mation Bureau, Frederic J.
Director, Washington, D. i.
This !offer applleb strictly to inThe Bureau canno;
formation.
give advice on legal, medical, and
It does not atfinancial matters.
tempt to settle domestlo troubles
nor to undertake exhaustive re
search on any subject. Write you.
Uiv
question plainly and brleriy.enclos-twfull name and uddress and
cents in stamps for retun.
postage. All replies are Bent direct
to the Inquirer.)
O. At what army field lias the
most flying been done? J. It. A.
auys thai
A. The air service
Post field, Fort Sill. Oklahoma,
holds the record, with total time
flown by pilota at the field, 9,82ii
miles an hour,
hours at eighty-fiv- e
or 836,000 miles. Rising a commen
to a plane,
on
two
putation
total would be
the man-mil- e
mile or approximately
1,672,120
n
distance
times the
around the earth.
O. I'or vlint was Newark. N. J..
named? D. E.
A. Newark, N. J., was named in
honor of its first minister, who
preached in Newark. England, beIts
fore coming to this country.
not New
etymology is
a
the
former
simple
Ark:
being
.
.. .I . ,
lioiiBiukani n n.un Talln
rjOKUMl
win
wordn Novum Opus, by which the
founder of Newark castle cnose to
distinguish his then new enter
prise.
Q. Who lg tne ruler or rcgjrpi
A. If. P.
A
rryxo r!flrn rf TCIne Ffllld has
recently commenced in Egypt.
Q. How long novo mere Dccn
men In America? C. G. T.
a a Wander F Chamberlain In
a monograph on American Indians
says by the close ot tne uiaciai
age, man had probably spread over
a considerable portion of North and
South America,
"remaps it is
l.. in env ltl.lt man h.TS been in
Amorien nt least 25.000 years and
not more than 200,000."
O. How was postage) paid on
letters before posttigo stamps were
used? O. CD.
A.
The postoffice
department
States postage
says that United
stamps were first issued under act

We Are

Headquarters

W

27, GENERAL
CENTENARY,

GRANT'S
IS URGED

Harvester Company
Farm Machinery
It is a great privilege to be headquarters in this territory for
International Harvester Company Farm Machinery. This Is
the world standard farm machinery by which all others are
judged. It's the kind of machinery which is absolutely guaranteed as to the quality of the materials and workmanship. It la
absolutely dependable even under the most severe conditions.
Our stock of farm machinery is complete from a wheelbarrow
0
Titan Tractor.
to a
Some of the things you will be
thinking about Boon are:
10-2-

New-wor-

:

.

.

V,

iinrrti

1R47.

9

Prior

to these issues the money for a let
rrom me
ter was collected
so the person who rewas
the one that
mail
ceived the
always paid for It. XntlonnI Munic-Ipn- l
q. What Is tlioM. K.
league? C
Municipal
A
Tho National
league Is an interstate organization
members
made up of individual
and affiliated with state and local
of
purpose
the
for
associations
n
promoting better government
1
cities It wa. foundc In 1S94 in
In
New York and is
character.
How do we distinguish beQ
tween tueks, rmlls and spikes? II.
I?'aH"

rnited

States anything
In size is
y
less than the
known as a brad, whle anythinga
size is
y
ahovo the
twospike: nails range in size from
penny to
.
What oil wells are the greatest gushers? W. S.
A. The United States geological
is no tabusurvey ravs that there oil
gushers.
lation ot the largest
Eibat In
Ribl
in
There is one well
and
three
nearly
which
gave
Russia
millions barrels in
well,
Itoeas
thirty davs. Tho Pos
south of Tampico, Mexico, is estifive mi
over
mated to have given
.
In the

two-penn-

27 be-

Santa Fe. April 10. April
ing the centenary of the birth of
Gen. IT. S. Grant, Gov. M. C. Mechem urges that the occasion be celebrated In a fitting manner. His
proclamation follows:
The centenary of the birth of
Gen. t'lysses 9. Grant occurs on
April 27, 1922. The Grand Army
of the Republic makes the timely
and proper request that each state
In the union prepare to reverently
observe the day, stating that it is
prohably the last time that the
Grand Army of tho Republic, as an
organization, will ask the aid of the
people and constituted authorities
In doing nonor to mo memory "
leader of the
the distinguished
great army of the union which
Faved tho country from wreck and
ruin and who, by so doing, made it
possible through a united country
8
to save the civilization
in
of the world; that the ranks of the
Grand Army nre now very thin but
that their hearts are yet warm with
zeal for their country and their
faith is undimmed.
This simple and beautiful assertion on the nrtrt of those who faced
and conquered the perils that
threatened our country two generations ago should arouse in every
citizen a spirit of gratitude and a
warm desire to pay due trmuto to
the great American general who
led the Grand Army to victory and
whose dying prayer was that peace
might prevail in the land h loved.C.
therefore, I. Merrltt
Now,
Mechem, governor of the state au-of
New Mexico, by virtue of the
hereby prothority In me vested do 27,
1922 as
claim Thursday. April
and
centenary,
Grant's
General
recommend that patriotic exercises
be held in the schools and nhurches
of the state, that all patrlotio societies and organizations unite tn
the celebration of the anniversary,
especially all orders allien to me
Grand Army of the Republic.
Done at the executive office this
the fourth day of AnriJ, 1922. Witness my hand and the great seal of
the state of New Mexico.
MERR1TT C. wrii nrjM,
Governor.
Attest:
MANUEL MARTIN KB.
State.
of
Secretary
1917-191-

ONE CENT SALE OPENS
AT BUTT'S THIS MORNING
One of the biggest "One-CeSales" ever conceived of for the
city of Albuquerque opens at the
Butt drug store, corner of First
street and Central avenue, this
morning. The Butts had a big aav,
in the Journal Sunday, and the
readers of this notice should chock
up the articles they want from the
adv., call at the Btore, and make
There are baryour purchases.
gains galore, and the goods are
to
be the best to be
guaranteed
obtained lor tne prices asKeu
There will be a big crowd present
when the store opens this morn
ing: so get down early and bring
along.
your pocket-boo- k

P. & O. Walking Plows
P. & O. Hiding Plowt

Planet Jr. Seeders
Planet Jr. Cultivators

Drag Harrows
Disc Harrows
P.

& O.

Cream Separators

Farm Wagons

Listers

& Trucks

Manure Spreaders
I. H. C. Tractors

P. & O. Lister Cultivators
Corn Plontcrs

Tractor Tools

rJYl T 17.

Have you heard the most sensational Tractor
news of tho age? There has been a f23().0O cut
in the price of International
tractors and a 200.00 cut
0
in the price of
Titan Tractors. But this Is not all, with
each Titan sold before May, 1, 1922, a $204.60, three bottom
plow will be given absolutely free; with each International
sold before that time a $134.25, two bottom plow will be given
free. Investigate this offer. Come in and see these tractors.

1,11

10-2-

"If It'. Hardware, We Have It"
First and Copper.

Phone 305

sixty-penn-

sixty-penn-

three-fourt-
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other

nnnihi.

prortl-

are In Roumnnia,
gious gushers
Russia and Mexico.
is
a
fly wheel? P. . I
Q. What
II
hnnl i t, hfftVV WltCCl
for opposing and moderating by its,,
Inertia anv fluctuation oi speeu v
tho machinery with which it
n wtieel Is used on an
engine crankshaft tn counteract
variable pressure during me bhiim
and carry the engine over the dead
centers.
,
I saw a rrrerence to In.imm
Q
the
who snld "A byrtle
Haywood
....'..a to
In the- wood."
,... ton
mini io
Who was this John Ileywooil? 11.
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LEGAL NOTICE

fwind Shield

NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Meli- ton F. Otero, Deceased.
To Adelalda S. Otero, 818 North
Eighth Street, Albuquertpie, N.
M.; Antonio J. Otero. 816 North
Eighth Street, Albuquerque, N.
M.; Mt.lton S. Otero, 816 North
Eighth Street, Albuquerque N.
M.. and to All Others Whom It
May Concern, Greetings:
You ore. hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Meliton F. Otero, deceased, late of
the County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
read in the Trobate Court of the
County of Bernalillo. State of New
Mexico, on the twenty-thir- d
day of
March, 1922, and the day of proving of eald alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
Thursday, the 20th day of April,
A. D. 1922, at 10
o'clock in the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this twenty-fourt- h
day of March, A. D. 1922.
FRED CROM.OTT.
(Seal)
County Clerk.
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Glass-Lumb-
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RAI.IIKIIIUB LCMRKR CO.
Soutb lint SI reft.
I'bone 40i.
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New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
nliminkerii nnd Wllrr.
Tel. 1U47-Sin Soutb Second SI.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
IIEFRACTION
10? 8. Konrth.
Phone 1057--

LUMBER
GLASS

CEMENT

NOTICE.
2285.
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PAINT
PLASTER

Ilhperque

Last Will and Testament of Mary
A. George, Deceasea.
A. John Heywood was an Enghorn in 149 To Katie E. Headrlck. Overland.
ii,.u ...thn
Missouri: Grace S. Hanson. Galand probably died in 1580. He was
lup, New Mexico; Johnnie H.
a favorite at me ciurm m
423 North First Street
He
VI.
(Vorge, Puente. California: Petie
VII, Mary, and Edward
B. George, Gallup. New Mexico;
in
excelled
writing epigrams.
Zabena Rlgal. Long Beach. California; Frankie C. George, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Adessa M.
.
George. Albuquerque, New Mexico; Anthony . E. George. AlbuThe most oconomical. cleansing and
Freddie
querque. New Mexico;
SCHOOL FOR PRIVATE
germicidal of all antiseptics la
E. George, Gallup, New Mexico,
and to All to Whom It May ConSECRETARIES
cern Greetings:
Eighth Street and TIJcras
You nre hereby notified that the
Avenue.
alleged Last Will and Testament of
A distinctly
special school
Mary A. George deceased, late of
In an Ideal location. Ws are
County of Bernalillo and State
A soluble Antiseptic Powder the
successfully preparing secof New Mexico, was produced and
steretaries,
accountants,
to be dissolved m
read in the Probate Court of the
nographers,
typists, correCounty of Bernalillo, State of New
Water as Needed.
spondents and other office
Mexico, on the wenty-thlr- d
of
As a medicinal
antiseptic for March, 1922. and the day ofday
workers. . Join our enthusiprov
douches in treating catarrh, inflam-matlo- n Ing
astic
of
student body.
said
and
Will
Last
alleged
nose, Testament was
of
or ' ulceration
thereupon fixed for
throat, tnd that caused by feminine Thursday, the twenty-sevent- h
day
Ills it l.aa no equal. For ten years of
April. A. D. 1922. at 10 o'clock
the Lydia E. Plnkham Medicin Co. in the
forenoon
said
of
day.
has recommended Paxtlne tn their
Given under my hand and the
private correspondence with wom- seal of this' Court, this twenty-fourt- h
en, which proves its superiority.
Cay of March, A. D. 1922.
Women who have been cured say it
FRED CROLLOTT,
Is "worth its weight in gold." At (Seal)
County Clerk.
druggists, BOo. large box, or by mail.
Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
The Paxt-oADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
K
Large Sized
County, New Mexico.
LEGAL NOTICE
In the Matter ot the Estate of
Fancy Egg
A DM lMS'i'lt ATOlt'S N OTI CE.
Gomicindo Gonzales. Deceased.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Notice Is hereby given that the Gallup
County, New Mexico.
undersigned was, on the thirtieth
In the Matter of .the Estate of day of March, 1922, duly appointed
Lump . .
Frank H. Solberg, Deceased.
Administrator of the estate of GoNotice is hereby given that the micindo Gonzales, deceased, by the
SPLIT RED CEDAR
undersigned was. on the sixth day Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
April, 1922, duly' appointed Admin- and having qualified as- such Adistrator of the estate of Frank II. ministrator, all Dersons having
Solberg, deceased, by the Probate claims against the estate of said!
Court of Bernalillo
county, and decedent are hereby notified and
having qualified as such Adminis- required to present the same to the
all
trator,
persons having claims undersigned in the manner and
Phone 2SI
against the estate of said decedent within the time prescribed by law.
are hereby notified and required to
IGNACIO TAFOYA. .
L JOE MILLER, Pres.
present the same to the undersignAdministrator.
ed In the manner and within the
Dated March SO, 1922.
time prescribed by law.
STATE TRUST AND SAVINGS
Administrator.
BANK,
1922.
Dated April
I
IN
A DM
STHATOK'S NOT1 CE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter ot the Estate of
Agnes B. Flynn, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
To Albuqnerque (Read Bp)
To Taos (Read D wn)
undersigned was, on the thirtieth
7:30 a.m.... Albuquerque
Leave
...Arrive . TtuOp.m..
day of March, 1922, duly appointed
.
a.m.
10:80
of
Santa
ot
Arrive
Fe
Administrator
the estate
Leave . 4:00p.m.
v....
m
.
12:30
Santa
Leave
II.
Fe
the
p.
Arrive . 12:46 p.m.
deceased,
by
Flynn,
Agnes
Arrive . 2:00 p. m
Probate court of Bernalillo county,
Arrive i ll:16n.m.
Espnnola
AdTaos
Arrive .. 6:00 p.m
and having qualified as such
Leave . T:S0a.m.
all
persons having
ministrator,
$4.50;
claims against the estate of said
$11.50.
decedent are hereby notified and
Brother
Headquarters,
Albuquerque
Ringling
required to present the same to the
Cigar Store. Phone 600. 210 West Central Avenue.
undersigned tn the manner and
within the time prescribed by law
Santa Fe Headquarters, Bank Confectionery,
W. 3. FLYNN.
Phone 222.
Administrator.
Dated March 31, 1922.
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ERIN ELECTIONS

J. RASKIN'.
By
Washington, D. C, April 16.
Palettes of a number of famous
'artists of the nineteenth century,
by tho late George A.
Tinkham Claims Department collected
Lucas of Baltimore, are on display
t'oci-raArt gallery here.
of Justice Has Enough at the
Two little oblong pieces of wood,
Anti-'
Indict
to
Evidence
with dark daubs oi
besmeared
ure souvenirs o Canaille
paint,
Sajoon Organization.
Corot, tho celebrated French topaintthe
Visitors
er o landscapes.
Bt The Aiworhited Ppc.)
collection linger before these woodWashington. April 10. Repre-of en plasties imagining how Corot
sentative Tinkham, republican
must have chosen from them tlio
Massachusetts, said in a statement colors lor some of his famous
made
recently
that
charges
woodland scenes. They are told
today
n
t
by him in the house that ho had that one of theso palettes the one
America
of
League
with a little red seal bearing Corot'
failed to comply with the corrupt signature In one corner was an
the
feature of interest at a
practices Act "were nowandbefore
will be outstanding
exhibition some years
French sab-justice
department of
The
Reason."
in
due
acted upon
ago. After Corot's death a frieni
cases against the league, ho added, reverently took this palette to his
and
"are complete with the evidence studio, along with Corot's pipe
red and
necessary for indictment and con- one of his picturesque worn
on
viction when presented to a Brand white Normandy caps
court." sketching trips.
jury and federalhis criminal that
renow
is
who
the
Constant Troyon,
rhargo
Reiterating
painter who has best
league had failed to report "all garded as the
the (statement understood cows and has painted
in
contributions
is
filed under protest" by Wayne H them with the most sympathy, the
Wheeler In Id 10, Mr. Tinkham's also represented by a palette InJules
Luubigny,
Lucas collection.
statement said:
are
n
League of Breton, and Charles Houghton
"The
known paintwell
tho
other
the
among
America has not denied one of
a ers whose palettes were presentee
charges, but last Friday Issued
to the American connoisseur.
sinie-mecharacteristic propaganda
It is an unusual collection. A
in relation to
prohibition
ordinarily are
well
n
painter's palettes
league's
and tho
or thrown
and cherished by his family tools
known formula of 'anarchy'
of no
discarded
as mere
away
were
if
nlono
it
as
'nullification,'
or value. Yet' a palotte
interested in protecting the United isimportance
most personal belonging of
Ktates from anarchy and nullifica- an the
It is perhaps too much
artist.
statetion. In this propaganda
say that the character of the
ment it had tho audacity to appeal to
read in the paint he
the artist may be
for law enforcement when was
his
on
smears
palette, but artists
Itself
league
v ihm ihn iinlette of a Corot or a
crimes.
serious
with
charged
Millet is a lesson In tho man's
n
"The
league con- metlud of working. Ono old artist
trols the congress of the United advised a pupil: "If you would beStates, has dictated executive ap- come a great painter study assidpointments and, by recent is disclosthe palettes of those who
shown uously
ures here in Washington,
have gone before you."
to hnve nttempted to dictate judiTho layman looking nt 72 palcial appointments and the admin- ettes, some oblong and some oval,
of
Justice.
istration
but all more or less alike to him,
only tho outstanding differences. Ho is attracted by the large
which 4
SATURDAY, APRIL 22
palette of Delacroix on
blobs of color are laid in neat rows.
IS DESIGNATED ARBOR This
was an old Btyle way of laying
the
DAY BY GOV. MECHEM a palette, ho is told. Most ofmore
artists apparently reveled In a
use or coior. umi r
(Sperlnl Correspondence to The Journal.) emotional
to the collectSanta Fe, April 16. Governor ettes were presented
as the artists left.Mechem has issued tho following or practically
of work, exafter some
piece
designating Saturday. them
- .....
rxiuou
proclamation
r.i...
v.... -- the
a
iiunu'.in
inai
cepr
as
Arbor
day:
April 22,
a space in the
painter cleaned off off
"It is customary to usher In the
a sketch.
tree and shrub planting season on center and dashed
Mood.
Artists In Cure-freArbor day in the spring of the year.
add
greatly to
These studies
There are very few improvements the Interest
the palof
value
and
of greater practical and artistic
the artist
value combined than the growing, ettes. They represent
no
thought
a enrerree mood with
and preservation of in
cultivation
r,F nnlnHntr tn Iilenfift the TlllhliC Or
trees.
sketch
One
artist
sale.
a
to
make
the
"In New Mexico especially
a rawn aim khi
tree is of great value. The forests ed in fresh colors Another
painted
not only conserve the water supply, dancing gaily.
for the head of a Persian cat lookingbut furnish fuel and material connacKits
from
out
realistically
the
and
lumber
the
industry,
color, hull an- servation policy of the govern- ground of mottled
,lnttr n Him landscape in
ment strives to protect this great
fading into the
resource.
Trees in our cities nn1 soft, dark colors
about our homes, schools, public blurred lrame or paints. Corot's
thorn
all,
But
not
among
buildings and along highways,
palette is the greatest
only add to our comfort but beaumake such attraction. Now, when his work
tify the landscape and and
attrac- brings fabulous sums and when hit:
municipalities inviting
DriceleSS
T.alaita la frofisnrerl fls
tive to investors.
Imagine
"Now therefore, I, Merrltt C. souvenir, it is difficult to was
mr
of
that this Frencii painter
Mechem, governor of the state
art
the
auby
of
the
years
.unappreciated
virtue
New Mexico, by
world. At the salons his pictures
thority in me vested, do22,hereby
192'i. nrnra Korltv hnnfr BO that the light
designate Saturday, April
New
state
of
was either too glaring or too dim
as Arbor day in the
Mexico, and I respectfully suggest for the picture to attract any at
Once the artist tried
tention.
that mayors of cities, school superintendents, teachers and public of-In standing In front of his neglected
a
ficials take an active interest
work
landscape that would
the observation o fthe day by cardraw crowds ot any exhibition now.
tree
He reasoned that if some one aprying out programs for actual
planting."
peared to bo Interested in the pic-to
ture, others would be attracted
come and look nt it. Finally a
"EASTER SERVICES ARE
honeymoon couple strolled up. not
Tho groom savl: "That if
ATTENDED BY PREMIER, bad.
I think there Is something in
WIFE AND DAUGHTER that." And Corot's heart leaped
with appreciation.
'!
And the bride, whom Corot de(By The Ancltnl ITm
16.
Premier scribed as the softest and gentlest
Genoa,
April
fr.loyd George and his wife and little person drew him away with
daughter attended Easter services a shudder and said: "It is frightends
in the English church this morn- ful. Come on." T And Corot
said to myself.
ing. Later they went with Signer the storv: "And
fchanzer, the Italian foreign min- 'Art thou satisfied? Thou hast
ot the puhlic'."
ister, to the cathedral. A large heard the opinion
Crowd recognized Mr. Lloyd George
Troyon. too, the master painter
in his
was
of
unappreciated
cathedral
cows,
lis he was leaving the
day. One star says that when a
rand gave him an ovation.
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CENTER OF SOUTHWEST; GREAT IN

TEREST III ITS

if'

SU!

GAINING GROUND

Small and Independent Owners Are Willing to Sign a
Contract and Get the
Walkout Settled.

fa

VOX.)
are:
Albuquerque
Collego for
with 101 stuBoys (Methodist),
dents; Harwood School for Girls
5 students:
Menaul
(Methodist),
school (Presbyterian), 150 stuRio
Grande
Industrial
dents;
school (Evangelical), 60 students;
St. Vincent's Academy for Girls
Sacred
(Catholic), 185 students;
385 students;
Heart
(Catholic),
Immaculate Conception (Catholic)
330 students;
Albuquerque

.

-

-

mP.CIAI

.

v

.,

A

- -

i'&WUM

--fi-

ll

Business--

College,

21o

students;

West-

ern School for Privato Secretaries,
107 students; U. S. Bureau Veterans' Training school, 250 students.
In all of these schools pupils
Operating a stripper mine in Illinois ith common laborers instead of miners.
and students to the number of
laborers impplantlng the strik-a- t laborers can do the work equally
Operators of this stripper mine
The public
0,275 aro enrolled.
Coal City, 111., are operating
as well as miners.' The experischools in the suburbs of Albuins miners. The operators claim
I
ment is awaited
ith irtareet.
that with their miring methods
their, surface mine with common
querque have about 1,000 pupils.
But it is not the number that is
so much to be considered as the
high character of the teaching and
embezzle interest money on state
the splendid moral environment.
funi','' in 1917 during. Governor
D
IHE
FUND
has
Albuquerque
Educationally,
Small's term as state treasurer.
no equal in the southwest.
Also
Tho state charges that $29,000,-00- 0
it is worth noting that more than
in state funds were loaned to
and
1,000 graduates of eastern
tho Grant Park bank, a former
western universities and colleges
IS
GO ON
AT private bunk, the charter of which
live here.
was owned by the Curtis brothers,
and
bankers
doctors,
and then reloaned.fiy the bank to
Lawyers
and financiers,
various corporations and individcollege professors and toachers, artists and auuals at a high rate of Interest, only
TODAY
TO
TOO
2 per cent of which was return-ne- d
thors and newspaper men and
somo preachers,
merchants and
to tho state.
contractors and what not, from
almost every state in the union, Sixty-thre- e
Men to Make All Preparations Are Made MARSHAL J0FFRE AND
from Canada, Germany, England'
Mexico and almost every other
to Start After PostponeIntensive
PARTY REACH CHICAGO
Campaign, to
country under the ,sun, are here
ments From Time to Time
because of health or for business
Put Local Institution on
(It? The Amniluleil Trent.)
or professional
reasons, or to
for Several Months.
Chicago, April IB. Marshal Jof-fr- o
a Firm Basis.
make their homo in an environof France arrived in Chicago
ment that is climatically, scenic-all- y
today from tho west for a two day
(Hy Tli AsMM'intrcl Prrsn.)
and historically more pleasThe annual Y. M. C. A. camvisit
accompanied by Mine. Joffre,
Waukcgai:, 111., April 10 (by the
ing to them than they can find paign for funds starts this mornand the marshal's
Associated Press). Governor I.en their daughter
anywhere else in the world.
e
into
foldivided
men
ing.
Small will go on trial before Judge personal a staff. Immediately
each
teams
reception in his honor
two divisions of six
lowing
Claire C. Edwards in circuit court under
tho
of the Amerihope to complete the work in three hero tomorrow, charged with con- can legion,auspices
TAYLOR PLAYERS
Joffre seare striving spiring to embezzle state funds un- cluded himselfMarshall
days. The goal-thein
his rooms for n
less
SCORE BIG HIT ON
ntate
for
or
defense much needed rest and there were
attorneys
for is $17,000, This, according to
raise further objections.
further ceremonies todjy.
THE FIRST NIGHT director!', represents a deficit piled
All preparations have been made noTomorrow
Marshal Joffro will
up from year to yenr during tho to start tlio trial, which for one
decorate
veterans of the Second diOpening rlay at Crystal Pleases past eight years, and $4,000 to car- reason or another has been post- vision of tho American expeditionPatrons,
ry on Y activities for tho balance poned from time to time for ary forces.
He will leave foi
months.
of tho present year.
A capacity houre greeted the
The indictment against the gov- Washington Tuesday,
Y. M. C. A.'s all over the country ernor,
Ferris Taylor Stock company last
charges him with conspliing
Detroit la preparing for the enare purposely run on a basis which with' Fred
C. sterling, lieutenant
night in their opening bill, "The
tertainment of the annual convenfor
Church nnd Its People."
Hungry demands the annual campaign were governor; the late Edward Curtis, tion of the Amalgamated Associaformer state senator, and Vernon tion of Iron, Sleel and Tin Workers
If regular prices
for good, clean, wholesome amuse- funds.
ment after a long spell of inertia charged for the service of a Y it Curtis, a banker of Grant Park, to of N'orth America during tho first
peoto
reach
the
very
fail
would
In the entertainment line,
the
week of May.
amusement seeking patrons that ple for whom it was organized.
out that physiDOX'T DISRKGAItn A COLD
thronged the Crystal opera house Directors pointed obtainable
at the COLOMBIA'S NEW
last night were given a real treat. cal education is
Foley's Honey and Tar will check
a
to
$5
$S
C.
A.
from
Y.
M.
for
PRESIDENT-ELECT
To begin with, tho play itself
a cold If taken in time, nnd will
to
cost
from
$50
would
which
year
wnn-eto
seemed
be lust what they
stop a cough of long standi
15
gymnao ITJ. Q
o, VIIITHR 'alsopromptly
one of those good old rural $150 a month In a private
"gives
relief, sooth e
conducted by men an compennd
Mrs. Geneva Robinson.
heals.
rrnl sium
comedy dramas with a
di
Y physical
as
local
tent
the
RS N.
Swan St. Albany, N.
heart appeal nnfl Interspersed wlt'.i rectors, who aro all professionals.
writes: "Foley's Honey and Tar is
rare rustic humor and pathosf The
this year is
campaign
best
the
The company itself is evenly balcough medicine I ever
to put the Y on a
used. Two bottles broke a most
anced, but perhaps tho outstand- planned
bads. Tho job of closIt
stubborn
cough."
lingering
ing characters nre "Tohy." ulayed ing up the old debts would have
loosens phlegm and wutuj, eases
by Mr. Glen Taylor, nnd Oenrge to
be done somo time, say directickling
throat,
hoarseness,
stops
Tucker, played by Mr. Ferris Tayand is easier now than itnft-'-will
helps "flu" and grip coughs. Sold
lor. The latter possesses a wonder- tors,
r
or the year
bo next
everywhere.
ful stage personality, which, with when theyear
deficit wi'.l have grown.
a remarkably pleasing sneaking Reuben
Perry has been appointed
voice, at onco rains the favor of colonel of the campaign with
hls auditors.
Judging from the two majors, Sidney M. Well and
last nlrht. "Tohy" has Allen Bruce each over a division
";m;.;H audience
"- 11
olid in Albuquer of thirty picked men. It is said
with the great universities of the
seen a that a great rivalry has sprung up
older states, from year to year que. If you have, never
the two divisions and that
the number of college students real countrywillboy, or even if you between
have, you
appreciate "Toby." a wager of $1.C00 in addition be-to
at tho university is increasing, Ho
is
of
the
the
laugh producer
subscriptions has been made
and within a short time a larger
hall will Pe required for the as- phow and he produces many of tween the two majors.
them.
Names of members of the teams
sembly hour.
A pleasing feature of the even- - follow;
Division A, Team : DaStudents from all over the south
vid
was
Rosenwald, captain; H. B.
the
west are making application for ing's entertainment
for the summer school. villo between the acts lust like Jamison. Charles Roehl, John W.
The following educators comprise the good old days. "Toby" again Wilson, Charles Zapf.
the faculty for the summer school: was a delfrrht in funny songs and M.Team S: L. Gross, captain,
Judge Barnes,
McGuinness,
David S. Hill, Ph. D. (Clark), LU savings: Miss Roberts in 'songs
Oden, Gen. H. F. Robinson.
(Kentucky), I.L.. D. (Arizona), and selections and a quartette Clyde
Team 3: W. C. Oestreich, capcomposed of members of the cast,
president of the university.
e
pleasing in the extreme, tain; E. N. Boule, O. N. Marron,
Lynn B. Mitchell. Ph. D.
K. B. Sellers, Charles
d Col. D.
nell), dean of the summer session They were given a storm of
and forced to appear time While.
professor of Latin and of
Team 4: Richard Woodson, capand time again.
ondary education.
"Tho Church and Its Pco'e." tain; Charley Quicr, Frank fc'tortz,
Gen. Pedro Net Ospina.
Charles A. Bamhart. M, A.
A
with all tho vaudeville acts, Will Jerry Haggard.
linois), professor of mathematics.
Team 5: Ivan Grunsfold, cap.T. M. Blcklev (superintendent
of.be reneated n train tonight for the
Gen, Pedro Nel Ospina, presideA. Chauvin, Hugh Cooper, nt-elect
A mmnletn chnmrn tn tain.
nnhHn schools. ClOVlS. N. M.). lee- -' lust time.
of Colombia, is the latSawtclle. Harry Johnson.
est
statesman of
ploy and specialties will be given Marcus
i turer on classroom organization, tomorrow
Allen
B.
Division
Bruce,
major;
"The Country
note to decide to pay the U. S. a
Una WIS ItlJL""y
night
C.
M.
1:
Botts.
Team
captain;
D.
D.
Ph.
(Stanford), Boy," in four acts.
John
Clark,
F. C. W. Pooler. Dr. Mccracken, visit He take office in August
tirofessor ofVI chemistry.
He was educated in American uni.
W. B. Walton. Rabbl'Bcrgman.
Csll- r"nnn Th TV
Team 2: Harry Ackerson, cap- versities and has represented his
fornia), associate nrofessor of his- - EASTER PASSES OFF
Lauder-baugcountry at Washington.
tain; W. V. McDowell,
tory and political science.
QUIETLY . IN BEJLFASJ
Roy stamps,- Shufflebarger.
Helens M. Evers, Ph. D (Bryn
3:
L.
captain;
Team
H.
Hahn,
of
professor
Mawr), associate
S. C. Brasher, Frank Westerfield,
Belfast, April 16 (by the Asso- - W.
C'oson-Fa- w
Spanish and French.
is
M. Franklin, R. E. Marsh.
Katnenne jvicorm.cK.
elated Press.)
Notwithstanding Team 4: Clydo Tingley. capwild rumors of impending trouble
(uoiumuiHi,
Edward
Johnson,
and physical education of women, in Belfast Easter Sunday not a tain; L.August
C. Mersfelder.
Robert S. Rockwood, M. B.tMicn-igan- ) single casualty had been reported" Sisk,
over
Team 5: Kenneth Baldridge,
professor of physics.
to 11 o'clock tonight.
up
Strome, Fred FishRoy
captain;
Edna Roy. B. S. (New Mexico),
Complete quiet prevailed Sat- er, Arthur Pragcr, Roy Campbell.
Instructor in home economics.
and today along tho
Others to bo added to the teams
Mrs. Walter Simpson (Ypsilanti), urday night border.
Fermanagh
are: Juy Hubbs, A. K. Rees-e- r,
professor of home economics. trainwas
There
continuous
in
A. K. Goodrich, R. AKistler, O.
firing
In addition to tire extensive
the north side of Dublin Satur- A. Matson, M. M. Maisol, Dr. Graing given in regular class room
ham, J. B Herndon, A. G. Shortle.
special lec dayIt night.
work, the following
is reported here that Kll- Teams are to meet for luncheon
turers have been engaged:
over
mainham
been
has
taken
by at tho Y M. C. A, this noon and
James M. Bickley. superintend-- 1 the IriBh
but
the
army,
N
republican
report the amount raised. - They
nt of nubile instruction. Clovis,
New Mexico Edu- report does not say whether by hope to complete the campaign in
HT
three days.
Lectures on republicans or regulars.
cational association.
classroom management and history
of education.
James F. Chamberlain, M. A., NEW RADIOPHONE LULLABY SUPPLANTS
school. Silpresident State Normal
OLD SONGS OF MOTHER AT TWILIGHT
ver City. Lecture on elementary
education.
John V. Conway, state superininstruction, Santa
tendent of public
Lecture on rural education.
Earl Douglas, assistant superintendent of public instruction, state
Lecture
department of education.
nnd conference on accrediting of
high schools.
in
Harry L. Kent, M. A president
of New Mexico College of AgriculGibson-Faw
ture and Mechanic Arts. Lectures
on vocational education,
Myron G. Lngiblhl in charge of
certification. 'Lecture and conferis.
ence oiffertlflcation and qualificav
tion of teachers.
John Milne, superintendent of
Albuquerque.
Jm-Ai
fcV
w
'
public instruction. of
city school
Lecture on problems
' administration.
The summer school of the university will give courses of study
anywhere
that cannot be equalled
and because of
in
of
.ilimate
summer
wonderful
the
and histhis city and its -scenloattendance
t
toric environment,- the
is sure to be large, and to increase year by year.
Baby Florence Jackson listening In on bedtime story.
The United States School for
It is
Indians has 885 students.
The romance of your baby days will soon fade from the babe of
nnn of the greatest of all of the tomorrow. For no
longer need mother croo or rock her babe to sleep, or
Indian schools of the country and j ven
,
whisper Ihe story of the .sandman. All she will do will be to ''cut
of education
kilves better coursesattendance
n
d
babe
let
go to sleep to the tune of a radio lullaby or bedtime
than
t a id has a larger
now
New
Jackson
Florence
in
York
gets iier twilight lullaby
f Coriyie had in its best days, f tory.
radio,.
The other schools of the city
333
J

T

60V. SMALL WILL
TRIAL

17,000

MM

SHOT

Af

Sixty-thre-

ss

OI..ATCH

TO

MO.NINO JOURNAtJ

Gallup, X. M., April 1C All
the small and independent mine
owners in the Gallup district have
stated that they aro willing to
sign a contract with tho coal
miners' union and are anxious to
get the strike settled. One of the
Independent operators stated he
believed that $8 per day was the
proper wages for men who were
employed about a coal mine, in
speaking of what was considered
a proper minimum wage for men
engaged In such hazardous work.
Nono of tho big operators have
made any statement in regard to
their willingness to sign contracts
with the unions, hut some few of
them aro beginning to feel that
it might bo advisable to consider
such a move In a short time.
Union officials report that this
Is tho most successful strike so
far that has ever occurred in the
district. The strike Is
Gallup
gaining ground dally, they report.
At the last meeting of the United
Mine Workers of America tho secretary reported that l,as5 men
had signed up with the union.
There were only 17 paid up members on April 1 when the strike

s.

d;

iouunIt

ss

r:

Advertise in the Morning Journal for best
results.

Answers and Names of Winners in the Contest

"WHO IS WHO AND WHY IN
ALBUQUERQUE"
Below, consecutively numbered, will be found the correct answers to each of the questions contained in the
twenty paragraphs advertising some of Albuquerque's
live business concerns. Also names of prize winners:
1

Star Furniture Co.
Round Oak ranges.
Ruck's gas ranges.
Hamilton-Beac-

h

9

vacuum

cleaners.
Federal Electric washing machines,
washing machines

10

.

One-Minu-

$95.

started.

11

Patho phonographs.

The striking miners aro moving
out of the coal company camps as
fast as the military can provide
tents for them to move into in
The Gallup American
Gallup.
Coal company has provided a
to move out
truck und a
families who have not sufficient
funds on hand to hire some one to
haul their furniture away. Work
has been so slack nt the mines the
past year that largo families had
difficulty In earning money to buy
food and have no surplus with
which to hire dniynuu to transfer

Phono 409-Conner & Lyons.
Colors Light grey
and checks.
Two and
"P.nv from us and
difference."
Bonn.
3R(.nJ. M.
Army and camping
Object of special
optional.
4
Morrison & Weeks.
Anthony Pavlantos.
1D5 W." Central.
2

one-ha-

er

lf

mixtures

219 S.

The military police have established headquarters in a building
In the heart of town and are in a
central position for sending out
their patrols to all parts of town
There has not been a single disturbance caused by a striker since
the strike began.

6

7

Organized workers In Massachu-

setts are using a recent wages-bylaaward to support their contention that wage setting by this
method Is less effective than trade
unionism.

Announcement
On nnd After May 1, 1922, All
Repair Work and Parts Will
He Sold On a Strictly
Cash Rasis.

First.

automobile
for tho
"Best
money."
Rebuilt UnShlpman-War- d
derwood.
Novaria & Ranvillc.
210 West Gold.
"Say it with photos." Slogan.
"The best." Motto.
Punctureless In
side Tire.
1.
Punctureless.
2.
Lasts as long as car lasts.
3.
More resiliency,
Cass-Ratll- ff

goods.
interest

12

13

Special Sunday dinner.
Texieo gasoline.
Ajax tires.
Tipton & Snyder.
Star Filling stations.
301 North Third.
324 South Second.
1.
The most comfortable car
to ride In.
2.
The easiest and safest car
to handle.
I. The most economical car
to operate.
Has air cooled motor
better than water cooled.
6.
Light weight and flexible.
Rest tire mileage.
of
Proper distribution
weight.
1.
and
gas mileage.
High tire
2.
Slow depreciation.
lty Demonstration.
JOB MYERS, Dealer.
Gasoline mileuge 20 miles to
gallon.
Tire mileage 12.500 miles to
set of tires.
Southwest Motor Co.
Manager J. E. Kaseman and
H. B. Simms, salesman.

H.

Portable electric, parlor electric, rentals and repairs,
hemstitching and picoting;
easy payment service.
Mountain Stntes Coffee Co.
Santa Fe Special.

Fresh roasted.
grade grocery ati't

Any high

123 N. Third.

14

Plggly-Wiggl-

15

205 North I'iist.
N. W. Pratt.
110 S. Second.

16

17

18

19

20

Manos & Anthony.
Velvet Ice cream.
Enlargement of candy shoii
at facand improvements
tory at 910 N. First.
Daltnn Adding Machine.
Michigan Cash Register.
Standard Scales.
Took tax out of TAXI.
Nick Napoleon.
112 N. Second, rear of Statu
National Rank.
Army goods and outing equip
ment.
Neatly arranged and clean
stock.
Forty-eigStar Mill.
I). Hoclt.
All grocers.
"Kluo Ribbon."
Joyce Battery Station.
107 S.
1.
2.

--

Lauderbaugh Motor Co.

D. Short & Co.
S. Sievertson.

.1.

weeks.
bank the

D

the furniture.

3.

Mrs. J, If. Wear, 313 W. Sew York.
Mary Sadlo Nornii'iit. 510 Kelehcr...
Russell Atchison, 117 4 S. Seventh..

8.15

Discounting the Count

j

ap-an-

se

:

i

f.t,ln

h,

Coal

being advertised

the back fences of

Albuquerque.

their neighbors how

jf.l?janj

'!.

how courteous and

accomnodaUnthe
driver

-J-

Remember, its

guaranteed

'

COUNT used to be a man in charge of a count of

500 persons to whom he was a sort of overlord.
This is not true today because of altered political con-

Latin-Americ-

Canon City or

GaHupkLump.

GIBSOMAW
PHONE

ditions. We still have Counts, but the Count business
has changed somewhat.
Business, of all, kinds, has undergone something of a
revolution. It was not so many years ago that pack
peddlers were the'sole distributors and transporters of
many of the household articles of the day. Their legs set
the limits for most distribution problems in those days.
Modern transportation, progressive sales methods and
advertising have broken the shackles of time. They
make a speedy job of what used to take years. Through'
advertising many an article has been introduced simultaneously in stores all over the country.
'Advertising today is the method used by business to tell
you why you should have certain goods and how to
identify those goods. The advertisements you find here-ara truthful catalog of needed merchandise.
'Articles of all kinds and for all purposes are presented
a pieplant way through the medium of type and
picture. The outstanding requirements of everv member
of the family are met by offers of good merchandise of
proved value.

Use the

guaran-

4 wronjr
$15.00
S10.00
0 uroiiK:
$ 5.0010 wrong

1

(Cor-'wer-

St.

Factory written
tee for two years.

:Z;n

t.

Fifth

Only battery with plates
locked apart.
Keeps from

PRIZE WINNERS

Fifth Street and Gold Ave.
PHOXIO

Calif., April 16.

Sacramento,

a former
21,
Harry Johnson,
, Field,
pupil of Mather Aviation
an
airplane
near here, rell from
within
killed
was
here today and

lf

three-fourt-

Scattle-Sacramea- 'o

FEDERALS

BY

UNIONISTS AVER

More Than Six Thousand Pupils and Students
Now Enrolled; Buildings Cost More Than
$3,000,000, and Nearly Half Million Is to Be
Expended for Additional Housings This
Year; University Standard High as the Best.
(BY M. I.
Albuquerque Is the Athens of
the southwest; the glory of ancient Athens was her schools.
"While Albuquerque Is a comme.--- t
clal city, full of energy and
Ideas, her pride is her
schools.
Of course the public schools
are of first Importance with their
enrollment of 3,534 pupils and
high school students. The high
school has 860 students from
which there V1U bo ninety graduates this year, every graduate
enter the freshman
ready to
class of any college or university
in he United States. For bettor
housing of the city schools the
erection of three buildings to
cost $425,000 will beginwithin a
few days, and $500,000 worth of
additional buildings will have to
be erected as soon as the necessary bonds can be authorized
and sold.
The school buildings of Albuquerque represent a cash outlay
of more than $3,000,000. To this
sum the city will add $425,000 this
year. Not less than $100,000 will
oe added by the denominational
schools during 1922.
It is doubtful if any other city
has public schools with such a
in
high average of efficiency
their teaching force as have the
public schools of Albuquerque.
VThe United States Bureau of Education has pointed to Albuquersystem as a
que's educational
model which might be copied by
other city schools with advantage.
The University of New Mexico,
headed by Dr. David Spence Hill,
who came here from the chair of
psychology in the University of
Illinois, after holding the name
chair in the University of Wisconsin, has in its faculty men
and women from the great universities of the east and the west.
Of course, the state university
is the natural head of the educational system of New Mexico. Its
organization now comprises the
and
Arts
College of Liberal
Sciences, the College of Engineering, and the Graduate college.
President Hill has brought New
Mexico's standard fully up to the
requirement of the United States
Bureau of Education for an accredited college faculty: that is,
that the faculty of a first-clacollege must be comprised of
qualified members at least one-haof whom have the earned
degree of doctor of philosophy
of whom must
and
have obtained the earned degree
of master of arts.
The university has been admitted recently to membership in
the North Central Association of
Colleges and Universities, which
functions for all the first-clay colleges of the Mississippi valley
and the Rocky Mountain states.
, This means that the educational
' standards
of the University of
New Mexico are as high as the
standards of the universities of
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and
Nebraska.'
The university requires for en
trance fifteen high school units.
No
preparatory or secondary
students are admitted, and whilo

'

sight of several thousand persons
watching the
KILLED
Coast league baseball game. Johnson fell tnto a plowed field. His
Mexico City, April 16. The war home was In Newman, Calif.
offico in a statement today anFF.F.l.S I.IK F. A NEW WOMAN
nounced the killing, near Saltillo of
"I vas a sufferer from kidney
three Hernandez brothers, Ismael,
writes
Narclso and Andres, bandits who troublo for several years,"
1,
had attacked federal fcrces. The Mrs. ArthurN. Demulle. R. F. D. so
suffered
"and
H.,
Orasmere,
department says active pursuit of much
I felt
all
lame
completely
small rebel bands is continuing.
taking
Federal troops aro continuing over. Since I lave I am not
so
Pills
or
Kidney
Foley
dead
to
capture,
their efforts
the
timo
all
ached
lame. My back
alive, Manuel Larrage. who is op- and
Now
n
were
blur.
all
my eyes
scale against the
erating on a small state
of Tamaul-Ipa- I can see fine and feelI like a difgovernment in the
ferent woman. Since have taken
two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills I
don't have that tired feeling. I can
FROM
FALLS
AVIATOR
do my own work now." They bring
AIRPLANEIS KILLED quick results. Sole everywhere.

3 MEXICAN BANDITS

GALLUP STRIKE

THEY'RE MINING WITHOUT MINERS HERE

-!-

-

Advertiser4'
a Constant Gainer.

and Yo W;N

e
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COAL STRIKE'S FIRST AID TO BASEBALL

DEFEAT

10 0

3

A

Stars as
and Batter;
Wheat's Sensational Play
Robs King of Homer.

0

10

6 24

J

0

Cleveland.
AU.

Jamieson, If. . .
W'ambsganss, 2b
Speaker, cf. . . .
Mclnnis, lb. ...
Sewell, bs

Gardner. 3b. ...
Wood, rf
Nunamaker, c..

It.H. PO.A. E.

4
4
4

0

3
3

0
0
0
0
0

3
3

Mails, p

3

Totals

30

3

1
5
1

1
1

11
n

0
0

0
5
4

1
2

1
2

ft

0

0

fi

0

0
0

0

4
4
0

?

0

0

one-han-

tire.

0

000 000 000
000 101 01

0
3

e
hits Slsler.
Stolen
Wambsfransa.
bases Williams, Slsler. Sacrifice
Tobin, Mclnnis. Double plays
Kisler,
and
Gerber
McManus.
Wambssanns and MclnnlR! Gardner, Wambsgansg and Mclnnis:
Sewell, Wambsganss and Mclnnis
Left on bases St. Louis, 6: CleveMails.
land, 1. Base on halls OffMails.
4.
3. Struck out
Shocker, 2;
Nal-liand
Dineen
Evans,
TTmpires
Time, 3:18.

Speaker

Two-bas-

2,

0.
Philadelphia, 5; Washlnffton,
16. The
April
Washington,
Philadelphia Athletics won their
i opening Kama of the season with
the Nationals, 5 to 1 today largely
through the pitching ofsixBryan
erHarris, coupled with
rors by the locals. Harris fanned
eight of the Grlffmen. Score:
Philadelphia.
A. E.
AB. K. H. PO.

Youngs, 2b

1U

Johnston,
Walker, cf
Welch, rf .
Miller, If

Perkins,

.
. . 3

1
1
1
1

0
1

0

34

S

6 27 11

1

....

1

S

1

4
8
1
1

0
9
2
2

0

1

Washington.
AB. R. K. PO. A. E.

lb

2b

Harris,
Smith, It

8.

0

4
4
3
.

Totals
Judge,

0

"4

c

Dykes. 3b
Galloway, ss
B. Harris, p .

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
3
2
4
1

0
3
0
0
1
0

0
0

4
6
4

..

Rice, cf
Goslln, rf
Shanks, 3b

4
. 4
3
8
8
4
ss 4

.

Pecklnpaugh,
Gharrlty, c ....

Gleason, p
fMilan

....

4

3
1

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

2 10
5
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
0
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
0

By Innings:
Summary:

8

0
1
0

0
0
1
0
1

1

1

9

2

3
1

0

0

0

1

27 18 6
In ninth.

001 100
001 000
Two-bas-

o

0035
0001

hits Rice,

hit S. Harris.
Judge. Three-bas- e
Stolen base Harris. Sacrifice hit
Harris. Double plays Peck to
S. Harris to Judge; Gharrity to S.
Harris. Left on bases Philadelon
phia, 7; Washington, 8. B.Base
Harris.
balls Off Gleason, 4;
i. Struck out By B. Harris, 8;
Gleason,

3.

Wild pitch

Gleason.

Umpires Chill and Owens. Time,
.2 hours.
Chicago, 7; Petrolt, 6.
Chicago, April 16. Chicago won
its first game of the Beason today
by defeating Petrolt, 7 to 6 In 10
Innings. The locals played an uphill battle and took the lead In the
seventh, only to have Detroit stage
a rally In the ninth and tie the
count. McClellan's double and singles by Collins and Strunk sent
home the final run.
R. H. E.
Score:

06

12 0
Detroit ....101 010 003
Chicago ...010 020 300 17 14 3
Batteries: Oldham, Ehmko and
Bassler; Faber and Shalk.

City Ball Dope
Sluggers prfentcd.
Young Giants defeated the Sawmill Sluggers yesterday by a score
of 80 to 26. Heavy slugging featured the game, Boyer and Brlstou
clouting home runs In the same
Batteries were: Giants
inning.
Laffont and Ilrlstou; Sluggers
Luelan'.
and
Sandy
Nationals Bent Seals.
ball the
By playing errorless
Duke City Nationals defeated the
6
1.
D. Roa
score
of
to
Seals by
mero copped five hits out of five
times up. Batteries: Seals Johnson and George; Nationals Lova-t- o
and Sanchez.
St. Mary's, 10; O. T. Reds, 1.
St. Mary's defeat.-the Old
Town Reds yesterday by a score of
10 to 7. The game was played at
the new St. Mary ball field. The
teams will clash again a week from

Friday.

Old Town Stnrs Win.
Old Town Stars took a fall out
of the Fire department yesterday
and piled up a score of 19 to the
Fire Department's 6. Batteries:
Old Town Stars D. Chaveu and
Guevara; Fire Department McDonald and Gonzalez.

NEW GOLF COURSE TO
BE LAID OUT AT RATON
(bperfal CorrrflKfidpnre tn Tie Jonrntit.'.
Katun. N. M., April 10. At a

h
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By KORMAX E. BROWN.
Old Roman Goes.

l7
lv'

Si

if

84 2 8
Totals
Batted for Behan in
Brooklyn.
AB. it. m.
1
3
6
ss
High,
Johnston. 8b... 8 2
T. Griffith, rf.. 4 0

QC"

Nets,

rf

1

1

picturesque and popular figures in
baseball, has stepped out of active
participation in the control of the
White Sox, according to reports.
He has turned the control of the
club's affairs to his son, Louis
Comlskey.
PO. A. E.
If the report Is true his passing
1
3
1
Comlskey will leave
4 0 0 Is regretted.
2
0 after what should have been a ca0
with
crowned
reer
nothing but suc-of
Z
0
0
7
0
0 cess. The wcrld's series scandal
1 g 0 1818 and the subsequent suspen
1
0 sion and trial of half his ball club
2
Those on the in6
0 broke his heart.
0
0 1 0 side know that the only blame that
to Comlskey for
0
0
0 can be attached
of affairs was his will0
0 0 such a state
ingness to take the advice of inweak
the
is the last man
24 7 1 friends.to He
world
knowingly allow crooked
ninth.
men on a ball club.
Comiskoy broke Into big league
A. Jii
ru,
baseball as a first baseman. The
2
6
famous
globetrotting Ted Sullivan
2
the
developed him while managing The
1
St. Louis Browns back In 1883.
0
Ah?
Von
der
Chris
inimitable
8
owned the club. Eventually Com
2
lskey succeeded Sullivan as pilot ot
8
team.
the
2
The Old Roman led the team to
0
the pennant In the American assoyears,
ciation four consecutive

5
Wheat. If
6
Myers, cf
Schmandt, lb.. 5
4
Olson, 2b
Two stars who graduated truin the mines. TueU rreeman, lett, mal
0
De Berry,
Uughie Jennings.
8
Taylor, c
4
Will the present coal strike produce some starr ball players T Now, Ruether, p
S no
Tn
Comlskev oult the
sit down a minute. Sounds like a weird remark. But, uth is, past
39 10 17 27 9 1
Total
Browns to form the Chirngo club
holidays in the ooal regions have started several miners off their way to
By Innings:
:ame as ball players. Amonjr the stars who turned their attention to Philadelphia
000 001 100
V in the players' league. This outfit
000 022 83x 10 blew up in a year. Then Commy
improving their plaving on off hours are Buck Freeman, Huphie Jen- Brooklyn
TO DEALERS If
was signed to manage the Cincl
Two base hits
nings, Billy Grteckel former first baseman of tLe Phillies; Mike and
Summary:
both Worth Hits and
Reds, the late John T, Brush enJohn O'Neill, and the Coeleskie brothers.
Parkinson, High, Olson. Three-bas- e gineering
the deal.
Hats
hits Reuther. Home runs
Thoroughbred
When the American league wn3
Stolen bases
Wheat, Myers.
in
sold
not
are
your
Comls
then
Ban
Johnson,
Johnston, Myers, Schmandt, Ol started
kev 8 close friend, prevailed upon
locality, ask ui about
son,
sacrifices
liing, Taylor. him
to Join the new organization
Double plays Rapp, unassisted. as owner
our unusual dealer
of the Chicago White Sox
;
Left on bases Philadelphia,
team.
proposition.
Brooklyn, 8. Base on balls Off
Six or seven years ago Johnson
Smith, 1: Behan, 1; Reuther, 8.
National League.
Struck out By Smith, 1; Behan, and Comlskey came to a parting of
American League.
tniir
W. L. Pet. 1; Reuther, 4.
W. L. Pet.
Hits Off Smith, the wavs. This break inmatters
over baseball
4
4
0
0
Pt. Louis
1,000 Cleveland
1,000 10 In 5 3 innings; off Behan, 7 friendship
on
a
Comlskey.
heavily
1
7SII
St.
weighed
2
.800
Louis
3
New York
In
innings. Wild pitches
To baseball writers comlskey al
3
2
3
.600 Philadelphia
1
.750 Smith 1.
Passed balls Henllne,
Philadelphia
2
2
1
.500 Now York
2
.667 1.
Um ways has been a prince.
Smith.
Chicago
Losing
pitcher
2
1
3
.400
2
.33.1 pires
Boston
and Hart. Time, 2
Brooklyn
.1
1
1
3
.250 Washington
.2Su hours. OUay
WESTERN LEAGrE.
Pittsburgh
3
1
.2R0 Chicago
1
8
.250
Oklahoma City, 9; Sioux City, 8.
Cincinnati
4
1
.200 Detroit
0
4
.000
St. Joseph, 4; Denver, 3.
Boston
St. Louis, 3; Chicago, 9.
Tulsa, 10; Omaha, 14.
18. Branch
St. Louis, April
Wichita, 6; Des Moines, 1.
Yesterday's Results.
Red Birds, the
Yesterday's Results. 3.
Rickey's
rampant
Cleveland, 3; St. Louis, 0.
Pittsburgh, 4; Cincinnati,
Cardinals, continue to sing all
St. Louin, 3; Clileugo, 2.
Philadelphia, 6; Washington, 1. alone in the first place by virtue SOtmrERN I.EAGVE ItE.SCI.TS.
6.
New York, 5; Boston, 2.
Chicago, 7; Detroit,
of a 3 to 2 victory over the ChiAtlanta, 10. Chattanooga. 2.
Only three scheduled.
Brooklyn, 10; Philadelphia, 3.
Blrmlngnnm, i; Nashville, B.
cago Cubs here this Easter afterLittle Rock, 3; Memphis, 5.
noon. The locals coming from be
Where They Play.
Where They Play.
hind In the eighth pushed over
New York at Boston.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia.
the winning run after knotting British salmon fisheries are estiCincinnati.
Detroit
at
at
Chicago,
Pittsburgh
the count. Score:
mated to produce food to the value
fit. Louis at Cleveland.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Chicago.
of 85.000,000 a year.
Boston at New York.
A li. it.H. PO. A. E,
Philadelphia at Washington.
4
Stats, cf
4
Hollocher, ss
2
Kelleher, 3 b
4
Grimes, lb .
HARRY
4
Frieberg, rf
4
If
Miller,
4
Krug, 2 b .
4
"B" Theater Whenever Bessie O'Farrell, o
111 AUTO
8
Love comes to the "B" theater she Jones, p
1
Wirts
always draws big crowds, as she is
0
Maisclan Albuquerque film star. She was
as the star in
there
yesterday
34 2 9 24 14 1
Totals
COAST
Batted for Jones In ninth.
"Penny of Top Hill Trail," which
Is being repeated today. The manRan for O'Farrell in ninth.
St. Lonis.
is also repeating the
agement
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Youthful San
"Miracles of the Jungle" episode,
1
4
0
4
cf
Mann,
Events"
pictures. Gainer, lb ... 3 0 1 12
Driver Takes Contest and and the "Current House For
the
1
Crystal Opera
0
3
2
Stock, 3b
Prize of $5,000; Murphy first time in months the Crystal was Hornsby,
2b ... 4 1 1 0
the scene of a largo crowd of ap- Schultz, rf ... 4 1 1 4
Second, Sarles Third.
preciative people last night. It MeHenry, If . . 4 0 2 1
was the first appearance of the
ss . . 2 0 1 3
(Br The Asorlnl.(l rrei.)
Ferris Taylor Stock company, ren- Torporcer,
0
0 3
4
San Francisco, Arril 16. Har- dering as their main play. "The Alnsmlth, o ... 3 0 0 0
ry Hartz, a young San Francisco Church and Its people," in moat Sherdel, p
driver, won the Golden Gate mo- excellent
The
"fun
manner.
31 8 9 27
Totals
tor derby at tho Golden Gate parts" of the show cannot be exinnings.
By
S:m
Carlos
at
betoday.
speedway
celled. Tho same program is
000 200
His time for tho 150 miles was ing repeated today. The company Chicago
010 000
St. Louis
one hour, 21 minutes and 68
is here for two weeks.
seconds.
Mary Roberts
Lyrlo Theater
Stock, 2; MeHenry.
Jimmy Murphy, winner of the Rinehart's famous story, entitled berg, Schultz,
2; Torporcer.
Keleher,
Grand Prix race in Paris last "The Glorious Fool," and recently Sacrifices
T . . 1.
nlav. Valiaho- - f"V liVi rr 11
year, was second and Roscoe put on the screen, Is being repeaton
bases Chi
Art. Klein was ed today for the last time. The and Grimes. Lft
Sarles third.
7; St. Louis, 8. Bases on
cago,
fourth and Joe Thomas fifth.
of
two
reels, balls Off Jones, 2. Struck out
Mermaid comedy
Hartz, by winning today's race,
Stones," is also being re- By Sherdel. 2; Jones. 1. Umpires
won a prize of $5,000 and 300 "Rolling
peated
today.
and Klem. Time,
Kosentelle
points toward the national speed
Past lino Theater Dustln Par-nu- 1:48.
championship.
at
is
we all like him,
again
Tommy Milton, national speed the Pastime today as principal
Pittsburgh, 4: Cincinnati, 8.
champion for 1921, did not ent.'r character in "Iron
to Gold;" the
Cincinnati, April 16. Pittsburgh
the race.
lie was not disquali- "Fox News" pictures, and the won
from Cincinnati today 4 to 8.
fied.
Failure to complete an
of two reels are also being Rlxev was found for four hits in
agreement with the owner of his comedy
repeated
today.
the seventh, sending in two runs
car was said to bo the reason.
and practically settling the game.
bessie
Arrnon
R. H. E.
Score:
OF
IXTEKPKETATIOV
LOVK'S
NAP RUCKER GETS
Pittsburgh . 100 010 2004 129 42
AX
"B"
HER
SEE
000
HEROIN;
Cincinnati .111
0003
INTO BOX AGAIN
Batteries: Cooper and Gooch;
Bessie Love, the winsome star Rlxey, Vouch and Hargrave..
appearing in "Fdhny of Top Hill
the Federated feature
Trail,"
New York, 5; Boston, a.
which is being repeated at the "B"
New York, April 16. George
theater today, has received what Kelly's walloping was the undoing
she considers the greatest of praise of Dick Rudolph toaay alter ne
for her work in that production.
had pitched nicely for six Innings.
The picture is a visualization of It was Rudolph's first start In two
the popular novel of the ame years and the Giants won, S to 2.
R. H. E.
name by Belle Kanaris
Score:
001 000 0012 6 1
After the screen adaption Boston
5 11
0
000
32x
000
had been completed, a print of it New York...
was privately shown to the author
Batteries: Rudolph and Gowdy;
La Azora u milder and finer than ever.1
of the book. She was extravagant Nehf and Smith.
In her praise of the tiny star's porWhile its filler has the bouquet of true
trayal of the heroine.
"I never thought a creation of an admirable sense of stage direcHavana, that Havana is astonishingly
mlno would be brought to life with tion and the utilization of every
such atmosphere and charm," she dramatio and comlo moment in the
mild. As a strictly mild cigar, yet one
said. "To Miss Love muBt go the story. "The Glorious Fool" is one
kind
of the most delightful cigars to smoke,
credit for catching the Joyous of those must pictures the
that MUST be seen. Put it on your
youthful spirit of Penny, and
we consider La Azora today a triumph
it her own breezy personality. It list.
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Theaters Today

...

VICTOR

DERBY

to manu- facture a more stylish and serviceable line of
hats than the new Thoroughbred and Worth
models for Spring and sell them at anywhere near the price at which you can buy
hats from the Worth or
these high-grad- e
Thoroughbred dealer in your town.

We do not believe it

is possible

1

...

-

33 1 7
Totals
s Batted for Gleason

Philadelphia
Washington

0

Philadelphia.

....

0
0

J:

Score:

AB. K. H.
0
6
t
Rano. 3b
4 1 1
rf
Lee,
Williams, cf... 4 0 1
D
Z
1
King, f
t 0 0
Leslie, lb
4
0
.
.
.
0
ss
Fletcher,
Parkinson, 2b.. 4 1 2
0
0
4
Henllne, c
0
0
2
Smith, p.
0
0
1
Behan, p
1
0
0
Peters, K

0

8 27 14

3

in

Philadelphia today. d Wheat made
catch.
a sensational
robbing King of a horn run. De
Rftfrtf hnri n ftn?er broken in tha
first inning and was forced to re

11

"9

iiiiwiiiii
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Tho
(By Th AMoetated Frets.)
Charles A, Comlskey, one of the
Walter
Brooklyn, April 16.
Reuther pitched and2 batted Brook- - triumvirate who made the Amerin a 10 tn
vlctnrv nvni can league and one of the moat

Annnriated TrcM.)
O., April 16. Cleve-

Th.
Cleveland,
land knocked St. Louis out of a tie
for first place today when It de- a
feated the Browns 3 to 0 In
pitchers' battle between MailB and
The former held St.
Shocker.
Louis to six hits and allowed but
two Browns to reach third. Score;
St. Jxmls.
AU. U. H. PO.A. E
1
0
0
(I
0
3
Tobin, rf
0
Ellerbe, 3b. ... 43 00 1 13 30 0
Sisler, lb
Jacobson, cf. ... 4 0n 11 31 00 00
Hevercid, c
tt
Williams, If. ... 4 0 11 11 02 0
3
0
Gerber. as
MrManus, 2b. .. 3 0 00 03 41 0
0
2
Shocker, p

ipiiii

PHILLIES

Pitcher

tween Mails and Shocker; Athletics Win.

Michigan's output of timber and
forest products amounts to S12,
500,000 a year.

4.

Reuther

Walter

Cleveland Comes Out Ahead
In a Pitchers' Battle Be-

By innings:
St Louis
Cleveland
Summary:

5.

VICKY

10-- 2

FROM

TAKE LEAD

Totals

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Mobile, 9; New Orleans, 9 (IS
Innings, called account darkness.),

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE.
San Francisco,
At Columbus, 4; Kansas City, 6.
Oakland,
At Louisville, 3; St. Paul, 1.
At Toledo, ; Milwaukee, S (10
Los Angeles, 10-Vernon,
Portland-Sa- lt
Innings).
Lake, postponed;
At Indianapolis, 1; Minneapolis, snow.
3.
Seattle,
Sacramento,

BROOKLYN WINS

6.

MM IS,

Ij
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Francisco
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To the Friends of La oAzor'a

g

a fascinating portrait."

"TIIK GLORIOUS FOOL" 13
GREAT GOLDWYN PICTI RE,
REPEATING AT LYRIC

Rarely is It possible to find such
superb comedic acting as may be
seen in "The Glorious Fool," a
Goldwyn photoplay by Mary Roberts RInehart, now being repeated
at the Lyric theater today for the
last time. ' Helene Chadwlck and
Richard Dlx are the leading players in an excellent production
which Includes many others, the
stately Kate Lester, Vera Lewis,
Otto Hoffman, Theodore Von Eltz
and Frederick Vroom,
This
lary Roberts RInehart
story is laid in a hospital with
Helene Chadwlck as a nurse on
probation an ntchard Dl as a
rich patient. Their comlo episodes
Is'ap Kucker.
together are examples of histrionthat
Nap Rueker, one of the greatest ic restraint and execution
southpaws of the game, took his are most welcome to a reviewer
turn on tho slab again with the who is almost surfeited with bad
Dodgers In an exhibition game screen acting.
"The Glorious Fool" was directagainst the Yankees the other day.

meeting held Friday by the Raton
Country club It was decided to
start the laying out of the golf
course at onco and committees
were appointed to look after that
and the building of the new club
house, which will also start soon.
The new course will be located
bout one mile west of the Catholic
cemetery and to the east of Gardener. It is said to bo Ideal for
the purpose and now hat it has
been decided upon, the work will
start at once and it is hoped to He got a big hand. Nap still had
have the grounds in shape for play the old swing but not the stuff.
within the next thirty days and the He hurled 10 ypars for the Dodgclub house well under way by that ers, overwork in his later years
haltiiiK his career.
time,

Makers of La Azora cigar announce?
a new and surprising "mildness to
meet the insistent demand for light
cigars. This famous cigar was never
so acceptable to smokers of "mild"
cigars as now -- never has
its Havana bouquet been S O
m
"gently" satisfying.'
Try La Azora today.

praises

Is

,SAlNTloUIS.U.SX'

ed by E. Mason Hopper, who also
directed Miss Chadwlck and Mr.
Dlx in the recent Ruppert Hughes
Curve
"Dangerous
photoplay,
Ahead!"
Ills latest work reveals

in cigar making.

DCSTIN FARNI M MAKES
HIT IX NF.W PICTl'RE,
TITLED "IRON TO GOLD"

Dustln Farnum, long a favorite
actor on stage and screen, scored
an emphatic hit yesterday at the
Pastime theater, which Is being re-

peated today, where he appeared
as the star in "Iron to Gold,"
William Fox picture, adapted from
George Owen Baxter's story. The
central character, as enacted by
the star, is a figure at once heroic
and pathetic; a man forced Into
outlawry to escape unjust punish
ment at the tianas or the law.
This "Innocent outlaw," hounded
by enemies and with the reputation of being the most desperate
man in his section of the west, is
enabled by circumstances to rescue
from bandits the lovely young wife
of a very unlovely husband a villain and a coward. Her faith in
him becomes Indestructible.
Her
Interest becomes something warmer. The plot develops from this
roint wttn stirring rapidity, until
the unlovely husband is disposed
of, the "outlaw is vindicated," and
the hero and heroine of the story
are mad happy.

' L Aiors
Cigr 1 nWa by
Consolidated Cigar Corporation

". "

"

Distributed by

Rothenb'erg & Schloss Cigar Co.
Denver, Colo.
Invincible
i1
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TWO SIZES
ALWAYS MILD
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Have to
Work
Over 13 Hours
Every Day Without Aid
of Power Servants.

Sisters

PRESIDENT HARDING ENDORSES MOVEMENT FOR BETTER HOMES
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PRESIDENT MAR.DING
harbor the idea that a
beautiful home is only for the rich?
Forget it
Beauty in the home Is within the
possibilities of even a limited purse.
A beautiful home is the prerogative of every family. In making a
home artistic and attractive, Rood
tarte counts for more than dollars.
The American Homes Bureau
movehas launched a nation-wid- e
ment for better homes. Its idea is
to educate the American people to
n.ake their homes more beautiful
and thereby create a cultural in
fiuence that will have a lasting
effect upon the nation.
President Hardinp; in setting the
Etamp of his approval upon the
Do you

annual

national

declared

event,

the home. It will surprise those
that "the home is the corner-ston- e
who strive for artistry in home
of our civilization."
"Better homes," said the presi-den- decoration how cheaply it can be Commissioner
"more
furniture,
attractive homes, achieved.
Inexpensive
t,

runs, draperies make the home
beautiful when they are stage-se- t
vith an artistic eye and are the
details of a complete and harmoniA fortune spent in
ous whola.
luxurious appointments is money
wasted unless an atmosphere of
and inviting
cheerful comfort
s
is created.
"Let vour home reflect yourself,"
said a connoisseur. "That home is
most attractive that has the stamp
An unattractive
of individuality.
home is a crime. A home full of
beauty, comfort and cheerfulness is
a privileee of poor and rich alike."

homes whose occupants will find
true refreshment and real inspiration to increased efforts for education and culture, are the ones that
assure greatest stability to our institutions and tne greatest security
to our society."
This educational program is aimed at people in moderate circumstances. The luxurious nonie is not
to fca condemned, but the home
beautiful is to be preached as the
birthright of every American citizen. Riches are a poor substitute
for good taste and studious selection. Comfort and beauty in the

home-ines-

Granting a request of the German labor unions, tho Prussian
ministry has created a board of
five Inspecting physicians, to be
classed as state officials, whose
with
duty shall be to
factory inspectors In matters of
factory hygiene and to study the
prevention and cure of illnesses
peculiar to certain trades.

A. RIRKMAN.

NEW TARIFF BILL IS
PRAISED BY JOHNSON
(By The Ansoclat 1 PreM.)

In many homes the sliced,
egg on spinach is tho only
The
garnish used on thofooltable.
called uphousewife does not
on to bother over "fancy touches''
for her dishes.
And, indeed, In the colder
months of the year, when the
us hunbracing atmosphere makes
gry, we do not really ne d garnishes to tempt our appetites. But
In the warmer months of spring
and summer wo do; tho atmospheric heat gives us a "let down"
feeling which makes It an exertion even to eat, and frequently
we cannot bring ourselves to touch
a diah which does not look attractive.
The housekeeper will find that
the appetite of her family Is Improved at this season of the year,
and during the next five months,
if she takes the trouble (which,
after all. is but slight) to garnish
some of hor foods as suggested
below:
Radishes: Thesn little red vegetables make a patch of bright color
on a platter continuing fried fish,
broiled chops, or' fritters. They are
mado moro attractive looking by
being cut flower shape with the
red pnrt forming "petais," curling
back from the pared white center.
Parsley: This is one of tho most
useful garnishes we have. Kvery
who has a garden
housekeeper
should have her own patch of
parsley. Almost any food except,
of course, tho sweet foods can be
decorated appropriately and temptingly with this green garnish,
either used In fresh sprigs, or
chopped finely and sprinkled over
the food. Fish with sauce, or
creamed vegetables such as carand
cauliflower
rots, potatoes,
onions are Improved by having a
of
parsfinely chopped
sprinkling
ley on their white sauce.
Lemon Slices: Everybody knows
thnt lemon slices are almost indispensable with fish.. But many
housewives do not seem to realize
that lemon may also garnish cold
sliced ham, tongue and beef loaf.
d
Eggs are another
Important garnish. They are used
with the white pnrt cut Into slices
and the dry yellow centers mashed
and sprinkled over the food. Try
them combined with a kidney stew
the slices of white surrounding
the, stew on the platter, and the
yolks sprinkled on top with the
brown mass. Or try them bordering minced ham or lamb on toast;
or garnishing a platter of hash.
Green Tens, If sprinkled sparingly over a steaming hot stew of
any sort, help greatly to Increase
the attractiveness of the dish. They
also may be used as a border to a
dish of boiled carrots, or on the
chop platter.
Slices of Crisp. Cooked Bacon
offer another important means of
making the home tnble attractive.
Place these over tho top of a dish.
of hot peas or lima beans; or lay
tnem on cold meat slices, on cnops,
or on scrambled eggs, omelets, and
any kind of minced meat on toast.
Slices of bacon are also delicious
on hash and baked potato dishes.
Icttuce and Cress hardly need
my recommendation as Invaluable
aids In tempting tho appetite.
While they are perhaps best served
In a little dish by themselves with
cracked Ice, they nevertheless give
a most delightfully fresh look to
r,
the
the croquette
platter, and to dishes of tomatoes,
beets, or any other colored
hard-boile-

BY ELOISE.
Babv's wardrnb thl
i.
to be Just as fashionable as that
ot ner grown sister. The cape coat
which is the newest thing in the
wrap world is to be found in
baby wear just as It is found in
the women's and misses' shops.
It comes in all the soft, pretty
materials
of the regular coats
and In many materials
which
grown-up- s
cannot wear.
This pretty little cape coat is
made of pink broadcloth. It has a
nlain front anrt lnnsa mna tAi..
A wide collar cut square and tied
under the dimpled
chin with
strands of braided ribbon in pink
and blue shades is the only trimming feature.
A Dink silk hat with
r,ff
cxuwii mm nine roseouas or silk
for trlmminer romnletns fViio Taut
er outfit for the youngest lady of
me lamny.

i..

Hard-Boile-

Washington, April 16. Declar
ing that the McCumber tariff bill
was the first ever drawn which
provided "anything like adequate
protection tor tne products ana in
dustrlea of the west," Senator Johnson, republican of California, to
that he would
night announced
support the measure.
"Up to this time," his statement
continued, "protection has been
rather regarded us something ap CHICAGO GRAND OPERA
pertaining
particularly to eastern
COMPANY STOPS HERE
manufacturers and Industries. The
west, however, now has come Into
to
me
to
bill
its own, This
appears
The Chicago Grand Opera com
he a measure not devoted to any nanv. hendpri hv Mqiv
' In passed through Albuquerque last
one section, but
character."
nignc at iu:u& o ciock on in way
from the coast to Denver. The
no
Sweden
coal, but
Norway has
sneclnl trnln rnrrlpA tbn Antlva
has quite lately discovered that she opera company and stopped here
has good supplies.
lor a lew minutes.
Among those who got off tho
HELPED HER MOTHER WON. train worn (Unrein ' Pnlflcnn
,,
DERFULIV
first conductor of the opera; Ed
In these days of "flu," coughs, ward jonnson, tenor, and Georges
colds, croup ana wnooping cough Baklanov. Russian hnrltnnn.
ni.
it is well to know that every year rAntnr nnrrtnn riM tint nnnann
are
mora
used
bottles
there
of Chorus and ballet girls, chattering
Foley's Honey and Tar than of any gayiy, nopped around tne platform
other cough medicine. Mrs. S.
in galoshes.. Vittorlo Trevlsan. the
Hunt, 615 W. 6th St., Cincinnati. h(1 Run run nAna at ttuffo lnns (h.
writes:
Ohio,
"Foley's Honey and side of the train, followed by a flut
Tar relieved mo ot a backing tering group of sopranos ana
cougn, ticKiing in tne throat,
wheezing and palna In the chest. It
ThA ftfflf Inknw nnlnn In XT ft .
Is helping my mother wonderfully."
That's why druggists recommend kow, China, has been organized by
The Simple Salad Garnishes for
the rickshaw coolies.
Foley's. Sold everywhere.
the home table Include all of the

nm,.

garnishes as well
that red seasoning powder called
"Paprika," which gives such a
pretty touch of ojlor to a salad
dressing.
I Khali soon publish an article
in this column entitled, "Fancy
Garnishes for Guest 'Meals." For,
I have not here suggested the more
elaborate garnishes which the
home cook would not be likely to
have nt hand, or which he would
not enro to buy simply for the
table.
every-da- y

above-mention-

d
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note of

cheerfulness the dominant

SERVICE

TO LEASE L A

AN INEXPENSIVE- AND ATTRACTIVE DINING ROOM
)lan for a "Better Homes week" to home are not a matter of money.
The wise housekeeper will make
be instituted next October as an

DENVER

rrnO

G

Vittorlo It. RiccI, Italian ambassador, and party of three arrived hero yesterday from Washington and probably will remain
in the city today.
The party is
making an informal nnd unannounced trip through the western
states and it was not known that
they were in Albuquerque until
Mrs. O. Bachechi happened to see
the ambassador's name on one of
his bags at the Alvarado hotel.
The arrival of the ambassador
was Immediately announced to the
of Italian
many Albuquerqueans
descent and an Informal reception was given by Mrs. Bachechi
at Colombo hall at 6 o'clock In
honor of the party. Acting Mayor
Sidney Weil delivered a short address of welcome, which was replied to by Ambassador
Rlrcl,
who' expressed his pleasure at the
reception and his delight with the
western pnrt of tho United States.
Father Mandalarl also gave a
short address of welcome.

t

EVEN TINY TOTS
WEAR CAPE COATS

.m

.Mil J

Hi

Dy LAURA

Denver, Colo., April 16. Eight
In fiva ailtn- n.nl.A Inlnvc
here late last
mobile accidents
night and today, in every case me
snowstorm
and slippery streets
were blamed.
Mrs. Lcla E. Mulnix was critically injured when an automobile
driven by her husband, W. J. Mulnix, struck a street car this morning, bounded away from the car,
ran over the curbing and struck a
tree. Mr Mulnix said the snow had
blinded him so ho could not see the
approaching street car. Ho was
bruised but not seriously injured.
M. K. Winkler, his son, William,
and Francis Sevens were all injured when an nutomoblle driven
by the elder Winkler skidded,
struck the curbing and overturned,
pinning the occupants beneath the
to
car. Mr. Winkler managed
crawl from under the wreck and
helped the others out. He said the
accident was due to a bump in the
street that was hidden by the snow.
Patrolman A. E. Phillips was
seriously injured when he was
struck by an automobile driven by
J. L. Luth. Mr Luth said he was
blinded by t'.ie storm and did not
until his car
see the policeman
struck him. Luth was not held.
unconwas
found
I. Rothr.hild
scious in the street at West Colfax
avenue and Osceola etrect early
today and was taken to the county
hospital for treatment. Earl Jordan notified the police that he saw
a small touring car strike Roth-chil- d
and drive rapidly away, leaving the Injured man In the street.
Police are hunting for the car.
James Williamson was injured
when the bicycle he was riding collided with an automobile driven by
Theodore Campbell.

Hush, Li'l Waitress, Don't Cry,
You'll Be Expert Bye and Bye

of
Many Albuquerqueans
Italian Descent Meet Official Party at Bachechi
Reception Yesterday.

i.'S

THE SIMTMiK GARNISHING
OF I'OOl).

(By The

wn
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AUTO ACCIDENTS

15

OF

RECEPTION HERE

1

An electrified invalid chair Is
Uncle Sam lias dug up an internovelties of the year,
esting lot of figures tor the Infor- among tho these
to whom walking
permitting
mation of the economist. The pith is
:o
difficult
go about the streets
of the lot Becms embodied in the without
an
attendant.
statement thnt women on farms
work 13.12 hours every day.
Air In a closed room may be
It has Brown fashionable to
when conditions render
vitalized,
measure women's
by
happiness
it impossible to open window or
their hours of freedom from toil; door,
by being thoroughly stirred
so much so that the amazingly frewith an electric fun.
quent divorces, which are troubling up
ethicistB far more than the divorced
Of all the fires that occur In the
ones themselves, are commonly as- United
States in one year, but 2.67
sociated with the monotony of per cent are cf electric
origin.
household cares.
If contentment depends on leisPack
the little button on the
ure hours. It is Interesting to com- wall thatof turns on electric current
pare the opportunities for happi- are huge dams and water turbines;
ness of the woman living under the enormous
boilers, engines nnd genblessings of city life with those ot erators, and high tension lines; and
the country woman. And, studying also an army of men working to
figures on conditions recently com- organize, maintain and constantly
piled by the department of agri- improve service. The mechanical,
culture, one Is Inclined to believe human and financial power Inthat If there are any beer and voked when one presses the button
One million four
skittles at all left In the world, they is tremendous.
are not being portioned out to the hundred thousand Americans have
women who must do housework on invested in the electrical industry.
the farm.
The city woman has a servant so
Cooking odors may be kept from
effective, when she hooks her elec- spreading over the house by the
tric sweeper up with her circuit of installation of an electrio fan high
service that she need never have up In the wall of a kitchen, where
opening permits all smoke
any spring housecleaning at all un- a small
less she Just wants to turn things and steam to be drawn out of tho
the
circulation of nir set up
outside In for the sake of change. house,
She can keep dust from accumu- by the fan acting as a suction.
lating by turning this servant loose
Ttadlo has developed an entirely
once a week or so.
language and Its Initiates speak
The country house Is a depository new
which is so abbreviated and
for road dust and silt, for mud and aso lingo
odd It sounds wierd to those not
barnyard filth tracked In on heavy "In the know."
boots, but some of the farm women
have electric sweepers.
Kvery year 100,000 electric light MISS HARRIS NAMED
and power plants are being installHEAD OF DISTRICT
ed In rural and suburban homes.
And countless other ruialistB take
RED CROSS NURSES
power and light from the nearest
central station
Today
company.
Miss Matilda Harris has been asyou will find electric cleaners on signed by the southwest district of
display and on sale In scores of the lied Cross to supervise the Red
small towns, villages and hamlets Cross nurses of New Mexico and
where a few years ago they would Colorado. Miss
Harris will work
have been a Joke.
under the direction of her superSo fast is electricity spreading
Miss Margaret Tup-pe- r.
over the country, though 79 per vising nurse. that
Miss Tupper has
Reports
cent of farmers still use kerosene,
from
her position with the
most of them will probably in the resigned
lted
Cross
are
and she Is
incorrect
near future be using the cheerful, still
occupying the position of chief
tireless energy to clean, wash, Iron of the
division of child hygiene
and cook. a well as to light the and of public health
nursing. Miss
lamps and turn the farm
Tupper has been connected with
the state bureau of health for more
than a year.

f PERSONS

AMBASSADOR
ITALY

9
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ecmcity in me
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Monday club will meet with
Mrs. A. A. Allen at 2:30 p. m.
Ensemble club will meet with
Mrs. W. M. Holm at 2:30 p. m.
Woman's club chorus will meet
with Mrs. xf. r. Koblnson at 2:30
p. m.

Country

rage-ML-

Denies

Re-

port That Service
templates Stopping

Con-

Usual Leasing

WW

S

the

Custom.

lands will be issued as usual this
year, according to a letter received
here from Charles H. Burke commissioner of Indian affairs. The
letter is in answer to an Inquiry
made by Senator Holm O. Uursum
regarding the protest made by state
wool men against the alleged unreasonable attitude of the service in
this matter. Senator Uursum and
the Indian service both received
copies of the resolution passed by
the New Mexico Wool Growers' association nt their convention here
last month.
Informing Senator Bursum of
the attitude of the bureau of Indian
affairs, Commissioner Burke wrote
in part as follows:
"I do not understand from what
source the association got the Impression that this service was refusing the make reasonable leasing
propositions or was contemplating
a discontinuance
of leases. On
every reservation where there Is

(By Central press.)
New York, April 18. The business of manufacturing feminine
beauty, rapidly becoming one of
New York's leading Industries, is In
tho midst of the biggest boom In
the history of artificial charm culture.
Women, alike from New York
and the provinces, old ciea and
young uns, skinny ones and fat,
nmrried or not, are Making the
"madames"
and "mademoiselles"
wealthy in their eagerness to avail
themselves of the new scientific
methods for remoulding the faces
and figures bestowed upon then
y 'in rue Nature.
Now Madame .TeannG-Jeanwhose name before she started
turning out beauty in wholesale
lots was Katie O'Malley operates
one of the most popular beauty
plants on the Avenue, and Katie,
rather "Madame," says:
"Women may have to go hun- n

W1 Trtn

of this rush for artificial cornel!
ness?
"Men." The proprietors of 2,000
beauty plants answer unanimously.
"There are too many vamps
floating around for a woman to
holds a man's love unless she holds
her beauty," said Madame Jeanne.
"Women here prize beauty ahova
all else and girls patronize beauty
pnrlors to keep their looks as Ions
as possible.
"Of course some need more than
others. Sometimes they want an
extra chin removed, Sometimes a
nose straightened or reinforced
eyebrows or wrinkles removed."
In the winter beauty plants take)
the place of sports as complexion
producers. A long walk will pro
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dues rosy cheeks, but so will a
massage and a dab ot rouge, and
It's so much more convenient.
But the present beauty manufac
turers fear for the future of their
business.
POU.ING
They say that during the present
women
period of unemployment
who lost their jobs as stenographers, waitresses, clerks and secre
tarles have blossomed out as fulN
gry but they will have tho perma- fledged experts In the art of renent wave."
face, form and complex
And what's the unwitting cause vamping
ion, and are making a go of it.
ON ft OKt

AQM

WAVE

grass in excess of tho amount required by the Indians themselves
negotiations are entered into with
interested stockmen looking toward
the letting of the grazing privileges
upon such terms as may be agreed
upon and may constitute a fair return to the Indians. On a majority of the reservations
contracts
aro now in effect which were negotiated several years ago; on others,
arrangements have recently been
made for the use of the grazing,
and In a few cases the present contracts will expire In the near future
and the range will again be leased
to outside parties, probably through
the medium of sealed bids.
"Leases or permits are to be
made as heretofore, naturally upon
the best terms obtainable, but in no
case at a rate which may be considered excessive when we consider all

2 ARMY FLIERS
ARE

KILLED

outlets

needed

of
places

and

tho

Is im- home-builde- r,
how- ever, before he can know definite- ly that he ha3 a satisfactory elec- elec- or
trlcnl Installation

they are Installed,
portant to the

(Oj The Ansoclatrd Pren.)
Dallas, Tex., April 16. Captaini
G. S. Little and Sergeant James L.
Johnson, army flyers from Kelly
field, San Antonio, were killed,
here today when the airplane In
which they were riding went Into
a nose dive at a height of about
attendant factors and
100 feet and fell.
The accident occurred near at
private landing field and It Is beSocialization of Industry is in- lieved the aviators intended to
cluded among the objectives of the make a landing when the plane
Australian labor party a set forth dropped to the ground.
In the revised platform and constitution recently adopted by the
party.

According to the figures compiled by the labor director at Co
penhagen, Denmark, the traffic of
vessels at that port Is at present
of what it was
only
before the war.

ASTHMA

io cure for it. but wetooma
relief ia often brought by

ICRS
Vaporub
Did

three-fourt-

loiirnsl warn ads get results
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The Universal Electric

'

'

Grill is a Convenience,

j

just
trlcity. Outlets are tho places
where electricity is drawn "out"
from Its circuit nnd used, ns in
chandelier, light fixturo or other

Not a Luxury

Let Cuticura Be
Your Beauty Doctor
3o,Ofnbnnt,Tfttnim.lSe.TvrTwhr. Fornamplw
addrMRjOiUaarfcLiiborfttoriM.Itopt.X,

ftfaJdta,

Kmi.

by,

electricity is known and most appreciated
by users of UNIVERSAL Grills. Cooking
bite
breakfast, luncheon or the after-theaton the UNIVERSAL Grill is a welcome
change from the gas or coal range.

merry-go-roun-

chop-platte-

:

HPHE delightful convenience of cooking

home-builde-

home-builde-

Ytarlu

ft

whero

socket.
"Convenience outlets" are de- vices located in wall, walnwcotlng,
baseboard
floor, dininrf table,
kitchen cabinet, etc., enabling one,
instantly to connect portable
lamp or labor saving heating or
"Convenience
cooking appliance.
outlets" aro designed, primarily
to serve current consistently to ap- Most lamp sockets are
pliances.
designed only for lights of com- paratively low wattage. It Is a
matter of economy for
to Install plenty of these
outlets the doors through which
each family's sharo of tho electrical slaves may got out from the
d
circuits and into tho
of household service.
. How useful 'are your slaves If
ybu keep them locked up in the
wires? How much can be done
with an electrical sweeper If there
are not easy connections In every
room for attaching It? How much
can you use a vibrator If there is
but ono socket where it may In?
connected, leaving you nerhnps In
the dark while it is working? How
many places for comfort, such as
a quick heator for shaving water
or a curling Iron or a hair dryer,
can be used In the bathroom
if
there Is no "convenience outlet"
serve
to
these
with
current?
ready
How can a woman expect to dress
comfortably if there Is no other
light in the room than one overhead, with perhaps an additional
bracket bPRlde which she could not
possibly place her dressing table?
In the laundry there is the same
need for exit doors for the slaves.
Washing machines and Ironers are
soon to be part of every modern menage; and a thousand and one disappointments and Inconveniences,
arising from inferior and Incomcan
plete electrical installations,
be overcome if
will.
In making their initial plana nnd
arrangements, use ordinary care
and the same good common sense
they use in other buying

III
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If

PROVIDE FOR PLENTY
OF CURRENT OUTLETS
of the number

'"W"

ti,

H0MEBUILDER SHOULD
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-
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It grills, fries, toasts, broils and stews, The
No. E081

Four Heat
Round Grill
This Round Grill cooks a
square meal for two or three
It is always ready
persons.
g
is an object
when
and
food is the
desired result.
The UNIVERSAL Grill has
four heats and cooking can
be done both above and below the heating unit at one
time-savin-

well-cook-

ed

time.

pans and plates nest perfectly and are interchangeable so that a variety of food can be
cooked a number of ways.
When the kitchen range is crow'de'd and tlie
housewife is hurried and harried in preparing
a big dinner the Grill is handy for broiling
steaks, chops, fish, cooking eggs, heating
sauces, etc. It costs little to operatg, heats
quickly, wastes no current. It is made to cook'
perfectly and stay in perfect order.

Albuquerque Gas & Electric Company
"At Your Service"

Phone 98

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
WHAT, ANOTHER SHAVE SO SOON?
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FOR SALE OR TRADE

ITS HISTORIC VALUE IS ALL THAT SAVED IT,
The bloodless conflict rages still
The dove of peace no longer sings
His minions haste to do his will
When Sully Dulls the strings.
Sir: The above may be bum poetry, but consider
A. uxsrAADuu.
Its historic value.
O

s

J

M7

Grandma Gadabout didn't have a new frock for
grandEaster. She Is waiting until her
daughter arrives from New York so that she can
latest
the
styles.
very
copy
O

O

o

o

V

v

V,7.

.

7;
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Mucellaneous

II1IU1
I

I'll..
ilM' your windowa,
pulnt and paper
cleaned, by the one day man. Aak for
nert, 6117-FOR SALE
Kenl tstntc
"13 PA V higheat
prlcee tor ririea. ahol-Bun- a,
HOli SAI.K
Mce ins lot, UU IVd deep.
pistols.
Wnght'a Trading Post,
undT ditch, for 260! $10 cah. IS per Fourth and Gold.
monih. Call at grocery atore Juat acrosa ' e HAVE several
e
rirst mort"
Harelna fcrldpe.
gat;e louns. Who wanta them? Uo- N.

O

I

H03--

M.

FOR RENT

ion & Wood.

M

Ranches

SUITS CI.I'iAXHD and pleased, SI; cults
pressed, 60c, no gasuiint odor. JJuke
City Cleaners,
phone i4fl.
kalsuniine anff paper, waxtXKA.NINU,
and
oiling
floors, work guart.iteed.
ing
n34-Uontfson. ph'ne
cara
looking for an adventure and he John
also Intended to go to the store WAN TEl5foa ke-- for theof house tor
summer In
people going away
for Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy,.hls exchange
lor room. Address W.- Y., care
muskrat

Rill Hli.M .'Vliiia.ni . ranch.
Fourth. Phone 1804-J-

o

Most men prefer to marry thin girls, for a
jority of the wives get fat later on anyway.

W A NTED

WH.lT'TnADi'bPrsVM'lyl-Knlght- .
good condition, for city lot; state location. Address Box 242, Albuquerque.
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"How many children have you?"
"One children."
"You should say one child."
"It's twins.".

lady housekeeper.
journal.
Pretty soon the bunny saw a MAX UAUUA1.N STOKE., at 115 B.ium
rost. win pay me nignesi prices for
your set ond hand clothing, shoes and
on
but.
at
tho
furniture,
teeth there,
ph. ne 158
looking
BUG CI.KANEH3
water, he saw It was muddy.
"I'll wait until I come to a WE VACUUM 'AND WASH RUGS
pool of water In a green meadow.
Ho thought he would clean his

o o o

gentleman recently had an appointment to meet a man whom he did not know,
MONDAY
April 17, 1922 ut the Union Station in Kansas City. He .wrote the
man as follows:
"I will have on a brown overcoat or no
overcoat.
I will have on a light cap or a
A WORD OF WARNING.
black hat. I will have on a dark blue suit or
a mottled brown suit. I will wear black or
The Journal wishes to Indulge in a word of
tan shoes. I am unable to tell you definitely
about these things, as my wife has not yet
warning to builders and building crafts.
made up her mind.
Albuquerque is on the threshold of great build"If my wife accompanies me, Bhe Isac-a
ing activity which will enhance values and bring
If my wife does not
decided brunette.
the
to
of
the members
building
active employment
company me, 1 may be with a blond.- If I
1
will have my light cap
am with a blond,
crafts. Anyone vho wuntonly destroys or cripples
on. I look much younger in a cap."
this new movement toward prosperity, will be puno o o
ished by public opinion. The party which carries a
In the old days wo used to sing, "Where is my
knock
someone
to
for
chip on its shoulder looking
wandering boy tonight," but nowadays we warble,
"Where In the dickens is daughter."
it off will find somebody who Is ready to do it.
o o o
The situation in 132 in Albuquerque is such
that no wise man will resort to threats at least
There Is one thing that must be said In favor
(Scratching doesn't
not until every resource of negotiation has been of Jazz phonograph records.
hurt them any.
.Neither party to any labor controvcrsj
exhausted.
o
o
o
is in a position where it is compelled to yield to
-7
The days are fust approaching
A SHAVE AND
.coercion. The Journal thoroughly disapproves of
When Parson Hiram Blow,
"threats of any kind In these matters.
It produces
Will say to Sister Susan,
"Your dress is cut too low."
Irritation and makes adjustments more difficult.
And little Sister Susan
Let no one conclude that the Journal has any
Will say to Parson Blow,
In
v
"You're doing all the looking,
preconceived ideas or any prior engagements or
So you're the one to know."
commitments in any threatening trouble. It has
o o o
not..
This paper believes in unions. It thinks that laHEY, FOLKS, HERE'S PEG TOP:
PEG, WHERE YOU BEEN?
boring men are helpless without them and powerSir: The Episcopalians are considering eliminatless to enforce justice. An individual, acting alone,
ing the obey and endow clauses in their marriage
can accept what is offered him or remain idle. We ceremony. The perfect marriage ceremony will no.
as a
arrive until the mother-in-labelieve In mass negotiation and mass action.
1G TOP.
We believe that capital has imposed upon labor
o
O O
generally through the ages. We believe that it has
the recent widower shaves off his spinach,
been too strongly entrenched and thus enabled to the When
old ladies of the congregation generally put on
be dictatorial and unjust. We are glad to see labor a little extra ruching.
o O o
put itself in a position where it cannot be dictated to.
(CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.)
An equal evil arises whenever labor becomes Governor Mechcm,
Santa Fe.
strong enough to become dictator. There is no dif Dear Guv :
ference in the human nature of labor and that ol
When I ordered those darn sparrows
To evacuate my huts,
Either tends toward taking undue advancapital.
Corner-Abo- ut
They left promptly, without trouble
tage, if placed in a position to do so.
Without any unds or buts,
The Journal believes in equilibrium In governBut they're hanging round the corners,
ment.
It thinks that neither capital nor labor
And they're chirping kinila
I fear they're organizing,
should be in a position to dictate. It thinks that
In fact, something tells me so.
BOOKS RECEIVED.
negotiation and mutual concession should be comBOOK ENDS
pelled. Public sentiment is the factor which can
Now there's been no great disorder
Bill TiUlcn Covers the Ground
The following new volumes have
Just a lady finch one day
maintain this equilibrium and, by throwing Itself
Completely.
Pecked a sparrow who came near her
T. B. Crabb, who may be num- been received from the publishers
against the aggressor and the stubborn, can enforce
flew
And
he
for
review in the Journal Book Coraway;
quickly
"The Art of Lawn Tennis," hv William bered among tho local literati,
a fair settlement. Public opinion must be the only
But 1 want to keep the soldiers
ner:
T. Tllden. (George H. Doran Co.)
from
a
retirement
emerged
year's
dictator.
For these sparrows must be cowed.
"The Beloved Woman," by KathWiiltam
Tllden, the world's on Friday and nearly disrupted the leen
And we'll show the bloomln' beggars
Norris. (Doubleday, Page &
The future of Albuquerque Is in the hands of
tennis player, has revised Journal staff by a most unexpected Co.)
champion
heck!
In
here
Who's
boss
this
the
crowd,
by
the ceneral nubile which creates the weicht of nub
call.
Paul
tho
s!;ort
Everman,
his book "The Art of Lawn Tennis"
MARSHALL AWE.
"The
Trail," by Douglas
writer, dropped in about that Btirkin. Lobstick
ile sentiment. It should compel negotiation and
with great consideration for the' story
(TO BE CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)
(A. C. McClurg & Co.)
time, too. The curious
public
concession.
If this Is refused it should throw its
E. Mulford.
Clarence
"Tex," by
coming generation in tennis. The thronged about so thick that It was
weight against the one who is wrong and compel
Brother Vollva made a speech in Chicago the people who forged ahead in the contemplated charging
admission (A. C. McClurg & Co.)
Justice.
other day In which he declared tho sun was 32 startling events of last year's tour- -' to see the celebrities, at 15 cents'
e
An open shop tends to destroy unions. The Jour- miles In diameter, 27(10 miles from the earth, that nament will be reintroduced to each or two for a quarter, the
the earth is flat, stationary, and surrounded by a
to be tho beneficiary.
Mr.
nal does not believe in it except as a last resort rim
defertennis
lovers
with
greater
of ice.
Everman has refused to write
when the unions have become so strong, arrogant
This edi- reviews for the Book Corner ary
Now let htm tell us when the wind Is going to ence and understanding.
on
and unreasonable that they unjustly dictate to the stop blowing in Albuquerque.
tion will stand as a record for 1922. the grounds of overwhelming charo
o
o
but
he
all
took
toward
event
In
their power
authors,
rest of the community.
that
Spring brings new interest in ity
By Howard B. Oarl
NO. YOU'RE Till? VERY TIRST ONE.
The author has added a couplo of new volumes away untennis.
must be broken under the same circumstances.
arm
this
his
time.
der
them
ever
to
the
as
heard
referred
Have
Sir:
you
The Journal insists upon negotiations and conchapters on women in lawn tennis
Copyright 1921. by McClure
J. H. G.
girls with the beaded eyebrows?
and has much to say of their percessions until an equitable basis is reached. Our.
O
O O
Newspaper Syndicate.
Charles G. D. Roberts presents
as well as their methods
sonalities
attitude Is neutral pending the development of the OBSERVATIONS OF THE OLDEST INHABITANTS. of play. Mr. Tllden has great faith something new In plan and achieveUNCLE WIGC.ILY'S TOOTH
Sir: I can remember when a girl, instead of In the future of America In tennis ment in his novel, "In tho Morning
question as to who is arbitrary and unyielding.
BRUSH.
"throwing herself at a fellow's head," merely ''set and his knowledge of the technique of Time," published by Stokes in
Then we will aid In punishing the aggressor.
F. F. & F.
her cap for him."
March.
His scene is prehistoric
to
led
him
has
of
the
youngsters
"Oh, dear me! Mustn't go off
We have deemed publicity to be unwise unless
Sir: I can remember when they started to re- devote a
leadgood part of the revised Europe, his hero and heroine
2000 B. C.
ers of their tribe in whom the first without that! I quite forgot about
it became necessary and have therefore refrained pair the Barelas bridge.
of play.
to
book
methods
their
O
O
O
Uncle Wlgglly one
Mr. Tilden's
book has already stirrings of soul and mind have it!" exclaimed
from printing any rumors. This position is stated
He had started down
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DOINGS.
morning.
been listed as the best book ever developed from primitive insllfict, the
because our contemporary has seen fit to announce
Col. Alphabet refers to "the generally disagreefrom
the front door of
man's
with
deals
path
and
first
the
plot
on the game and has been
that there is friction between union labor and the able weather last Monday. Tut tut, Colonel, tut tut! written
terrible struggles for supremacy his hollow stump bungalow, but
American
the
recommended
by
were
seen
on
streets
Some
the
Friday. One Lawn Tennis association.
Jays
contractor on the new hotel. We have been silent
In its over tho beasts and primeval na- came hurrying back.
"What's tho matter now?" asked
easily distinguish them by the way they cut revised form it will remain
the ture, and his first momentous disin the hope that the matter could be settled quietly. could
corners.
coveries. A review of this unusual Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy, who was
comthe
tennis
record
for
standard
Labor troubles on a community project would bo
O
O O
giving the door mat its breakeeason. The players who stood story will appear In the Book Cor- Just
We opine that (1) Fatty Arbuckle will eventually ing
fast. "Is the Fuzzy Fox or the
especially unfortunate.
last year ner In the near future.
out in the tournament
in
he
will
Woozle
go
Wolf chasing you so early
free,
(2)
again
(3)
failappear
pictures,
The Journal insists upon negotiations and,
have a special chapter to them
Jn the morning?"
greater crowds than ever will flock to see him, and selves.
auE.
Mrs.
Harrison,
Marguerite
ing in that, upon an arbitration of differences.
(4) advanced prices for his attractions will be
"Nothing like that," answered
For an average person with an thor of "Marooned in Moscow" Uncle
charged in Albuquerque.
(Reprinted from Crabb- interest
Wlgglly, with a twinkle of
in tennis, there Is a special (Doran), Is maktr.g a successful
his
scrawlings during Fatty's first trial.)
pink nose. "But I forgot to
on
Mr.
comments
of
tour
the
in
that
country
the
lecturing
appeal
The first and second part of the prophecy has
REMEMBER, IT'S l'Ol'R Y. M. C. A.
clean my teeth. And it would
come true. Odds of 100 to 1 are offered on the Tllden makes on the play and the soviet Russia and other phases of never do to go adventuring, or to
of the Individual play- the central European and Eastern
1 on the fourth.
personality
1000
to
and
third,
the store for you. Nurse
e
This morning
ers. He explains the startling pop- situation. She has lectured In Chi- go to without
Albuquerque business
O
O
O
cleaning my teeth.
Jane,
and
to
St.
Paul
R.
Norris
of
Williams,
cago,
Minneapolis,
and professional men are suspending their work to
Not a few contribs thought the Bakersfield, ularity
I don't see how I came to forget
this
month
as
the
houses.
Later
.his
greathim
at
rates
best,
packed
Mrs.
news
Tabbl
M.
A.
about
Y.
to
A.
C.
item
M.
birth
C.
Y.
for
the
solicit funds
Calif.,
them."
giving
your
was funny. There was nothing funny est tennis player the world has ever she will lecture in Boston before
'It isn't like you," said the
They ttre the busiest men in town. Their work quadruplets
To begin seen. For the youngsters such as the City club.
a
but
about
natural
sequence.
It,
"But
muskrat lady housekeeper.
just
should be made as easy for them as possible. You with, the lady's name signifies that litters of babies Garland and Richards, Tllden noias
wait a minute. I'm in a hurry to
Kathleen Nfrrls' new novel
can make it easy by having your check ready for are not unusual with her kind. In the second place the best possible future.
me
store
tor
have you go to the
Lombard," which Doubleday, and get me the sugar for the cake
she was in an Emergency hospital, and lastly, do
them when they call.
on
&
March
Co.
24, Im going to bake,
not forget California's boast that her climate works AMERICAN SALES OF
published
Page
won't it ao
No, one challenges the usefulness of the Y. M. wonders.
has already been Introduced to to clean
Don t laugh! Think of Mr. Tabbi!
your teeth when you come
C. A.
basis.
It could be run on a
"Esmeralda" wants to know if the kittles have ENGLISH
BOOKS ARE Australia. An advance order of back?"
5,000 copies was shipped across the
The service it renders Is worth full price to those their eyes open yet, and '"32" hints at drowning
answered un
'I'm afraid
INCREASE OVER OWN Pacific before the book appeared cle Wlgglly. "Inot,"
might forget about
able to pay for it. But it is purposely run on the when he (or she) asks "Which one would you
Mrs.
in
The
fact
that
this
country.
years of experience shows keep?"
plan that seventy-eigh- t
O O O
Rarely does the sale of fiction in Norris' last book, "The Beloved
is best best for the People it was organized to
There is a doctor in Albuquerque who Is a whale England by English authors ap- Woman." was a best seller in Engsuccess
at everything he attempts except at proach the figures attained by the land augurs well for her new story
serve. This plan is to charge a minimum fee. to of a
Then there is another one who American editions of the same with British readers.
hats.
the members, and make up the deficit once a year. selecting
doesn't even try.
book. We quo'.e from o London s
The $17,000 needed for the Y. M. C. A. is the
O O o
In the March number of The
n.Al,ln n r Cv,a,1tiiti nerlndtonl.
A monologue is a conversation between husband
accumulated deficit of eight years, plus enough te
Bookman, Robert Cortes Hollidaf
"It is always Interesting to hear
and
wife.
nave
or
In
advises the literary novitiate "How
a novei
run It the balance of this year.
past years the
how many copies
o o o
mlit. thoueh this may have to Approach the Modern Editor."
hun
deficit has been allowed to pile up. This Is wrong.
Oet out the old smoked glasses, men!
whc Among his instructions are: "No
to ao wnn us
To have a maximum usefulness to this community
is going to be knlcker day for the advanced noming
John Onls- - Idea, probably, is more firmly enmiohf nuAMB thnt TvTr.qiiiij.
the Y. M. C. A. should be run on a cash basis. The wlmmen!
20,000
sold
trenched In the mind of the 'strugworthy's "To Let." has
o o o
The sale of Mr. A. S. M. gling' young writer than the notion
campaign which opens today will accomplish this
copies.
JjCMBAGO.
Hutchinson's "If Winter Comes" that if only he (or she) can, by
.
with your help.
'
I've got a lot of pity
,
crook break in to
would be greater say 3U,i)o copies, some hook
When you make out your check, remember you
For the losers In a race.
vHAn..BA it nnnpnl In more nnmilar. see the editor himself face to face.
It hurts my tender feelings
are not making a donation you are Investing in the
We were into November before Mr. everything will be all right. It Is
When a man can't stand the pace.
not impossible that sometimes the
If,
Hugh Walpole's "Young
greatest thing In the world the future manhood
I weep aloud at picture shows
appeared but It has an record neophyte writer may gain someof a growing city.
When the hero's on the rack.
But
interview.
a
i k aaa nnnlM. Ttv
thing by personal
But the man for whom I'm sorriest
"Joanna what doestfiot stem to i ccur at nil
Miss Sheila
Haa lumbago in his back.
ana to those endeavoring
to launch
has
sold
Godden"
copies,
THEY HOPE IT WILL PAY.
themselves as writers, is that there
well.
wni going
I've seen a man whose mortal pain
Amo-ixMiles of "Tf Winter Is considerable danger, too, in con
rpk.
Was 'bout all he could bear,
WhaA in. tKs world,
Attacking "the increasing decolletage both upComes" were over 200,000 copies fronting an editor in person: ard
I've seen a man so stunned with fright
ent souls are very apt to overdo the
same period ami mo
ward and downward" of woman's dress, silk profor
the
He could do naught but stare,
doing
for this book has continued matter: it may be much better to
ducers of France suddenly awaken to their duty to
I've seen the coolie's twitching face
so steadily that the American pub- stay away. . . . After a writer has them. And
course
are my best
feminine
to
morals.
Of
teeth
beneath
bent
As
the
my
he
thou-nn
pack,
they hope
champion
become sometning or a regular conlishers announce the 825th
But not a one had the look of him
make it pay.
in less than six months from tributor to a magazine the situation friends."
That's very true," agreed Nurso
With lumbago in his back.
In the early days of this country cotton was
the date of printing.
.
, is quite different."
Jane. "But I'll tell you what you
A number or causes ronui.mitw
more expensive than vol and little clothing was
do. Don't come all the way
can
I've been with men who walked with death
Tn Viesrln with, the1 20 PER CENT OF WOMEN
inn
back. Walt here on the stops.
And didn't bat an eye,
worn made of cotton. But more and more cotton
a
infinitely
country
is
States
'
United
I've seen them face the battle line
CONTRIBUTE I'll bring youas down yourovertooth
was raised, and there came a year when the cotton
more wealthy tnan n.ngiami, auu- STUDENTS
the
brush. Then,
With bullets whizzing by,
you hop
a
populnas
large
twice
over
was
so
crisis.
a
Cotton
with
mills faced
cheap, and there
I've seen them stop and stagger-li- k
TO THEIR OWN SUPPORT fields or through the woods, you
-- AMtlnn in this the hook- T.
.i
was so little demand for the cloth, that the mills
When the guns began to crack,
may see a little pool of clean
is
buying section of our country
But they never knew such suffering
water. In that you can clean your
were threatened with ruin. So they hit upon the
Lawrence. Kans., April 16.
in mo i""n
in
proportion
greater
and you 11 save time."
back.
in
as
the
teeth,
lumbago
idea of bolstering up the market for their product
number of inhabitants, due to dif- Twenty per cent or tne women stu
O O o
"Yes. I can . do that," agreed
The Eng- dents at the university ot Kansas
conditions.
social
a
ferent
Chinese
to
shirts
the
their
increase
Married men may make the best husbands, but
by Inducing
Wlgglly. "Just bring me my
furthermore, contribute toward their own sup- - Uncle
let the old maids tell it, they would have made the lish reading public,
couple of Inches.
compiled by the unl tooth brush, Nurse Jane, also some
are In the habit of getting their nort. statistics
"
tooth
best
A.
C.
mothers,
indicate.
Of
Y.
W.
powder. The April showers
There is nothing altruistic about the French silk
verslty
fiction from lendlm libraries rather those
O
o o
contributing to their own must have left many a little pool
As a Britstore.
book
at
than
the
producers' concern for the ladles' morals.
Another Inconsistency of the reformer is the
suDDort. 102 nay all of their own here and there. I'll clean my teeth
author said:
matter of women's clothes. They would swathe our ish"America's
expenses: .5 pay vo per cent oi as I go adventuring."
the place. Why, peo- their
women in garments like the Egyptian mummies,
Nurse Jane brought the gentle
expenses; 41 pav 60 per cent
There does not seem to be much .doubt who won when they know that the ungarbed savage is the ple actually buy books there."
of their way, and 32 are 26 per cent man bunny down his tooth brush
,
most
moral person on earth.
the compilation and some white dusty powder that,
the war In which Turkey took part,
O O O
when wet, mado itself Into clean
In order to insure steady work shows.
soap suds. Soon whistling cheerily
Taking the example of Izzy Einstein, It would for native farm laborers In Hun
Coal was first mined In the Unit and twinkling his pink nose upThe trouble seems to be too many pitchers In seem that the easiest way to obtain good drinking gary, the employment of farm labor
in
revenue
side down. Uncle Wlgglly was
to
has been prohibited for the present ed States at Mauch Chunk, Pa.,
service,
get in the
liquor would be
the spring and not any along about June.
"T. B. C."
11806.
year.
hopping across the fields. He was
An Albuquerque
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cleaner puddle," said Uncle Wlgglly to himself, hopping along.
Soon he was In the woods, where
the green leaves were just beginning to swell out on the trees, with
tiny violets Just peeping up to see
if the sun would warm their little
blue noses.
"Here I shall find a clear pool of
water In which to clean my teeth,"
thought the bunny gentleman. He
looked around amid the trees of
the forest, and soon ho saw what
he wanted. Taking out his tooth
brush, the rabbit wet It in the
water, sprinkling a little powder
on It and began to clean his teeth.
At once his mouth was filled
with clean, soapy foam, Just as
yours is if you use that kind of
powder or paste; and I hope you
do.

Navajo

1885--

D

rugs
&

a

specialty.
a. Cleaners.

iiEAUTTKY YOUR HOME
HAVE! your lawns, (lower beds,

Phone

shruts,

etc., planteu or cared fur by experT-enc- ed
gardner. 1018 South Walter.
FOUl: "YEARS In the city,"" cleaning
paper and painted walls: twenty years
as a cleaner; ninety per cent of the people will say Bert Ask Bert, 697-9x12

Rua

Kuxs

cleaners'
Cleaned.
11.25.

MATTRESSES renovated, $3.50 and up;
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
.
tsotlfllng Company,
phone
WANTKD
(aieful Kodak

finishing.
Twice dally service, ttcmember, satisfaction guaranteed. Bend your finishing
to a relit t.le. established firm.
Uanna
fw
nanna. Master rnoiugrapnera.
RAZOR BLADES
Have your dull safety
umuee resnarpenea;
single eage.
25c i double edge, 85o per dosen.
Have
your straight razor honed and set by
All
work
expert
ranteed.
Kobza
Proa,, at Huppe's Drug store.

"Ah, there is nothing like cleaning one's teeth to make one feel
fine!" laughed the bunny, brushing away harder than ever, and he W. M. MOORE, practical plumbtnit,
service. Git
dependable
was about to finish when a grillery myIng, repairing;
.
prices, Thone
growlery voice was heard, and the
Bob Cat stuck his head out from
behind a tree and cried:
SALE Houses
"What in the world are you do-

hi

Kll-J-

ing?"

"Cleaning my teeth," politely
answered Uncle Wiggily.
"Um!" grunted the Bob Cat.
"Now it's your turn to ask me
what I am going to do."
"Well, what are you going to
do?" asked the bunny gentleman,
even more politely. "I hope you
are going to clean your teeth," he
added.
"It is very sanitary and
needful."
I
"Clean my teeth!
Oh, ho!
guess I am not!" howled the Bob
Cat. "I'm going to nibble your
ears! That's what I'm going to
do!
Nibble your ears!"
He made a jump toward the
bunny gentleman, but brave Uncle
Wiggily cried:
"Not before you clean your
teeth! You shan't nibble my ears
before you clean your teeth. And
ns you haven't any brush or powder I'll take mine and give it to
you!"
Then, quickly dipping the brush
In water again,
Uncle Wiggily
sprinkled more soapy powder on
It, and rushed at the "Bob Cat. But
Instead of brushing the Bob Cat's
teeth Uncle W'iggily rubbed the
tooth powder in the bad chap's
eyes, making a lot of soapy suds
in tnem.
"Oh, wow! Oh. wow! Mv eves!
How they smart! I can't see you!"
howled the Bob Cat.
Tin glad of it!" laughed Uncle
Wiggily. "Now I can hon safely
And he did, while tho
away!"
Hob Cat was trying to wash the
out
of his eyes. Then Uncle
soap
Wlgglly bought himself a new
tooth brush and went to the store
for Nurse Jane, and all was well.
And if the chimney doesn't bend
over backward and blow smoke in
the face of tho clock until it
sneezes its hands off, I'll tell you
next about Uncle WlggUy and the
Hookle.

LITTLE

K

BENNY5

OK. SALE By owner,
modern frame house, brick gatage.
814
th Walter, phone U03-W- ,
Foil SALE New three-roohouse; a
bargain; owner leaving
114 North High, phone 1088--city. Inquire
FOK SALE Three fine Homes, East Cen-tra- l.
East Silver ond
University
HelKhta. J. A. Hammond. 824 East
Silver.
Five-rooFOU SALE
pressed brick
house, modern, hardwood floors, front
Ck porch'
clo,s 'a, Phona
1?49 bR
c

8

'

H E Fl LAST CALL

Cash buya four neW
houses, for about cost of materials; 31
per cent Investment. Room 7, First Na- -

tlonal Bank building,
FOR SALE House, five rooms and bath,
front
acreened-l- n
porch,
sleeping
porch; Including all new furniture.
Uarage. Call owner, C90.
FOR BALE By owner, suburban home,"
four rooma and sleeping porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
Post- offlce box 213, city.
lion DOWN and fill a month are the
terms on a brand new shingle bungalow; two large rooma and sleeping porch.
prlce 1 960. PhoneJ 10
FOR SALE By owner, modern
house, front and back porch, cellar
1117
and garage.
Kent
on
block west Robinson par k. avenue,
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coil',
frame stucco, 4 ruoms and bath, i
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Termi If deelred. Phone I803-Two-rooLISTEN
furnished house,
sleeping porch and all. If
want
this house be the first to call youAt 1411
Tinrtn. wtxin. mce ana terms attractive.
FOR SALE Eight-roomodern stucco
bungalow, close In, fine location In
highlands; will pay for Itself; owner
paving city; will sacrifice. Phona
FOR SALE

New homes by owner; una
824 West Gold; one
North Maple; one (oar-roo810
Norfh Maple; terma. Call 1:1 West 811- ver. pnone 194-FOR SALE Four room
brick house,.
I.
With hftth holtr. In
floors, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two
screen.' porches, tarage, large lot,
seventy-on- e
foot front. Inquire of owner.
us, niuiii cignirr.
FOR SALE By jwner,
modern .
brick, stucco, all mo 'em conveniences
except heat: built-i- n
features, iarg
sleeping porch, lawn, trees, vines, garage
cnicaen yards; gooc locttlon; vlU
sacrifice; terms to suit reliable party.
Fo. further rartlula rs, phone 1805-110

f..h,.

FOrTLEirRanchei

tNOTE BOOIC

FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourtmile west of bridge; modern house, A.
J. Jamea.
82.00 ACRE UP. Chama
valley dairying
n,iu iarm lanas. it. a Heron,
Chama, New Mexico.
FOR SALE onTfRADE Five acres' In
Frultvale, near
road; fine grape
or chicken ranch;paved
easy termu to right
party. Phone (193, or apply room 15. First
National Bank, or 11(10 South Walter.
Mne-acr- e
r.nt bALb
ranch, on main
f
ditch, one and
miles west ut
bridge; new 'hree-rooadob
In skool this aftirnoon Miss Kit Barelas
house and garage; quarter mil front
on
witl
her
ruler
ty kepp rapping
school house. Phone 2404-Jor post-nrri- re
h.x 295
her desk on account of all the
8 A LE Twenty
ranch, part
talking going on, and after a wile F or'R all
of same; on Old Town boulevard;
she sed, Now, I refuse to stand it good
house and outbuildings;
all
of
kinds
fruit and berries;
eny longer, the following boys will airalfa;
owner
account of health. Phona
rise and come up heer to my desk. owner. leaving,
24I7-Ror 848.
Benny Potts, Charles Slmkins and FOR SALE
ranch and Stat
land, good well soft water, alxty feet;
Lewis Davis.
big reservoir; five head blooded Holsteln
Wich we did. Miss Kitty saying, m
cows, two big mules and
Now, you will kindly tell me wat willIking
sell separate at a bargain.harness;
L C.
your various subjecks of conver Sweet, Cerrlllos, New Mexico.
,
sation were, and if they were of FOR PA I. E Ranch of
500
nearly
Bores,
vast and overwelmlng importants.
part heavily Kooded.
springs.
well and good, and if they were of Ideal cattle range. perpetual
inside national
no Importants watever, as I sis-pe- forest boundary; herd of registered
hirscs. chickens; farm Impleyou will each stay an hour Hereford
ments; Urge louse,
corral), several
after skool. Benny Potts, I would small
orchard. Illness In
like t know wat you were wisper- - family maker it necessary to sell Prfc
and terms reasonable
Address L. B.
lng to Baymln Levy so assldulsely
Ate thinking,
Heck good nlte Bowman, NcareK poetoffjet box au, Albu-- a

And Jest then I had a grate ideer,
saying, I was asking him if he
dident think you look swell in your
new blue waste.
Wich Miss Kitty looked
and then smiled a short
smile, saying, O, well, at leest galIs
no slrtiN Charles Slmkins
lantry
and Lewis Davis, wat were you
tawking to each other about?
I was telling Lew I thawt you
looked grate today, wasent I, Lew?
sed Puds Simkins.
Sure, and I was saying to Puds
I thawt so too, sed Lew Davis
Me thinking, Heck, darn those
guys, wy cant they think one of
their own. Now theyve went and
spoilt it.
Wich they had, Miss Kitty saying, Im very mutch afraid the 3 of
you are telling delibrlt faltshoods
and there Is nuthing more reprehensible than a lie, you will all
remain one hour after skool for
tawking and an exter half hour for
lying.
Wich we did, me giving Puds
Slmkins and Lew Davis fearso
looks the hole hour and a half.
ser-priz-

"'"in

FOn SALE Two Toggenburg mlikTgoati
fresh. 923 North Fifth.
FOR SALE Two cows two heifers, all
giving milk. Phone 2409-R3- .
FOR SALE Bucks" and does; also fry- i,.MinTw
in, west i.ean.
FOR SALE Good horse and buggy; barIt
sold
gain
at once. Call at 1411
North Sixth.
FOR SALE Jersey cow, three years oil!;
will be fresh this week,
price 865. 611
North Third.
FUR SALE Fresh Jersey cow. Grand
Wagon Yard, 310 North Broadway,
phone IflBR-FOR SALE Carload of good young heavy
work horses, will be at Grande Wagon
Yard, 310 North Broadway. Albuquerque,
N. M.. Monday, April
17. and thereafter
until sold. Scott Rlrtemmr, phone 1868--

LOST AND FOUND
of black foTuTTCa1P5!

LOST Tail
W C, A

I.OSTMans
nriurn to

Miss Caldwell.

Elgin

watch and chalu.

z3 west Iron
Reward.
Large size Elk's tooth mounted;
return lo Elk. care Journal, or phone
857. reward.
LOST Dark blue trlcollette scarf, varl-gatLOST

fringe; reward for return to
CUT TIIIS OUT IT IS WORTH Journal office.
MONEY.
LOST Locket, B. of L. F. & E. on on
Cut out this slip, enclose with Sc
side nd C, W. L. on
picture
and mall It to Foley & Co., 2835 Inside. Return to 819 Westother;
Iron.
Sheffield Ave. Chicago, 111., writ
name
DRESSMAKING
and address clearly.
ing your
You will receive In return a trial DIiF.sp.MAKINO-"n 0"
t nont.
package containing Foley's Honey
0g West Iron, phone H20-and Tar compound for cougrs, HEMSTITCHING plealmg. William' Mil- .
.
II
...
colds and croup; Foley Kidney Pills
...w
.......
n.r. 4a,
.... a.
r...u)n nruanwav pn
for pains In sides and back; rheu ri i.AiiMi accordiini, slue and
uxr
mall orders. N. Cran. til North
matism, backache, kidney and blad
der ailments; and Foley Cathartic Seventh Crane Apartment, shone
814.
Tablets, a wholesome and thor DRESSMAKING
AND
MILLINERY
Hats made and trimmed to Arder: work
oughly cleansing cathnrtlo for con
nd style guaranteed; price
reasonable.
biliousness, headaches, 820
stipation,
H West Gold.
and sluggish bowels. Sold
Journal Want Ads Bring Ilesult
B"

IM-.-

i
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KOLUMN

KINGSBURY

BRINGING UP FATHER.

GOOI ADOBE IIOrSE.
Located closa In, In the Highlands, 6 large rooms, large hall,
canvassed-i- n
bath,
sleeping
porch, 2 screened porches, completely furnished, walks, shade,
full size lot, east front, good
A BARGAIN AT
$4,250, WITH GOOD TERMS.

Copyright,

1921 by

Registered

the International New Service.
U. S. Tatent

By George McManui

Office.

ORCHARD PLACE
nnma at the mvenno J iRt
north of Nrw York avenue,
rroir. forester avrntio
west throusli Orchard Addi-

HOW KIN ANYONE
WORK AROUND
HERE WHILE THE6S
CMPEHTERt ARE
REMODE.UN'--

i

c-

-

i

vii

.s

v

.

PL.ACE

Tt--

yvi:

q

until the.

I

jy

FINISHED'

V SSUYvP1

nJjJpx

tion.

ii,tl

J

LOCATED 0 EAST CENTRAL
On the paved street, a ' well
built,
modern, 2 fire
places, built-i- n
features, full
size lot, shado and out buildto
Priced
sell
for only
ings.
4

$5,600.

FOIt RENT
Two new and attractive unfurnished
apartments In the
Highlands.
Several furnished
houses In
good locations.
LINCOLN ADDITION
Get busy NOW and select your
lot in this beautiful new suburban addition to the city.
Large level lots, excellent soil,
trees, ditch water for every
lot, fine mountain view, only
i step from Fourth street paved
road and bus service to city
every half hour. Located between Fourth Street and .U. S.
Indian
School. Terms,
$20
down and
$10
per month.
LOOK FOR OUR BIG SIGN1
D, T, KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loam and
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
I'hono 907--

OPENING SALE.
the Cannon Addition, located just across the Barelas

Of

See tho big sign on
bridge.
the property. A chance to cut
your expenses, have your own
garden, cow and chickens and
own your own home with less
than you now pay rent. Lots
from $100.00 up; $10.00 down
and $5.00 per month.
YM. J. LEVER ETT,
Phone 110. Offlco 3rd & Gold.
Sales Agent on Ground.
L. V. HATTOX,
Phone 2416-J-

iL
A

Kill

Real Home Furnished

GOOD

BUfS

new
pressed brick
house, bath, sleeping porch, service porch, sun porch, basement,
harwood floors, built-i- n
features
in kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniturs tniougtiout. Parties
must sell. See
ACKEKSON A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
A

five-roo-

120 S.

Fourth.

Two rooms, twoo sleeping porches,
bath, well furnished, on a dandy
lot In the Kourth ward, $2,100.
Four-roobrick, glassed porch,
bath, shade, close in, J3.600,
We have some homes worth the
money.
SIIELI.EY HEALTH CO.
Realtors.
Plionc 414. Phono 433-J- .
"18 V. Gold.

FOUS SMK
Fo- - Sale
A. F lucher ClanBlfled Ad
Fle-roo$4,000
frame bungalow, modern, fireplace, onk floors, built-i- n
features: new and well built E. Central.
$2,500 Five-roaframe cottage, modern, fine condition, convenient to ihopa;
a bargain.
$E..5or
whlta etucco bunfrn
low, new, oak floors, basement, furnace, lawn, sidewalks, garage.
Luna
Boulevard district.

A. FLOSCEim,
Fire,

r

n

xvj

nuiMiS

AJiU SIX. IX)TS

IX FOURTH WARD, $4,500.
One
adobe stucco
house, one four-roohouse,
houses comparatively new, lot
150x142, fruit trees, Rood well
and pump house, $1,000 will
handle this. See us without
delay, this is a bargain.
DIECKMAXN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
300 W. Gold.
Phone B70.

YOU CAX HAVE YOUR CAKE III

AM) EAT IT, TOO.
Stop paying rent and buy this
little suburban home where
you can raise chickens, alfalfa,

fruit, vegetables. You can make
your entire living and beat the
landlord out of his rent. Place
has good
cbttagp, good
and
everything
outbuildings
us
show It to
convenient. Let
you.
A. I. MARTIN CO.,
Realtors.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. .old.
Pliono 156.

.

Oestreich, Realtor,
216
West Gold Avenue,
Phone 999,
-2

FOR RENT
jfbii

Room

KENT
Furnished rooms. 604 bouih
nuuway.
10.Vl KENT
One housekeeping room.

Alitor

FOK RENT Furnished room.
Seventh, plione 729--

FOR

322 South

FOR RENT Front bod room, adjoining
bath, private
entrance.
407 North
Fifth.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
porch, furnished or unfurnished.
704
West Coal.
I OR RENT Three modern
furnished
rooms fur housekeeping-- . 423 West
Santa Fa.
FOR .RENT meant heated
sleeping
rooms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
216y,
North Second.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two; no children.
11" South Walnut.
FOR RENT Nice,
clean front room;
private family, 112 per month; ,o sick.
Ill South Edith.
FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
llsht housekeeping; no sick or children.
503 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnished room, private entrance, furnace heat, bath adjoining.
71
West Lend.
FOR RENT Nice room, cliue In. for
gentleman employed; so sick need apply. Jill North Fifth.
FOR RENT
Beautifully furnished room
In modern home.
Apply Mrs. Fred
JTamm, 623 North Second.
FOR RENT Nice large room, well ventilated, furnace heat: also small room,
next to hath. Ins. South Arno,
IMPERIAL ROOMS
'Ice. clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 1UM West Central.
FOR RENT Front bed room, well furnished; lavatory and extra large windows: no sick.
Phone 1102-J- .
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room
in modern home, close In; emplnyeJ
Phone 1815-people preferred.
FOR RENT Well fu"rnishcdroom,,
bath; for gentleman employed.
423 Routh Third.
Phone 17S1-ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apartmentn. by the duy
week ur month. 603Vj West Central.
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms.
with glassed sleeping porch, gas, bath;
no children; reasonable. 710 South Arno.
FOR
RENT Two modern furnished
rooms for light housekeeping, In private family. Inquire 62S North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished sleeping porch,
for one or two persona, 110 a month;
no sfck; board close by. 1201 East
RENT One room, glassed sleeping
porch, completely furnished for housekeeping; desirable location, 616 Wo.it
FOR

Coal.
FOR RENT

Unfurnished room In new
bungalow; private entrance: private
lavatory, ill North Blxth. Call 11-- J
evenings.
FOR RENT

Furnished roome for light
iii'uDvni-ciiiiic.li & uca room, garage,
lights, water and phi ne furnished, 710
vyem nwiu
Ton RENT Two nicely furnMiod
rooms, for couple;
gas range and
running water, close In on ground floor.
s
jn ii vbi ucau,
e
FOR RENT
furnished for
ligl ' housekeeping; use of bath and
North Edith; phone 1021-p' one.vara209
era
Hi.
FOR RENT To married couple or ladles.
three nicely furnished front rooms, for
housekeeping, with norch, block from
our iiiiw, iiu iiv.i riiiina ,ina-- d
FOR RENT Exclusive, well furnished
room, with large aleeplng porch, mil
water heat and bath; centrally located;
(21
garag, If desired, Phone 1744-West Coal.
FOR RENT Strictly high class room
north, east and south exposure, southeast sleeping porch, private some, best
residential district; gertlemao preferred:
no alck.
Pall 7
PLEASANT home for healthseekers, near
Sierra Vrfndre foothills. Home cooking,
tray service. Pamphlet upon requeat.
432 West Palm
Mrs. W. A. Clements,
Calif
avenue.
Monrovia,
Clean
FOR RENT
a.!ry southeast corner
room; private entrance; convenient to
close
In, near good
and
hath
phone;
boarding house; employed people
223

South

Arno.

FOR RENT
daiago. 821 North Fourth
RENT Oarage, . I'hone 1327-FOR
110 South Arno,

FOR RENT
Clean three - room furnished

A modern

pressed brick
residence, consisting of eleven
rooms, near City Park, in Denver, for a like home In AlbuValue
of
Denver
querque.
property, $11,000.

cement block bungalow, with
all modern conveniences. Claused-ill
sleeping porch. Newly
decorate n.
610 EAST SILVER

607.

high-clas-

loan on real estate

FOR SALE

security.

Realtors.
221 West Gold.
Phono 657.

J, D, Keleher,
211

nrSINESS PROPERTY
That will net 10 per cent on your

Realtor.
Gold.
riiono 410.

V.

MORE OPPORTUNITIES

WANT Jill

Man

1M1J.-R-

T
uto.

A .

v
WAN'TKn
- -

A"

fur Xarm work.

McrrVGHAX, Realtor.

IX.

Real

204

V.

Loans,

Estnte,
Gold.

Insurance.
Phone 412-.-

As Long As

I.

col lert ur and

olicitur, with
finger eewint; Macnine Co., UV
f,j

It Last3

$10.00 Per Load
A

Spacious and well lighted. Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service Included.
J. KOR HER & CO.
Auto Department.

MONEY TO LOAN
$2,500

1'1imik

Ten lots on North Fourth street
pavement. Just above Mountain
road. Eisht
lots
faring Fifth
same block. Vino land,
Btreet,
Iioth ditch and city water, can
connect with sewrr. Also ten lots,
choice location in Fourth ward.
None of thoso havo been on market and will sell ciulckly. so get
yours NOW. Ten per cent down,
easy payments on balance.

money, in good location, at reasonable price, and will soon be
worth more money. See us about
this tit onco if you want a good
buy.

down town proier'.i

HELP WANTED
W

uation.

find

$3,000

also

property; oil per cent
VM. J. MCVKUETT.

Better

Grade

$15.00.

McMillion

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.
Albuquerque.

$1,G()0,

on Rood

a

PLANT

SOME

Insurance

TREES

FOR RENT

ML-ACfl-.

E'lilh.
F 'U RENT Four rooms, Third ward;
clone In; furnlthed.
IH South Second.

FOIt

with sleeping porch.

calllL'03Fast

Copper.
Houses, all ttlmls; rurnlshed
and unfurnished.
McMllllon & Wood.
Uraltora 2llH West Hold.
Fol liKXT Thri
ho'iFe. convenient to shops, in Hie hlgl lands, only
15 a month.
Phone 410.
FOK
RENT Three-romun furnished
house, with sleeping porch. 1615 South
15.
High.
Phono 15J0.
FOR RENT
sleeping
porch, partly furnished, close In, cheap.
A
only 225 South Second.
Four-rooFOR RENT
cottage, unfurnished, with two porches, newly deco-rateApply 1318 Routh High.
LIST jour vacant houses with the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
service. 207 West Oold. nhona k7.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse, with two
large porches, modern, close In, 27
per month. Inquire 825 South First.
FOIt RENT Small bungalow, two rooms.
FOR RENT

FOR RENT,

354--

or

2406-J-- 4

frame,

A. C.

corner

STARES

217 South Arno.

J

Pliono

SALE

Miscenouji

AUTOMOBILES
l''cu

SAI.h' ford Keda?., Just like new.
I'ln ne 4S0.
POIt KALE Dodge truck (Graham); or

iinoe lor

oo

run

For California Property.
We have $25,000 worth

desirable property in
best residence sections of

Albuquerque,.
WE WANT TO TRADE

SOUTHERN

Inquire

f.

7

East Pacific.

FOR SA LE Remington typewriter, No. 8.
bartriiln.
Phono i:i4fi-.- I.
Fllit SALE-'h.a- p
reed baliv sulky.
1"25 North Eleventh, phone 1S01-'
'
FCR SALE
Hrcycln," In excellent condition. War Furniture Co., 409-113
West Gold.
Fult SALE Plumbing supplies, pipe.
W. C. Thaxton. 1111
pumps, points.

ntn

W, C,

ino model lluick, In
mechanical condition; a

SALE

per-fe-

bargain
if Solll nt One
Itlnnlra l
nil
Xouih Third.
Von h Fourth.
Worm-drive
SALE
Fdlt
Flel.l-growFOR SALE
miasta dnlav
Light
Hulck,
fioi); Ford touring, J125; Stude-bakeand violet plants, dnlilln bulbs.
3o8
:S0; Ford touring
North Twelfth, phone 4S2-r.o; Ford Roadster, $150.
car,
11
FOR SALE
HaiilwoiKl
porch swings, West Hold.
complete with chains. 13.05. The ExVOUlt
VACATION
CAR
change, 120 West Oold. phone 1111,
IS HEADY, either Fore or Grant touring
TYPEWRITERS, all makes. 115 and up.
flno condition.
Just overhauled and
13 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter both priced right to sell quick; extra
Exchange. 122 South Fourth.
tires free, c.ffinan, 121i North Second,
PINONS
Nice and large In their natural
state. 15o per pound.
Robert
SAVE 50 to 75 per cen on used arta,
1114 West Central.
tires
,.heels
magn itos,
bearings.'
FOR BALE Used
Our stock grow, larger!
and
springs, etc.
tractor.,
1 ' 25,
with gang plows. Hardware dally. Parts in stnr' for Overland,, 80,1
K(l
.1
rhnln.er. faT,ull
Department. J. Korher & Co.
41)0. Paige 4, Reo 4, Stud.
5"OU SALE
White sewing machine, 110(1 cm Chevrolet.
4
Co-..
and
eager
Auto
Mcintosh
for
1
or
$25,
kind,
trade for Navajo rug. 311 West
Copper.
Address 'Machlne." care Journal,
FOH BALE Fresh buttermilk and cotco.
tage cheese; alao fresh milk In gallon FORDS nmvEnr.rss
FOR RENT Rrtes 15c per mile,
lots.
Fwiyne's Dairy, phone 1915-II
hour
minimum.
per
rates
Special
FOR HALE
0
Sprmgfieidi7lowrth week davs. Ask for them. 121 North
125 rounds ammunition;
will soil very Third, phone 5S0.
St.

glassed sleeping porch, completely
01 8 West Coal
for housekeeping
Three-rooFOR RENT
house
wltn
glassed sleeping porch. 120 a month.
Inquire 717 Snuth Arno, phono 1238-FOIt
RENT UllfurillFhed
house, with Bleeping porch: water paid,
112 a month,
Apply 1415 South Edith.
FOR RENT Modern three-mofurnished house with sleeping porch, Ideal
location. 1124 East Central, phone 11. A. cheap. Cottage 24,
Joseph Sanatorium.
Thorn.
FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
FOR RENT Nice, ilttle
pre-whome, newly
values. Phone loii. Geo. P.
decorated, large yard full of fruit and Learnard Piano Co.. 214 South Walter.
water free.
125,
Phone SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments.
shrubbery,
1147-- J
new or used. Private or class Instruc-tlon- s
FOR RENT Clean, four-roofurnished
on above.
Fred K. Ellle. Ph. 302-J- .
cement block bungalow; modern, fire
place, wator paid; garage. Call 625 South
slightly used; at wholesale prices; hurry
Arno
If you want to save some money. Amerl-can
four-rooFOR RENT Modern
unfurFurniture Co., 223 South Second.
nished house, with glassed-i- n
sleeping SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
porch; gas and water paid. 622 South
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
Walter.
troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thus.
FOR RENT Furnished four-roomodfl
Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
ern cottage, with porches; adults; no
advantage now; must sell my
sick; rent 150. S15 North Fourteenth, TAKE
twin
Indian motorcycle; late model;
10RO-phone
power plus; Just rebul:;, and side car;
Three-rooFOR RENT
house,
large mean to sacrifice; caBh or terms. 41"i
rooms; In town; water paid; 115 a iortn sixth.
month.
Inquire 1300 North Second. FOR BALE Seed corn.
approved by
Phono 908-.county agent, germination guaranteed
FOR RENT Modern four-roounfurPhone 2411-Jor call at John Rlake
nished cottago, with glassed-i- n
steep Ranch, five and one-ha- lf
miles southwe"
Ing porch and one large porch. Inquire of Albuquerque.
014 East Santa Fe.
ASBESTOS
ROOF
PAINT
FOR RENT Five-roomodern bunga- GOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gallow. In University Heights, furnished;
lon. The Manzano
Co.. lie
South
large sleeping porch. 114 Princeton. In- Walnut, phone 1834 1. Try a built up
quire 123 Vnssar, or phone 2133-roof, will last as long as the building.
FOR KENT
On leaie o! six months, a
four-roomodern bungalow, located In
the Third Ward, 135 per month. City
BEES
Realty Co., 207 West Oold, pltone 887,
FOR SALE 420 E.-.-n
Crntrn:.
FOR RENT Five rooms and sleeping
porch, 705 South High, 1.10; mortem
four rooms, gas and coal range, 410 West USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
Oranlte, 35. J. A. Hammond, 824 East
diesslng. Effecto
Enamel. Vols-pasilver,
Vnlspar Enamels on automobiles.
F O R RENT My private reslVnce, to Plymouth
Homestead
Cottage Point,
responsible party; no sick; itjeiy fur- Floor Paint. Roof paint and Cement.
nished (piano); seven rooms, steeping
assured. Thos. F. Keleher LeathPv.ch, east front, shade, lawn, garage, er Co.. 408 West Central, ohone lor
close In. Phone 782.
FOR SALE Corn planter, nay rake, tracFOR RENT Flvo-roohouse at 418
bottom
tor, tractor
three
plow.
harr-wsWftt Atlantic: large airy rooms and and three dtsc
plows.
cows:
horses. three
big yard; Ideal location for railroad em- three
Jersey
ployes: rent 131 80. City Realty Co., 207 harness; portable platform scales, counWest Gold, phone 867.
ter scatea and two wagons, one alfalfa
renovator, buckboard,
cart,
TENTS FOR RENT
harness.
Apply at
WT3 WII.li furnish the lot and two 12x14 double and single
Mann'a
Garden.
tents at 15 a month; will rent ona tent,
without lot for 12.50 a month. Real
PERSONAL
Estato Exchange, 409 West Copper.
FOR RENT Home of four rooms: large DKTKCT1VB Ad'-NCPhone 932-glassed-l- n
sleeping porch; delightful MEN'S HAIRCUT. 60c; children. Zoo, at
furnishings throughout; use of phone-grapthnlr home. Phrme 20!.. J.
electrlo sweeper and washer; will
lenso for six months to party giving sat- WANTED An unopposed medlcHl practice In small dry farming town,
isfactory references.
Apply 817 North
Doctor, care Journal.
Seventh.
FOR RENT One of most modern homes DR. GHATOV'H, Vltupathio I'liynician
nervous
nd chronic ailments a special
In city; close In. extra good local Ion;
West Central.
ty; examination free.
beautifully furnished, hot water heat, WANTKD
Will pay railroad faro of docgarage, six rooms, sleeping porch; lovely
tor or nurse irolns; to St. Louis, Cln
front porch, piano and Edison included
In furniture.
New bungalow, located on clnnatl, Lexington, or Louisville. Ky., as
East Central; owner going east, will lease companion for a convalescent gentleman
to desirable parties.
Apply 716 East making 40.trip about April 24. Address
Methodist Sanatorium.
Cottage
Central.
the" ki lgnc&s
WHEN understood will hrlng you heart
"TYPEWRITERS'
whether
love,
desire,
health, money tt
V
I
T P li W It T E R s A
makes overhauled
a true mate. Silver quarter, careand. repaired. Ribbons for every ma- finding
this wonderful
fully
wrapped,
brings
Exchine.
Albuquerque Typewriter
manuscript to you. Coffin an, PI v. J. 11,
123 South Fourth
change, phone toa-- i,
Albuquerque, N. M.

OESTREICH
Realtor.

Loans, Abstracts,
Plionc 909. 210

Insurance.
2

W.

Gold.

care Journal.

FOIt SALE Light lluick 8l, 11I2U model,
can ho seen at Drlverless Ford Co., Hi
" ,11 , 1111 u
FOK SALE Sonie extra good used car,;
ensy terms.
Mcintosh Auto Co 911
West Copper.
Full SALK Late model Overland i. very
cheap; owner leaving town; must sell.
Anplyjni Piuth Walter.
FOIt HALE Ford touring cur, excellent
condition; o bargain; owner leaving
city. Inquire 1H North High, phone

Foil

CALIFORNIA,

See

k-- 5
hai.b
Bulck touring car;
o
F1IESH MILK. 40c Ballon.
first-c'as- s
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
box 106.
city
Fult SALE Ulcyclo light. Inquire 807 FOIt HA LK
Chevrolet, 1921 model, good
West Oold.
FOIt SALE Small caah rt'gleter. chean n;i-.-cndltion; will sell reasonable. Plume

PL'HE

in

Los Angeles
Preferably
or suburbs,

168.

ITo'iO.

FUR

TO TRADE

This for property

BARGAINS

room modern

110 S. Third St.

Phone
V

C40-8l- i.

z a it & ro.
(has.
REALTORS INSURANCE

of

FARM,

Seven acres, fine cultivated land
under ditch, eight miles from city.
but no cash reImprovements,
quired.
RFAT, I'STATE EXCHANGE,
1J West Copper.

Brick store, corner lot, best site
in Highlands, $3,000; J1.000 cash,
balance 8 per cent.
to Loan on Business
$10,000
property.

IIM.NT
House, exchange for owner's
room and board.
Phone after five.
No. H91 M
four-rooFOR RUNT
one
brick, new414 South E.lllh.
ly decorated, and In fine condition.
TRY HOIiDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN
Phone lasa-J- .
I'hone "413-RFOIt 'tF.N'T Five-roomodern house
218 South
with sleeping porch; no children. 415 Full SALE Holier canaries.
Waller, phone K.07-Foulh Illnh.
FOR SALE
FOIt RK.NT FurniBhed
Indian motorcycle, cheap.

cottage
I'hone 2185-or

Realtor.
Phone 110.
Third and Gold
Firo Insurance,

larse garatre, cheap at J2.900;
$r,()0 cash, balance like rent.

CITY AND RANCH
Property for snip. See us for
narnains.
J. S rilTLMI'N, Krnl Estate.

Wo of for for sale a con pin
of very deslrnblo lotR in this
Orchard.
Cash or terms.
We aluo have for sale an
extra well built, light colored
brick laid up with dark mo
tar in this orchard.
Gnratre,
chicken housen, pood sized lot
with five apple trees, fenced,
Owner built
sidewalks, etc.
this for his home, but it must
sell NOW. Any properties in
this orchard may have tho gas.
It's In the street.
Anyone in Albuquerque who
has a "wit" of the Albuquerque Spirit within them will
tell you that this city is movInto
ing over the threshold
that of a Great City. And ns
this happens; what are you
doing for yourself and family
a homo?
And thoso of you
who come from or near the
other largo cities know what
happens to tho heights near
those cities.
Thry htiild up
fast, as is the case in Albuquerque. Noto the activities of
tho University Helchts the last
year. It's tho Restricted District of Albuquerque and Tho
Htyil Upstrlctcd District is from
Ciirard Ave. east. How would
you enjoy llvlnc In a district
where ail homes cost $4,100
or more?
You have tho opportunity to buy a lot In this
addition now on easy payments. They're a Splendid Investment.
We also have a few lots left
In the first addition.
Look the
Heights over today.
Main Office. Second & Oold.
Phones

WM, J, LEVERETT,

Six
lot,

241C-R2-

Dwelling

One
of the hest apartment
house sites In the city, away
'below actual value, but must
bo sold and It will take all
cash to handle it. Don't phono,
come and see

HIGHLAND

val-

RK.NT Five-roofurnished house.
West Marquette,
Foil liKNT Small cottage with
g
porch. 802 South Arno.
FOft RI'NT Stucco house, four" rooms
and h'lth: good repair. Phone Is o 3 W.
for KOI! ItF.N'l' Tw., well furnished modern
houses, highlands.
Inquire 224 South

for

208

APPI.R, PEACH. CHERRY,
PEAK, 1'U'M, RHUBARB.
ETC.
Free Delivery.
ALBI QI FKQl i: N I HSFIUES
.

New Mexico.

Realtor.
Phono 110.
Third nncl Gold. I'Ok
Jill
Kite Insurance

i

Realtors.
V. Golil.

r.oans.

&

& Wood

rcsi-dnnt-

in ej- liuuu a
channe for payment on mrijuju
lot. Call at
ment "f Unreins hrliljte.
nriirery.
STATE HOTEL for sale. 321
West MICX
FGR SALE PouJtry-Egg- i
Firemen.
beKlnm-mbrakemen.
Central.
,
no Birjitp,. increnainj?
iuni
a,iw;
POR
SALE
Two-atur- y
Bronze turkey eggs,
KOH SALE
,
orlck bulklitiK hntlnnsi : IJ..II
' ''"rn,r"K J'urnRi.
215 Sou ib Flrat; location
hatching. Phone 241d-,lgood for any
mnMvKisniK WANTED Vnuna; man FOK SALE faatnmoth t,ronzu turkey
kind of hiietneKS.
Will. K''nfral office experience and city
eitRS. delivered.
Phone '.Mlii-JKOU BALK HIIHani
liall, leased fur aequalntnnce
twelve months, $00 per month clear In ran Journal. prefcrrej. Address U..x C. l''Oit 8AI.--- J It. I. He'd" PKtts,
hat chowner.
S!
Ira N. Riley, Dplen, N. M.
per
in.
setting. Phone 12S6-W- .
T'emHle.
FOR KALK riumbliig
HA
FOK
I..":
does
unci
hens,
fry- pipe,
itupptiea.
netting
U'ANTEU
fc,m,L-t,'ii- t
general houscwurk
pumpe, pulnta. 6c rir and bus fare io
lnsslzo rahhlts. 0117 South Edith.
firl. Call 1TS-W- ,
Mountain road. W. C. Thaxton. 1111
MALE
One dozen nice young hens,
WANT L'U ExrerinVna salesnumtn. Ap-I'- FOIt
.
,.
N'nrt ' Fourth, phone
$12.-fij'2West Lead, phone 2U01-The Kpnnumist.
A pop corn
FOH SALE
waffon, rub bur
FOR
BALE
c""lfhodo Inwheolg and Klaus all arnund. in A-- l WANTED Uirl for cuuklng nn,l houc-woi1703-W- .
land Red
no wnslilnit, nur ironing,
uall FOR P.VlE hatching eggs.Pho.-iconditio..; reasonable. Inquire, of Cnlta-hnElaclt
mnrnlnRs.
'linorca'exgs,
1107
lffa
nt Snn Jusn Market.
Kent.
setting; IS e 100. Fred Eukes, phone
Kl'H b A
with 24H1-.TUeHiQurant. op unite bantu WANTED Vouiik Klrl to assist
housework and
Fe depot, or will retl rixtures and rent
child.
Full (SALE One rooster, seven loylni;
storeroom for other business purposes. 1114 vst fentral.
liens. K. I.
Reds, f 10. 1215. Soulli
Fixtures Include swell soda fountain, EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Woman cook, Walter.
which can bt bounr separate.
Kood Bnlary;
air dining room girls.
FoIHALE s o. r.. I. Red hatchlro!
FUH HAL'3 Indian irading sure and 11') South Third, phone 3o.-eggs, from nice pen, 81.C0 per 36, Ferranch, ten acres under cultlvatiun ; WANTED
Go,id co(,k can Ktt itood no
"
fenced; one section land leased; stone
sitlon at (rood pay, but must be good tility Kunranteed. Pljone
FOIt HALE Willie Wyandotte hatching
hulldlnff, 60x20 feet; three llvlnK rooms, cool..
Apply 70S West Copper.
10c.
eggs,
oaoh.
storehouse, corral Is; fine well of water; WANTED American woman for Keneral
fertility guaranteed,
W. A. Massey, 1222 South Broadway.
gasoline enl.e; three heavy horses, harhousework, can use woman with email
ness and wncon; twenty turkeys, thirty child
If necessary. Home, care Journal. FOR K,.LE n. C. Rhode Island lieds
chickens, one fine milk cow; twenty
and Black Ml. orca hatching ergs, II
five miles from Oallup. New Mexico; ten WANTED A Spanlsn-siwakinlady to per setting.
709 North Second, phone
take
orders for Luminous Crucifix, a 1S1S-n
ditwlv-Imiles from railroad: a bargain,
Address post office box wonderful seller.
Apart 12, Imperial FOK BALK
partnership.
rooms.
Kleven months old pullets,
37.1. A
New Mcxln
S. C. White Leghorns.
i each.
A COOL
Ely's
home, reasonable
permanent
Yards, 623 South Elglltli, phone
wages and treatment as member of Poultry
1 e8.
small family, Is open to healthy, reliable
FOR HENT
Ttirce'rnnm apartment, young woman In exehanjte for assistance foil SALE Hatching egKP, Shepherd
mortem. Mil North First.
strain Anconas, heavy layers, 15 crkb
with housework, J3ox 208, Banta F, N.
11.60. I'hono 1213. or apply lal8 South
FOll RENT Two rooms and sleeping Al.
lllBh.
WANTED A middle-age- d
porch, modern. Phone 51?8-experienced
Spanish-America- n
r.ir naichhiK; sTTT
FOIt It E.N T Nice
saleslady, to work FOR 1 SALi: Kgb-apartments
R.
Reds. C. P. Hay strain. S. C. W.
for housekeeping; very reasonable. In dry go da department; must be good
Mrs.
Le
snleslady; must
flentry strain, $1 per set
2:0'4 West Gold.
healthy; location Leithorns,
town In Now
Mexico.
Address ting. 1122 south Broadway.
FOK RENT Tww rumnmec, rooms, fni smnll
X. P. W., care Journal, giving references, FOR S..LE Pur- - nred H.
tl While Leglight housekeeping; sJults; no lck. experience, age and salary wanted.
horn hatching eggs, II per setting; $8
7?4 Potith
Second,
per hundred; fancy table eKga at market
kent-Room- a
FOIt KENT Modern furnished apart-mentwith Board price,
j. 8. Wiley, box 133, city, phone
steam heat. AverlU apartments,
2411-RROOM AND UOAKD.
Ell South Broad- 3081,4 North Second.
FOR
SAIK S. C. Black Klnorca. S. C.
wayj
Three-rooFOR
furnished
RENT
Blue
hat.hlng eggs, II per
,
apartment, private bath, aleeplng porch. ROOM AND BOARD Close to shops, setting Andaluslan
: arcei post
of thirteen.
pre840 a month.
702 South Third.
Call at 1005 West Central.
15 eggs 11.25.
225 North Fourth,
paid;
FOR RENT Three-roomodern fur- CANVAij sleeping porch, with board. phi.ne Eno.
810
1207
East
Central.
nished apartment, two sleeping porches.
per week,
euss
FOR BALK BUFF ORPINGTON
(135
South Broadway.
MEALS served. 40c each; by the week,
2 and 13 per 15; from
for hatching,
8S.0O.
503 North First. Phone 319.
FOR RENT Two and three-roofurblue ribbon winners; special on best
nished housekeeping apartments.
A618
ROOMS AND BOltD, men preferred, burf pullet In class. Phono 1472-lbuquerque Hotel. 21
Went Fruit.
North Second.
810 and up, no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR BBNT Steam heated apartment, Foil RENT
S.
Room and board; all new FOR 6ALK
White Leghorn hatcn-InIn Park View court, 0J East Sliver.
beds.
612 South Broadway, or phone
eggs and baby chicks. 121) per
Call J. A. Hammond, phona 152-I971-100; alao few cocks and cockerels. Gen
FOIt KENT One furnished and one un- EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATION to take tr Poultry Ranch, poatofflce box J12,
furnished apartment, hot water. 1215
the cure;
home; highlands. phono nr.fl.W.
West Roma. Apply apartment 1, or call pnone 14'ja-w- , private
FDR
SAI.K
eggs,
fertility
Hatching
4 so-'
guaranteed; White Orpingtons, Single
FOll KEN
Nicely rurntsned rooms with
Rhode Island Reds.
FOH RENT Three-rooWrite for
apartment and first-clas- s 1327-- table board. 110 South Arno, Comb
SCImmer Ranch Company,
San
prices,
sleeping porch, furnished; close In; phone
Acacia, N. M.
water, llirhts. hath and telephone. J20 CI.AKA TWISS haa
sleeping porches for TWENTY-NIN- E
South Broadway.
old
on
same
the
yeurs
rent, with excellent board and nurse's
B.
ranch
White Leghorn chicks.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apart- care, at 620 South High.
ex120
e
Twenty-fivhundred.
per
cold
hot
and
ment;
years'
water, lights and FOR RENT Room ana
s.eeping porch,
Yott Poultry
with incubators.
421 Vi
rent reasonable.
phone paid;
with board for gentlemen convales- perience
South Broadway.
Ranch, Postofflce hox 107, phone I7C1-- J
cents. Phone IH79-W- .
FOR SALE Hatching eggs, four popular
FOR RENT One large and one small BOARD
room, adand large glnBscd-l- n
S. C. It. I. Reds, Mayhood
varieties:
apartment, furnished
completely for
joining bath, large closet, very reason- strain. 16, 11.50: Famous Sliver Cam-pineS15
housekeeping. Crana Apartments,
able. 815 South Sycnmore;
North Seventh, phone M4.
15, 13.00; S. C. Light Ilrown LegHAVE rooms and glassed porches for two horns, 16. 11.50: S. C' Dark Brown LegFOR RENT Three-roomodern furnursseuvlce
more
and
horns
u. 12.00. Robinson, Old Town,
pntlenta; tray 13B5-nished apartment: nrlvata bath, rlnssed
phone 1388.
Veeping porch, hard wood floors, etc. ing, reasonable. Phone
FOR RENT Room with sleeping porch BABY
CHICKS and hatching eggs.
ii'jz west central, pnone SRK-.- T
and board for convalescent; plenty of
Mountain View S. C. R. I. Reds: prize
FOR RENT Desirable furnished apartmilk and eggs. Apply 1416 South winners at El Paso, Albuquerque and
ment, four rooms and bath; large fresh
Denver; bred for the best In color, type
glassed-i- n
1018 West Edith.
sleeping porch.
Order chtx In adVACANCY for convalescent In well con- and egg production.
mornlno-sCentral, phone 101&-C. P. liny. 23S North High.
vance.
coufor
suitable
ducted
private home;
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, contwo gentlemen. 'Address Hlgh REU POULT'l'.H
ribbon
YARDS Blue
venient to sanatorium; four rooms, ple or care
wlnnere. egga for hatching, from sixJournal,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East lands,
Ideal summer teen grand pens; best winter layers; 8. C.
Central car Una. Call 1321 East Central, JAMESON'S RANCH
location for convalescents; cool and R. I. Reds, 16 for 11 .61. 12. 13, 15; Barred
or see McMllllon
Wood, pbons s.48.
free from Rocks. 16 for $2. 13, 15; cheaper In 100
shady: two mllea from town;
WASHINGTON
Wm. Illetx,
The dust and smoke.
APARTMENTS
lots: fine breeding cockerels.
Phone 22.1S-8
located
and finest
West Atlantic, phone 1483-largest
M1KAMONTBS-ON-THB-MESIn the state, at 1002 West Central. Small
for tubercular
furnished apartment now vacant; full In- A SANATORIUM-HOTEL- ,
CARPENTERING
convalescents; graduate nurse In atformation at apartment No. 1. J. D.
tendance; rate by the week or moDtb. PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
Eskln.
Call 8400-JAll kinds of work. Phone K.73-J- .
FOn RENT Nicely furnished room and WANTnD Odd Jobs
FOR SALE Furniture
carpi nterlng. house
board with sleeping porches; adjoinpainting and repairing, at reasonable
.
KUKNITt'Bff REPAIRING and upholster-Ing- . ing bath; private family; rates for two prices Phone I45S-RH13-or
Walter.
20J
three
South
ErvlCo.
Phone
people.
Bedding
PAINTIM1 and kalsommlng done; wall1128-FOR SALE Household furnishings, In- Phone
paper cleaned; roofs repaired; prices
MODERN
large front roum, with
etc.; owner leaving ON-or 151S-cluding furniture,
reasonable. Phono ftfis-114 North High.
sleeping porch, southern exposure, suncity. Phone 1088-J- ,
PAINTING,
paper banging nj caleom-Ining-W;
shine all day; suitable for two; excellent
of five-rooFOR SALE Furniture
L.
all wo 'k guaranteed.
nurse in
two meals; tray service; graduate
house,
piano and phonograph,
Owens. US uuth Edlih, phone U-Casa de Ora,
82(1
dozen laying hens.
North Twelfth. attendance
WB DO ODD JOB carpentering anil
I41B SOUTH EDITH Private sanatoriFOK SALE
Child's crib, "bed room rug!
house building, rensonab.e: Investigate
um for tubercular
patients. Rooms
o
8x10; Torrlngton electrlo sweeper wlih
Phone
low prices: estlmstes free.
exglassed-i- n
furnished;
porches;
nicety
attachment and typewriter desk, itll cellent meals;
ZJ3B-J. V. Kloken. 212 Yale street.
nurstray service; general
North Fourteenth, phone 2541-Cool place for summer. Kates are I WANT
low
ing.
to
my
prices
Investigate
FOR SALE Two beds with rprlngs and reasonable. Phone 13(I6-on an jou
kind of a building proposition
15.
mattresses, two rockers, dining table
A.
runga-luhave
In
you
view.
Palmer,
and six chairs; large size cook stove, one RESERVATIONS may now be nad at St.
Builder, box 41, city, phono 1758-W- .
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates,
heating stove, one wringer, 850 for all 817.60
to 126 per week; Includes private UUILDINtl. alteration, repairing, large
if sold by Monday morning, pnone 603-- j
room with aleeplng porch, oonnected to
lobs or email : work by contract or lr
FOR SALE Priced right, beautiful brass bath and toilet;
medical care, medicines, the 'day; nasonable prices; work guarbed, Ivory chiffonier. Navajo rug. fiber general nundng;
E
excellent meals, tray anteed: estimates free. Cull 1785-reed table, child's fumed onk rocker, service; no extras. All rooms have ateam E. Johnson, 616 John.
china cabinet, kitchen table, Wilson bur- heat, hot and ec-lrunning water. Xev.
ner, drafting board, puttees, aleeplng W. U. Ztegler, Superintendent.
Phone
WANTED
Houses
hag for camping. 119 North Elm, phone 401.
1D88-WAN'l'EP-- To
rent four or five-rooWANTED-Salei- meii
house, unfurnished; must bu reasonable
rent and within six or eight blocks of
MATTKESS RENOVATING WAN TB DSuveu
two In family; no skk: perpostofflce;
A
MB.
Mfc.NOV
11.
ATTKK8H
Slid
TIM.
who have automobile!, to nell Colt manent; would consider purchasing if
Hug oleantnx. furnliura repairing, furlighting and cooking planti. Appllcnnti price right,
Lived In present location
813-niture packing. Phon
IrvlD call or write W. M. Foster, 210 3 Vwt three years. Address B. J. W., care Jour,
Bedding Company,
nal.
Central, Albuquerque,

BUSINESS CHANCES

$1,000.
$2,000 to

Franklin & Co,

COURT

s
New
apartments, steam
heat, gas, etc.; roof garden, fine
view; rents $50 to $75. No sick.
Garages, $6.
J. A. HAMMOND, Agent,
821 K. Silver.
I'hono 1522-R- .

Two rooms, two porches, furnished, has city water. . $20.00
WHY PAY $1,000 FOR A LOT?
When wo will sell you three
acres o fine, level land on
Fourth street, nice frontage,
paved road. Only 4 2 miles
out. Easy terms. Trlco only

pressed brlcx store building
witli plate glass front, living
rooms attached.
Corner lot.
This la one of the best locations in the city for a retail
grocery or bakery business.
Priced to sell. Liberal terms.
A

We havo soma money to loan on

CITY REALTY CO.

RENT

Fu.vnshed room. ti
weitT, pnnne lfiflT-FURNISHED modern rooms; no lick; no
children
414 West Sliver.
FOR RUNT Three furnlsned housekeep
ara worth- Fourth.
ing rooms,
FOR RENT One or two nice housekeeping rooms. 204 Kouth Second.
FOR RENT Two, roams for light
4:3 West Iron; no sick.
FOR RENT Furnisnea front room, private entrance. 307 flouth Walter.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms;
gentle- men only.
123 South Broadway
FOR PENT two rurnisneo- - rooms tor
llnt
1727 West Central
FOR RENT
Two large front ro..ms,
like new. 124 South Edith.
ROOM and sleeping
polh7ao: joining
3(11
hSIh
South ndlth nh.m. Ilin.l
FOIt RENT Furnished bed room,
ba'h' 403 North Flttn- - Phne

0

FOR TRADE

Phone

PARKVIEW

FOR RENT

five-roo-

Acrldem, Automiblle insurance,
Surety Uoi Is, Loans.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
telephone 674.

207 W. Gold.

I

Business Opportunity

OFFICE ROOMS
MONEY TO LOAN

th

I

ra

,..1.

NOTICE
The

University

Heights

Realty Co,
Have opened an office in the
Heights at the terminal of the
University car line In connection with the Builders' Supply
company, and will be headquarters for tho sale of lots
and building of homes In that
addition.
Our efforts will not be wholly
confined to the Heights, but
will Include all of Albuquerque
and surroundinor country.
Four automobiles always at
your Bervlce.

University Heights Realty
Company,
Corner Yale nntl Central.
863-963-- J
Thones

iord

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

nun

iv

JOHN W, WILSON.
WHEN I.N NEED OF
Attorney.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, aprlngs, mag- Ho rns II, 1? and 19, Cromwell Building.
netos, generators, wheels gears, axles,
Phone 1153-J- .
benrlnr.s,
horns, accessories.
PIIYMCIASW
AMI BllttlttONH.
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
We have salvaged to dote tra follow, UK. tt. I.. Ill KTON,
n- ick,
IHseasce of thfl Pfomnrh.
leg earn:
Maxwell.
Chandler,
Butte, t. P,nrr,ett Building.
Mitchell. Chevrolet 4MI and F. B. : Over-lanevery model: Hup, Olds, Crow, ElkIH. . C. f I.Alt KE;
hart, Reo, Dort, fc'axon. Studebaker, both
and Throat.
Eye, Knr, .
6.
and

VIATWCT CARAtm
SOUTH' SECOND.
T.argest parts house In the state.
SAVE upward of fiO per cent on tested
part,. Studebaker, Dodge, Oldsmoblle,
Maxwell,
firant,
Overland,
Chevrolet,
B. M. F.. Interstate.
:.
Chalmers, Paige, Bulck. Dort, Stoddard-Dayto- n
nnd others. Engines for stationary, truck
and tractor use.
Anye part or accessory for any auto.
tOO

Barnett

Phone IS.
Building.
Office Hours
to H a. m., and
to B p. m.
IH. slAlttiAIIKT CAUTU RIGHT,
Residence 112J East Central. I'hone 171.
Phone 1171

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to
rillNARY DISEASE?

GENITO

AND D1SEASKS
SKIN
co. Wnssemiun LaboratoryOF InTHE
ai;to wuf.ckino
Connection.
613-1.West Central.
Phone 434.
Cltlsens
Bank
Bide. Phono H8.
New Mexico's oldest wrecking house.
Tse.l ears boimht sold and exchanged.
CHIROPRACTORS

WANTED

IClf?

Position

C AKsfrfN7r'ruLXru"u"u"u"'J1J

Chiropractor
I'KACTlCAl, NURSE want, confinement
ll la ArrnUe Building.
cases.
I'hone 1R56-WANTED
Office Rooms
Washing and ironing, by the FOR RENT
doren or rough dry. Call 170S-.T- .
Foil KENT Office rooms. 319Vj Wot
WANTED
and
over
tn
take
ironing
Central,
Woolworth's.
Wusiilng
home; all work guaranteed.
Phone FOR RENT Office room
Luna Strieker
l.'ua-W- .
hulldln
Korber Auto Department
WANTED
Housework In exchange' for FOR RENT Desirable
hall, JCxsn. a
room and board for two.
M. L care
6184 West Central; suitable for school,
.Tout nal.
dancing or office work.
BOOKKEEPER wants position by hour
or permanent. Address Box A- -l 5, care
Journal.
TIME CARDS
WANTED
Position as assistant to busy
doctor. Address Doctor, care Journal,
or phone G34-DRAPERIES AND CURTAINS cleaned.
renovated, hand work, called for and
delivered. Phone 1S41-OFFICES CLEANED DAILY Janitor
services, house cleaning (with vacuum),
floors polished; referencea
Phone 81S-WtS'i BOLN. Daily.
WANT'CD
Young man, A- -t bookkeeper Train.
Arrive. Depart.
and clerk wants position with live con- No, I The Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:30
pin
cern, retail or wholesale: A- -l references. No. t Calif. Llmlted.lu:30 am 11:00 am
Address J. H. F,., care Journat.
No. I Fargo Fast. .10:60 am IlttH am
No.
The Navajo. . 1 3:3a am 1:00 a to
MONEY
IS

Bo

TO LOAN

WANTED

or

To loan 11,000

real estate.
Albuquerque
ISIO--

MONEY

on

No.

Improved

Phone

287,

SD

No. 27

SOUTHBOUND.
El Pao Eip
El Paso Exp

EA8TE0UNn.
No. I The Navajo.. 3:10 pm
No, I Calif. Limited. 6.(10 pm

10:10 pes
11:1 aia
Z:I0 pm

TO LOAN On wutches. dia6:40 pm
monds, guna and everything valuable No. 18. F. Uiehl., 7:36 pm 6:10 pro
Mr. B. Marcus, til Routh First.
No. to The Boom.... 7:30 am 7:10 an
MONEY TO LOAN n diamonds, watctie,
yeojj SC"T.i
and god jewelry; liberal reliable, oon. No. 38 From El Paso 1:35 ptu
fldenllnl Oi.ttlleb Jewelry Co. 105 N tst No. to From El Peso 7:00 am
No, 10 oonnects at relet) w'lh No, 33
MONEY TO LOAN From J1.000 up; can
City and
make good laed loan on close-I- n busi- for Clnvla. Peoes Valie-.'iLaO
Coast.
ness property. McMllllon eV Wood, 206
No. ii connect, at "elon with No. 31
West Oold, Realtors.
CONFIDENTIAL loans no Jewelry, dia- from Clovte and potnte eat and sowh
mond, watches. Liberty bonds, plan
automnbltea
Lowest
rate. Rothman's
117 South Fltsu Bonded M the stale.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
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CHEST PROTECTION WEEK WILL
BE OBSERVED THROUGHOUT THE

AIHSLEE'S FRUIT SALAD
You
Buy a gummer supply today or tomorrow.
For these two
will find it a splendid investment.
days we will sell it at wholesale price. Large cans,
38c; by the case (two dozen), $f.00; small cans,
22c; by the case (four dozen), $10.00.

Forests Play An Important Part in the

Orders Delivered for 10c
Phono 28.

well-bein-

LET'S GO

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

Dustin Farcum in 'IRON TO GOLD'
Vmlcr Direction of Bernard J. Doming.

A

ALSO

TUESDAY

MOTHER OF SLAIN
WOMAN FORGIVES
ACCUSED DOCTOR

Topics of the Day
COMEDY

"FOX NEWS''

"WAT l)OWV EAST"

II

LOCAL ITEMS

and 5.
Sn'in! Co. Phone
Mineral lodge No. 4, Knights of
8
o'clock
Pythias, will meet at
tonight. The rank of knight will
be conferred.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. P.. J.
Keleher, a son, yesterday.
Born, to, Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Robison, a daughter, at a local

Col

hospitaUyesterday.
factory wood, ftill truck load,
four dollarr HahnCoal Company.

Phone 81.
A. H. Wilde, manager of the
house of Armour
Albuquerque
company, left Sunday afternoon
for the west. Before returning to
the city he will visit towns of
western Arizona, Including
Winslow and Springerville.
Mr. Wilde will be absent several
weeks.
Mrs. H. D. Winsor. of Cowles.
JJ. M..
underwent an operation at the Presbyterian sanatorium recently, is reported to be recovering rapidly.
Asthma? JJr Murray. osteoprfh
N. T. ArrnHo building, phone 741
Temple lodgo No. 6. A. F. and
A. M., will hold a special meeting
this evening at 7:30 o'clock for
work in "the Third degree.
Misses Virginia Mainz, Rebecca
Cecilia, Aurilia Armijo and Ada
returned last night
Rodriguez
from Santa Fe where they spent
Easter week.

Vf'
PRICES

REDUCED

Pianos, Player Pianos
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs
Navajo Rugs

0

ROTHMAH'S

1

Music and Jewelry Store
117 South

First St. Phone

r'

'i

917-- J

k,

'

HIGHWAYMAN GIVES
BACK STOLEN WATCH

TREES WILL BE

OH

01

ARBOR

Program for Week at

Un-

iversity Includes Debate
With State College on
Thursday Evening.

The following program for the
week- at the university has been
Georgo Dinkle, 1108 West Slate, announced.
avenue, lost a few cents to a col- - j Monday Meeting
senior
of
ored "stick up" last night when
in charge;
he was attacked on North Eleventh class. Ralph Hernandez
Htreot.
The colored highwayman 12:30 p. m., room 2, adminiswas more than six feet tall and tration building.
Women's
Tuesday
wore a mask. He drew a revolver
meeting. Miss Helen Mai
on Dinkle, who managed to get a
roll of bills out of his pocket and Arthur in charge; 6 p. m Alpha
Chi Omega house.
drop them before tho highwayMedical consultaWednesday
man searched him. He was retion for women students. Evelyn
watch
a
coins
and
lieved of a few
nnd as tho colored man turned, Frisble, M. D., 2:30 to 3 p. m.,
he wrestled with him and the both 313 2 West Central avenue.
for men
Medical consultation
fall to the ground. When they got
students. P. G. Cornish, Jr., M.
up Dinkle talked the highwayman
out of the watch, which was re- 1)., 3:30 to 4:30 p. m., room IS,
chemistry building.
turned to him.
Miss
Y. W. C. A. meeting.
Hazel Morris in charge, 6 p. m.,
TO
CUP
R0SENWALD
Hokona.
Meeting of committee on stuOF
TO WINNER
GO
dents affairs, 4 p. m.. room 2,
GOLF TOURNAMENT chemistry building. Dean John V.
Clark in charge.
Thursday Debate: Teams of
The first round in the final tourNew Mexico College of Agriculnament for the Rosenwald golf ture
Ar(Jmnfo Arrs and
an,i ti
cup was played off yesterday by
University of New Mexico;
the eight men who have won It in of8 State
p. m., ltodey nan. ueorsu ms-aprevious meets. The winner of the
secretary of Lowell Literary
present tourney will retain the society,
in charge.
cup.
That the several
"Resolved,
In the play yesterday Gioml de- states
establish industrial
should
feated Dr. C. A. Eller two up:
'Grover Divine defeated John Tler-ne- y courts for tho judicial settlement
three up; Joe Swilltim defeat- y of industrial disputes."
assembly,
University
Friday
ed A. G. Sims two up and Leo
defaulted to Dr. J. R. Van 11 a. m., Rodey hall. Installation
Ofofficers.
students'
of
associate
Atta.
round will bo ficers for the year in
The semi-fincharge.
president,
playe next Sunday afternoon at the Frank Neher,
Alpha Delta Pi dance. Miss
Country club course.- Hazul Morris in charge. 8 to
11:30 p. m., Woman's club. Dr.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Edna Mosher. chaperon.
Arbor day. Tree
DOINGS
Saturday
planting by senior class. Ralph
' Ground was broken this week Hernandez, president of senior
class, in charge, 10 a. m., univer
for the construction of three new sity
campus.
on
the
houses
Heights.
$6,000
Junior-Senio- r
women's lunch. Louis Messinger has purchased
Miss Simpson and Miss Mo
eon.
a beautiful building lot on Brown sher in
charge. 12:30 p. m., aura
avenue in the greater restricted
Itavnolds hall.
district.
Cify track meet. Director R. W.
, Building has started with a venin charge, 2:30 p. m.,
geance all over the Heights and Johnson
university field.
the song of tho saw and the
Is very audible from eight in
the morning until five in the
-

n,

Mur-phe-

1922-192-

ham-airi-

3.

Dr.

i

SACRIFICE PLAYER
PIANO.
'
For quick turnover will sacrifice price. Player in our possession In Albuquerque and must be
.moved at once. Easy payments.
Wrlto quick for particulars to
the Denver Music Co., Denver,
.' Colo.

Pa.,

!

CARD OF THANKS.
I am sincerely grateful to the
many friends of my late husband,
for their attendance at the funeral
services and the many expressions
of condolences and beautiful floral
offerings received.
MRS. STEVE KOBZA.

C 1.

?

Osteopathic Specialist.
Stern Rids. Tel. 70 J. 2033--

Gildcrslccvn Electric
211 East Central, phone 707-The

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.
i

Co.,

Let Us Send a Man

POOL PLAYERS,
NOTICE
The Palace Pool Hall, 120 South
Second. Is holding a contest In
bhseball
and
billiards.
pool.
straight pool. Panama hats will
three
the
as
to
be given
prizes
making tho highest score in each
during the thirty .days.

Cut out t'e picture,
sides. Then carefully
line 1 its .utile length,
ted line 2. and so on.
section
underneath
When completed turn
you'll find a surprising
the pictures.

Journal Want

on all four

fold dotted
Then
each
accurately
over an.l
result. Save
dot-Fol-

Ads Itriug Ucsulls.

fr35

Will pay 60 cents per Hour
over 1.000 pounds per horse;
ppr hour under 1.000,
Bteady work for tood teams,

v

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

tem

cen'.s

SHE FLED BY, THE SKY ROUTE FROM THE MAN
WHO LOVED HER, YET. THOUGHT HER A THIEF
An unusual situation in a stirring drama of a new West
of flivvers and airplanes and movies jostling the old
"wild and wooly." A popular star in a refreshing original

WANTED

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.

Half Soles

picture.

B. H. CALKINS,

IN

Gcui ral Kiigiuccring

Work,
Municipal
Irrigation.
Surveys of all kinds. Mapping.
120 S. Fourth
Phono 411.

I
i

"urn ACLES

Tiibcrciilars
Kates $12.50
reservations
For
490-- J

In tho mountains.

Phone

FOR SALE
Gasoline

HILL TRAIL"

ADDED ATTRACTIONS!

For Convalescent
per neck.

0F THE TOP

"PENNY

Well Country Camp

OF THE JUHGLE"

CURRENT EVENTS
....

b

REGULAR PRICES.
:

Engines.

Second hand
$50.00, $100.00
and $150.00 each.
W. COPPER. I
409
INQUIRE

Miss Mary Landon Baker.
The
time shall not fai,
says Mary Landon i'aker, who
thrice failjd to show u i for her
marriage to Allister KcCormick.
Miss Baker sailed on the A.iuitanh
for England. "We're going to be
married this time," she said. Mc- Cormick, i ' the Harvester family,
has been waiting for his bride in
London, where he went after she
left him waiting the last time S"V- eral weeks ago.
fo-r-

th

LIAS

AH

D

Are my specialty have a few
in different color
varieties
left, if vou order early.
RAYMOND V. BLOOM.
Phono 2107-P. O. Box

CONTINUOUS

J.

!
A BARGAIN
room frame, glassed sleeping
porch, pantry, etc. Completely
Lot 35x142
feet.
furnished.
Look It over. No. 1113 South
Walter street, then tell us what
you'll give.

ciias. g.

z.rF

Phone

&

I TO

:

11 P. M,

LAST TIME TODAY
T

presents

It must sell this week. Two

liPIESisasisrs

ICOLDVm

A

Q

co.

640.

DVKP.S AND IIA'ITERS

lllO CLEANING
Phone 45:!. Cor. (Ill) and Gold

mi

Tints Sasiss

WOODMAN OF THE
WORLD -

List Your Property With
ATANASIO MONTOYA
117 West Gold Avenue
Loans, Insurance

Real Estate,

Wednesday,

1022

April 19,

Music By

p Q Q Q f The JeWeler
--

EXPERT WATCH MAKING.
Jewelry
Engrniii3,Repairing- Opposite l'ostofflce.
118 South Fourth.

The Syncopators

(Colombo Orch.)
Admission. $1.00. War tn. 10c
Liulios Free
Total,- sl.10.

ulG

I'

and I p.

"THE

OF QUALITY"

New salesroom, 115 S. Second.

Cleaning,
Dyclna, flalf
nnd Rlockcd. Hug
latest
elenned
hy
process.

ADDED ATTRACTION:

FOR RENT

Phones 148 and 449.

"ROLLING STONES"

Dry

A

(loaned

Hear end of Central Avenue
store room; suitable for sample
room, etc.
Phono 00.",--

Finest rooms in the state-st- eam
heat, hot and cola
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, 14 to $10 ween
Transient rate $1.50 single;
J2.00 double.
With bath J3.C0 single anu
double S3. 00.

Given by Woman's

Mermaid Comedy.
REGULAR PRICES.

Two-Pa-

rt

asag'

'

FEEL SAFE ANb COMFORTABLE
at least one ton of coal in your cellar.
The very Dest In
v
Gallup, Dawson and Canon City Coal

CHARITY BALL

ELMS HOTEL

Coldwyn Picture

A

LA ON nit Y

E. B. BOOTH

B.MASOMHOPrw(

FOOL

LAUNDRY CO.

SUITS TO ORDER!
$23.50

fete.

-

THE IMPERIAL

By having

Club

M Armory

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

MONDAY, APItlL 17TH
Whlto Lightning Hnrmonlwrs
412.00 a Couplo
Benefit Duy Nursery Mortgage

4 PHONES 3
You will not regret having a ton in
your bin.

Fund.

City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.
Phone S67--

AUCTION SALE

OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

Of GOOD FUEL

75c

Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
Men's Half Soles
90c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c

PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING:

C90ER CERRILLOS
THE

SATISFACTORY,

Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

EGG

ECONOMICAL-- '

QQJ

HAHII

II

W

DANCE
GUY'S TRANSFER
Phone 371

COLOMBO HALL

4

Sunday Picnics a Specialty

RAGS WANTED

FOUND

A
real place to get yoin
clothes cleaned and pressed.
Give us a trial.
HILL'S SHOP,
213 S. Second.
Phone 480.
Prompt Service.

TODAY, APRIL 17T1I AT 623 NORTH ELEVENTH ST.
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Six rooms of beautiful house
furnishings to go to "old:
Nte the foowlS
articles to be
J 125
Solid rurhCtoHdavenport, two
$35 leather rockers to match
$135 phonograph with records, South
bed
room suite, consisting of dresser,
dressing table? be? and
chairs to match and it sure is a beauty;
white
room suite consisting of dresser, chlfronlor and beT bed
oak
chiffonier Iron bed. dining room suite,
f.'
"A, l0Set and ""'.upholstered chalr.gto ma ch!
"6W- - Ren,wrator and
many other
have room to mention. Now
if vou want
beautiful house furnishings you cannot afford to miss
this sale
, iu these goods are all the same as new and have
used by sick. These goods should be seen to be appreciated"
, the closer these" goods are Inspected the more they would be
appreciated, in fact these goods will appeal to the most d
person. Don't miss this sale-- be
on hand

Zi iilf lJamV

DANG E

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

ON THF, BEST FLOOR IV NEW MEXICO

TONIGHT
Best

Ventilated Hall, in
City. Best Floor.
DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

TONIGHT

ROOM
ELKS' BALL
tho Elks
IJntid

of

Hem-fi- t

TOMORROW NIGHT, APRIL

18

CRYSTAL

ELKS' onCHESTKA

Admission Per Couple

$1.00.

Tax, 10c Total, $1.10
J.

m
M O

DER

N

OFFICE ROOMS
Excellent Location
Light, water, heat and janitor
service Included.
LIVESTOCK
AGltlCLXTUHAL
113

AND
LOAN

South Second.

i

-l

To replace

We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

1 --

-

pay good prices for fire- - J
such as Rifles, Shot
Must be in
Guns. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South first Street

Fine Shoe Repairing

Ladies'

321 South Second.
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the dead woman's mother has told
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Dr. Bryson she is convinced he was l,,,,.,,,
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th
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not responsible tor
actions at
hemls In uncounted tliou- the time 11 he did do the shortirij;.
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thp forrstod regions of tho
He denic? the deed.
country, onst nnd west. Most of
lie great national
parks are in
f.ircst region". The national for- ivtt attract hundreds nf thousands
acli year from Canada to the Mex-- I
ORAiO ASKED
lean line. rlNhermon during the
summer and hunters in the fall
flock to the forested sections for
their favorite pastime and recreGALLUP ' ation.
Forests, then, supply material
Ifor great industries, lumbering.
minor forest products, grazing:
make lire possible in arid regions
by conserving water supply. ,nnd
similarly, preventing erosion and
floods generally in nil regions:
George Yl. Craig, t'niled States make economic use of rough lands
district attorney, received a wire unsuited to other crops, and prolast night from Adjutant General vide recreation grounds for the naHenry Rolf Brown urging him to tion.
This is the "why" of forests. Obcome to Gallup at once. The admust be protected
jutant general is in command of viously, they
the stato troops which have been against forest fires which would
tire
sent to Gallup to enforce the mar- utterly destroy them. Forest
of tremential law which was declared, fol- prevention is therefore
several dous importance to every citizen of
lowing tho dlriurbance
days ago, when four women cried this country.
"shajne" when some miners not
active in the coal strike attempted
to enter the Mentmore mine.
Tho wire received by Judge
2.000 Pounds. 811.00
Craig did not stato what General
Weights Guaranteed
Brown desired him to accomIs
Why We Lend. Others Follow
plish In the city, other than to
say that it was imperative that
Co.
he come on United StateB cases
BOO N. First
Phone 388-now confined under military
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Eco-

regions. Prevention of erosion of
steep mountain slopes by the foreRt
roots which knit the soil to tho
rocks beneath, thereby reducing
the burden of silt carried by
streams, is a. great benefit to all irrigation works. Water, checked in
a big dam liko Klephant Butte,
drops Its load of silt and the filling
of such damn with soil, and the
consequent reduction of their water capacity is n serious problem.
The great western grazing; indus
depends, in largo part, on for
try
est regions to Rupply much of its
glazing grounds. While not con
directly to the supply of
tributing
feed, forests have associated with
them many edible
species of
sra?.es. herbaceous
plants and
shrubs which are utilized by grazing livestock.
Forest readily occupy land too
nigged to bo stilted to agriculture
or any similar use. hence, it Is economically necessary that the many
lllions of acres of true forest land
in the United States be kept fully
In this
storked and productive.
f. ature. nrain, forests vindicate the
reason of their being, namely, producing a crop on land unfitted for
cultivated crops.
Forests, to a certain degree,
modify climate: certainly, at least,
do they mortify temperature, especially the extremes of heat or
cold. One reason people seek forests in summer for recreation is the
cooler temperatures always prevailing in timbered areas, due to a
limited measure to tho forest itself.
Along similar lines, forests act as
windbreaks and thus plan an Im-

4
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Fox terrier dog, five months
old, prominent black spots.

WANTED

of commerce that come from forests and, even then, the list is long.
Paper pulp for one a single item
to conjure with naval stores, alcohol and many more chemicals
wood
tan
distillation,
through
bark, edible nuts and fruits, fuel
oils
mediciand
gums,
wood, many
nal products and so on.
Tho most Important function of
forests after forest products are
considered, Is that of stream control", conservation of water supply
and tho prevention of erosion.
Much could be said In this field
but the mere mention of each of
the above factors starts a train of
thought that may carry one far.
Floods, the great devastators of
civilized communities and works,
ono of the least controllable of all
nature's upheavals once under
way, are largely the, result of forest destruction and, conversely,
are controllable and preventable
by proper conservation of ground
cover, chiefly forests.
Intour own west, in New Mexico,
many irrigation projects derive the
bulk of their water from forested
areas and tho slow seeping of this

(BY .1. C. KIRCH ER.)
President
Ilarrilng's proclamation making April 16 to 22 Forest
Protection week nnturally .brinsa
the thought: Why retnln these forVh:it Is their purpose and
ests?
why need they he protected?.
The outstanding use of forests,
no doubt, is to supply lumber for
the unlimited uses to which wood
is put. America owes much of its
great stride toward tho economic
g
and the high standards
of living of its citizens to its original abundance of forests widely
of
distributed.
The condition
is
cheap and abundant lumber
passing in this country and will
never again prevail In the same degree as in the past century.
Lumber, then, is the first contribution of forests.
Considering other products from
minor
forest
forests,
products, one need only skim the
surface of a vast flood of articles
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nomic Condition of the Country; Week to
Be Featured By Intensive Campaign to Acquaint America With Need of Woodlands.

Wholesalers Quote.

508 West Central.
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ENGLAND
TO BE MARRIED

UNITED STATES STARTING TODAY

Our Wholesale Price Is Even Less Then Some
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6COARITE
SWASTIKA
Rest Prlcci.

PHONE 35
Exclusive Agent for Swastika nnd Sugarlte Coal.
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BIG TIME COMF.ntAN
FAMOUS TOBY MALE QUARTETTE
.
Play Tonight. Curtain 8:30
"THE CHURCH AND ITS PEOPLE," in 4 Act$
PRICES: Children S5c Adults 85c; Including tat.

TM117

All Sizes.

JEW STATE COAL CO.

OPERA HOUSE

2LAVGH AT TOBYt

